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brisk to high northwesterly.
Cautionary southwest signals are ordered
< ity to
on the Atlantic coast from Atlantic
Boston section, and southeast signals front
Portland to Eastport.
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time
Observations taken at the same moment ol
jX all stations.____

purity
Tills powder never varies.
atid wliolesoineness. More economical
than the ordinary kinds, and cannot be sold In
<
inipetltlon with the multitude of low test, short
weight alum or phosphate powders. Sold only t;*
c.nii. Royal Baklno Powokk Co., 106 wall
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FOSTER’S FOREST CITY DYE HOUSE
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Carpets cleansed at all seasons of tlie year.
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Shooting

Deer.

April 5.—The Maine State
Agricultural Society, has appealed to the
leading citizens of the State to offer a special premium of $10, more or less, on some
particular breed and age of animal or some
special crop as may best meet their faucy.
The animal premium list, in which these
speclul prizes will [be ,published, will go to
Therefore
press about the 15th of April.
Lewiston,

—

Preble HI., Opp. Preble Heuae.

sneodly

The Greatest
Spring Tonic.

.ooctovu

a
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t

should be notified

of

Portland.

previously.

; C. C. McCabe, I). 1)., in the evening,
W. A. Spencer, D. D., of Philadelphia,
Thursday evening; mission sermon by F. C.
Friday afternoon; address by J. C.

Rogers,
Hartzell, D. D., in the evening, sermon by
Bishop|C. II. Fowler, Sunday forenoon and
preaching by Rev. Chas. Parkhurst, editor
of Zion’s Herald, in the afternoon.
Portland Bidders Successful
[Special to the Press.]
Lewiston, April 5.—Tim bids for the construction of the new school bnilding [of Oak
Grove Seminary, Vassalboro, were opened
by the building committee which met here
today. The bids were as follows:
J. & J. Phllbrook, Portland.$12,b7S.OO
A. J. Kstes, Lewiston.13,496.00
.1. P. Wyman, Augusta.

general lassitude and debility, which,
if neglected, results in a low, vitiated
condition of the vital forces, that
follows the sufferer throughout the
summer, and usually terminates in
of malarial or typhoid
some form
fever. If, however, the patient has
the wisdom to take somo reliable
remedy that gently acts on the sluggish liver, enabling it to speedily
carry off all impurities, while at the

E. Libby, Portland.
J. A. Greenleaf, Lewiston. Id.fji5.00
J. & J. PlMlbrook being the lowest bidders
the contract was awarded to them. The new
building will be 160 feet long by about 40 feet
three stories high witli basement. The

is vitalized and

and the blood enriched,
the result is a condition of vigorous
This result is invariably
health.
about
by
brought

invigorated,

wide,

work of construction will be commeuccd at
once and the building is to he completed this

DR. R. C. FLOWER’S SCIENTIFIC

season.

Bowdoin

Lira and Stoicl Mm.

College.

[Special to the Press.l
Bbunswick, April 5.—The Senior ’88
Prize Exhibition occurred this evening in
Despite the unfavorable
Memorial Hall.
weather there was a good sized audience
present. Collins’ orchestra furnished very
acceptable music. The following is the pro-

It is the greatest Spring Tonic ever
given to the world.
For sale by
Pripfl ft 1.00 a bottle.

druggists.

gramme:
The Spirit of English Literature...
A. W. Tolman, Portland.

..

Boston.

The President realizes that an ex-Confederate would not be confirmed by the Sen1877.

ate, and he does not propose to nominate any
Southerner. He will nominate a chief justice directly, instead of promoting one of the
associate justices. It may be added that
should Mr. Putnam not be named for the existing vacancy, he is still likely to get the first
place that falls vacant among the associate
j ustices.
From another source it is learned that a
succession of changes may ensue, each of
which will satisfy some urgent demand, conciliate some faction, and bring about an adjustment which will be beneficial in a variety of ways The fact that the first term of
I’resident Cleveland is nearing its end, and
the presidential election is at hand, perhaps
gives rise to these suggestions. One series
of moves is as follows: The Pacific coast
and many citizens of other sections would
be pleased to have the long service of Judge
Field recognized by placing him at the head
of the court of which he has been a member
This would make a
for twenty-five years.
vacancy among the associates for Senator
Gray ox Iware, who is thought to be well
disposed to don the ermine, and who might
acceptably and to his own satisfaction be asIt is said
signed to tile Southern circuit.
that it would be quite agreeable to Mr. Bayard to return to bis hereditary seat in the
Senate after having held during one presidential term the State portfolio. This would
Mr.
open the way for the President to call
William I,. Putnam Into his Cabinet family,
and it is well kuou n that Mr. Cleveland is
much impressed with the abilities and
statesmanlike qualities of Mr. Putnam. He
has been relied upon as one of the most
trustworthy advisers in New England of the
administration, and while it is quite probable that lie cau have a seat on the Suureme
Bench if lie desires, it would probably be
pleasing to the President to have him even
more intimately associated with his administration.
What Mr. Cleveland Will Not Do.

Everything that Is practical for the crank
machine is used by the Pope Manufacturing Co., regardless of cost.
This is proved by eleven years’ time.
Investigation will prove it II you will take the trouble, and
if you are going to buy a wheel this year it will
Bend or call Ii-r a free Catalogue
pay you.
of 6U pages that will tell you the whole story.

WE ALSO HAVE THE AGENCY FOR THE

SPRINGFIELD ROADSTER,

rpu„

tn

Mia Evpnimr Post

savs

that

a

U. S.

Senator, who lias conferred with the President on the vacant chief justiceship, says the
President indicated these points: He will
promote no associate justice: he will make
no assignment from the South; he will not
appoint any man over 60 years of age, and
hoped to find a man about 55.
Mr. Bradford’s

Complaint.

The President pro tem, has laid before
the Senate a communication from J. M. Bradford of Portland, Me., protesting against the
manner in which the Civil Service law is

wearied out, the House, at 5.10, by
mous consent, took a recess until 11.45
_

PROTECTING SHORT LOBSTERS.

C. M.LAMSON
177 MlliDLE STREET,
rOKTMSP, WK.
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Job Printer
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97 t-’i hxchstnRfl 81., Portland,
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Division N. I, A. 0. H was organized
evening and these officers were elected:
President—Daniel M.Mannlx.
Vice President— W. r. MeCalluin.
ltec. Secretary—T. 15. Sheehan.
Kin. Secretary—Martin II. Kavaiiagl'.
Treasurer—Geo. Keeley.

the

Wardens

Aiong

the

Maine Coast.
the Press.]

[Special
Tiiomaston, April 5.—Commissioner of
Sea aDd Shore Fisheries Counce, of this
place, is waging a war against the dealers in
short lobsters, and is determined to stop the
to

in crustaceans below the regulation
length of 10$ inches. Warden Janies Bailey
of Bath lias been actively engaged in the
service of the State since the first of March,
and will continue at least throughout this
month. In addition to the large seizure of
over 1100 at Woolwich, he has recently seized
four lots in Portland, of a length prohibited
by law, two of which were made on Fuesday
The same warden lutely visited a large number of cars at Pemaquld, and liberated the
short lobsters contained therein. He says
there would be but few short ones sold if it
were not for the smacks which proceed along
tile coast, purchase all that can be found,and
urge the fishermen to save their catch of
illegal length for sale. The shcrt lobsters
are largely shipped to Boston and New
York on the steamers.
On Tuesday, Warden Peabody of Thomasseized seven barrels of short and
ton
“count” lobsters mixed, at ltockland, and

traffic

1

A...

.....

Iw.l/tinn

thou,

tn-anfe four llAlirG

provided by law, for the owner to appear.
Mr.Baily was in consultation with Commissioner (Jounce today, as to the further prosecution of tlie campaign against the illegal
A sharp outlook is being kept all
traffic.
as

Ullilll

along the coast by the wardens.

MEXICAN WAlt SURVIVORS.

Frothinglmm, National Military

RUMORS OF A SETTLEMENT.

__

Carnegie’s Thousands.
Pittsburg, Pa., Aprils.—The strikers at
he Edgar Thomson steel works at Pittsburg
•esterday, rejected Andrew Carnegie’s coiperative proposition, and last evening an
irder was received for the complete shut
jowo of the great plant until Jan. 1.1889.
Phis decision was received with dismay by
he large army of workmen, as they did not
ipprehend any movement of the kind. It
will throw out of employment 5000 rneD, and
will seriously affect all branches of business.

YOUNG LOCAN’S WAR.
Trouble With Striking Miners Leads
to His Arrest.

Philadelphia, April 2.—A Phiiaaeipnia
special from New Castle, Pa., says:
‘‘Sheriff Warnock received a summons the
ither morning from Carbon which requested
ils immediate presence with a posse suffiilently large to protect the extensive limestone quarries in that section, which are
principally owned by Mr. Chauncey AnIrews, of Youngstown. He is father-in-law
>f John A. Logan, Jr. His employes, consisting chiefly of Italians and Swedes, struck
igalnst a reduction in their wages. Mr.
Logan has full supervision of the property,
ind gathering together a number of loyal
to denen, made known his determination
fend the
property at all hazards. The
strikers assembled at various places discussing the situation, though no unlawful ac;ion was committed until Mr. Logan, or some
at
jne under him, ordered two of the men,
the point of a revolver, to leave the place.
to
able
They became frightened, not being
understand English, and tried to make
known, they say, their peaceful intention.
1 he
The Logan men then fired unon them.
shots created considerable excitement and
the other strikers hastily ran to the scene to
ascertain the cause. At their approach another posse was telegraphed for from this
of
city, which hastily left uider the charge
deputy sheriff. The Italians, finding themthe
selves under fire, ran for their lives to
woods, a number stopping at times to return
One of them,
the fire by volleys of stonss.
while behind a tree, was «hot by one of the
of
officers, and will lose his lag. A number
the Italians were arrested and lodged in jail.
Cleveland, Ohio, Apri. S.—John A. Lowho shot a
gan, son of the late Senator,
riotous striker at the Carbsn, Pa., limestone
quarries, of which he was superintendent,
last Tuesday, to-day was airested and taken
before a magistrate at Nev Castle, Pa. He
gave $10,000.
__
Press

Lilt CONGRESS-FIRST SESSION.

Burlington and Its Employes Reported to Have Buried the Hatchet-

SENATE.
Washington, April 5.
Senator Wilson of Iowa addressed the
Senate on the subject of the President’s annual message. lie quoted figures contained
ol
in the last annual report of the Secretary
the Treasury showing receipts and expendithe last tliret
tures of the government for

Chicago, Aprils.—A well authenticated
lto-night Is that the Burlington Company and the striking engineers and firemen
have reached a mutually satisfactory settlement .and the strike will soon be officially
declared off. It is stated that the company
would reinstate all the old engineers and
rumor

firemen as

aggregate receipts over expenditure!
of $59,000,
being $178,000,000, or an average

years,

000 a year.

cities. That was also the best way to reduc 3
the price of manufactured articles, becaus 3
then the manufactories would be on th S
i
las t j ground where the raw materials and foo
! supplies are ]produced, and could, const
quently, be procured cheaply. To folloi t
the President s advice, would not dlstribut
or increase manufacturing plants, but woul 1
embarass those now established. None t f
the various schemes urged by the opponent g

rapidly

as

possible.

An Appeal to Powderly.
Chicago, April 5.—Referring to the reported deal between the Brotherhood of Engineers and Firemen and General Master
Workman Powderly by which Knights in the
employ of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy

were to be called out,the Chicago Times
says this morning: “The proposition ;is still
pending and a decision may not be reached
for some days yet. The engineers, firemen
and switchmen desire Mr. Powderly to call
out the Knights of Labor who have taken
their places on the “Q” and, if it should bo
train and section hands
Coine necessary, the
of Labor. In
so far as they are Knights
short they want him to make the strike offlAll of his
cial with the Knights of Labor.
tills arrangement are
men who strike under
in re
to be supported by the. Brotherhood
and switchturn. The engineers, hremen
stand
to
by the
men will obligate themselves
Knights on other roads if it should become

road

necessary.

a

Several Passengers Killed in the Wreck,
and

Engineer

The

Twenty

or

fer

Thirty Others Suf-

Injuries.

Neuv York, April 5.—Jicob Sharp died
at 0.20 p. m., after a severeattack of coughSharp lad been growing
ing and vomiting.
weaker all day.and fits ofoughingnnd choking during the evening lesiened his strength
One of these fits came on just
still more.
before 9 o’clock, and was followed by anothand death
er, from which he could not rally,
resulted from heart failure. Ur. Loomis was
called away by an urjent summons shortly
before. He returned atew’*uinutes after the
death. He says Sharp' final illness was capillary bronchitis, couplicated with heart
and kidney disease anddlabetes.

Oid, Old Story
Pittsburb, April 5.-The Chronicle-Telegraph says this afternom: “James D. Draper
That

secetvei » mhmh

“This Mr. Powderly may agree to do and
probably will so far as those men are coneerned who took the places of the strikers if
lie can exercise any authority over them.
These propositions rest upon the condition
that the engineers, firemen and switchmen
Such a combination is
are to act In concert.
The switchmen have been
in existence.

num

u

Pittsbuger now in Vienna, a
citizen and ride awake politician,
‘I see Mr,
in which this passage occurs:
Blaine quite often, ancit is evident that he
He
looks
every
in
health
is very broken
day of 70, yet he is only 58. Washington excitement and too much laod work have been
his trouble. Any one aeing him will know
the reason of his withdawal from presidenX fearhis life will not be
tial

prominent

aspirations.

spared long.’
A

Statement

fron

Deputy

columns to make one nore explanation and
to conanswer an inquiry, not that I expect
vince my enemies, for i is evidently no part
of their purpose to get at facts, but only to
The
injure me in my oflcial position.
charges of bribery mad against me by Mr.
I havi already met with a
Ansel Stevens,
denial, which being a ruthful one, cannot
be made any stronger byrepetition. But the
statement of Mr. Stevemthat he once came
to me to see if I woul enforce the prohibitory law and receiveithe profane rebuff
which he says 1 gave hiu is wholly false.
Mr. Stevens did come i me, and requested
me to resign my office i deputy sheriff in
favor of a Democrat, an( with this request 1
refused to comply as I rcollect with feelings
of indignation that I dicnot attempt to conceal. And this so far a 1 know is the only
provocation that Mr. Strens has ever had to
pursue me with his preent misrepresentations and malignity.
Replying to the quetion of Mr. H. S.
Cousens concerning th disposition of the
liquor seized by me, I w 1 respectfully refer
him to the court recore; adding, however,
that the liquor which I sized from himself I
destroyed by order of tb court.
A. C. Chute.
The Rossln Recital.
To the Editor of the Pess:
Through the courtesyof I'our columns 1
wish to extend to the lalies of the Rossini

Club who so acceptably renmred their parts
in the matinee of yesttrda;, the appreciation and delight afforded hose who were
fortunate enough to attend.
The piano quartettes wer line, as were
Miss Webster’s bird
also the piano solos.
one

of

Mrs.

Wetherbee’s), was heard at ta best in "La
Miss Brown’s renering of "Die
Stella.”
Lorelli” was perfect, am showed hard
Mrs. Rand
study and diligent applicatia.offered much
and Miss Stockbridge alsi
due greatiraise. not only
PlTcf Miss
Long
fiue rendering of GLks Che Faro
is

also f( the gratifiescomtion she afforded the compser, (who
her superior
the
audience),in
prised one of
rendering and her line enuciation of Mr.
Ira Berry’s “The Brooklet.
The ltossiui Club have «Jne mucii toward
raising the standard of msic in our city,and
to them is due the thanksif an appreciating
One ohthe Audience.
hut

public.

Pennsylvania Hlgh.lcenso

Law.

To the Editor of the Preu
Will you allow me to jotest against your
falling into line with tfc anti-prohibition
in .ttributing the depress of the country
of doons in Philadelcrease in the number
license? This
phia to the principle of Igh
law, wieh is accomplish-

Pennsylvania
contms
ing so much good,
must lit in

new

a provision bv
the same ward
where the license is to do.usiness; and provides also that 110 man m be on more than
Consequent!; hundreds of apone bond.
plicants, eager to pay le high license fee,
bouanen. 1 here is no
are unable to obtain
that te mere inciease in
reason to believe
vork any better in
the licensee fee would
cities.
I he proPhiladelphia than in oth«
borsmen is a genuine
the
vision regarding
le not likely to bo
and
measure,
restrictive

which bondsmen

followed in States wherehe liquor interests
1 politics.
It is alhave much influence
In Pennsylvania.
ready proposed to repealt
C. T. I,.

Meader’SInecure.
[Kennebec linocrat,l
Nearly thirty years ag our genial friend
Mr.

E. G. Meader, Esq waaominated as culler
of hoops and staves as toke by his young
Regularly eve since, Edward is
friends
pipctml and not a load t staves has entered
town these thirty years The new city government did not dare tolisplaee our friend
Meader from the poslth which he held by
if »t by Divine right.
of

right

possession,

passengers who escaped death or Injury attempted to release tire injured ones, but It
was with the greatest difficulty that the prisoners were reached, owing to the rushing
waters. The smoking ear was almost entirely submerged, and those rescued had to be
fpnni Ikn

Iron

AOP

minilnur

WOPO

maimed that they could not help themselves,
and others were nearly drowned before aid
reached them.
At 11 a. m., six dead bodies had been recovered, and three more are known to be unIt will be difficult to reach
der the debris.
It is also stated that the engineer
them.
and fireman were killed or drowned, but the
confusion and excitement is so great that it
is difficult to secure information. A number
of the injured are dangerously hurt, and it
is feared cannot recover.
As soon as a train hand could be spared,
he was despatched to the station, and relief
trains were telegraphed for from Mason City
and other places near by. It was several
hours before the relief train arrived with
physicians and additional help to aid in rescuing those still in the wreck.
Another Account.

Charles City, Io., April 5.—Some claim
that the wreck was caused by ice on the
track, others by the spreading of the rails.
The engine jumped the track first and then
the baggage car plunged over the engine into
the water.
The smoker struck the top of
the engine and was badly smashed. The
engine is under water and the baggage car is
About 30 people were in
almost [covered.
the smoker and four were killed, as far as
known, besides the engineer who was crush-

ed between the cab and the smoker. The
fireman escaped unhurt. About 23 or 30 are
wounded, none fatally, and three more
bodies are known to be in the wreck. The
conductor kept the passengers quiet till they
The mails and
could help the injured out.
baggage are under water.
PORTLAND TURNVEREIN.
Their Annual

Dinner

House Last

at the

Preble

Evening.

of the Portland Turnverein
for the past three years has been one of
phenomenal progress. The association has
grown in that time from a membership of 50

history

The

the foremost

organizations.

which was scored in their an
nual dinner last evening was just in keeping
with their history.
There were 113 gentleThe

and Jas. P. Baxter. Esq., were read, closing
*
the exercises.
The following gentlemen were present:
A. T. Laughlin,
E. F. Tompson,
w. H. Looney,
W. M. Maxim,
A. R. Stubbs,
Geo. L. harrows.
W. C. HartweU,
L. B. Laughlin,
Harold Burnham,
8. C. Baruum,
G. R. Lee,
M. L. Merrill.
Geo. P. Welch,
H. P. Cloves.
W. H. Follett,
Abner W. Lowell,
W. E. Coughlin,

W. F. Lunt,
J. E Dolt,
J. B. Moore,
L. H. Nelson,
Rod. A. Bachelder.
J. A. Fairbanks,
L. M. Pearson,
Wui. A. Gage,
Arthur E. Gray,
Edward H. O’Brien,
Jos. A. McGowan,
Charles A. Kohling.
J. 8. Moulton,
H. D. Bedlow,
W A. Cates,
E. P. True,
W. T. Sanborn,
Carl D. Lothrop,
Harry A. Rounds,
W. A. Patten.
W. P. Stoneham,
K. W. Starblrd,
H. T. Sawyer,
E. M. Warren,
E. D. Jacobs.
Geo. W. Pennell,
Fred H. York,
Jos. Bedlow,
R. 8. Laughlin,
H. Haveu.

Fogg,

Stark,

J. E. Kilborn,
H. M. Breen,
J. M. Dunham,
Geo. 8. Row»U.
Dr. Alfred King,
Chas. A. Barnes,
W. F. Keith,
Chas. 8. Shufeldt,
Geo. C. Gower,
W. T. Cushing,
C. C. Ross,
tieo. G. Craven,
W. J. Brown,
B. W. Emerson,
F. O. Haskell,
Harry Long,
Fred E. Moore,
Coffin.
Geo. A.
G. F. Leighton,
Walter L. Card,
J.
A. Schmitt,
A. 8. Kilborn,
J. T. Adams,
M, C. King.
W. Noyes,
E.
F. 8. Pote,
E. A. Jones.
Geo. H. Parsons,
Frank Skillings,
Geo.
Geo. F. Thompson,
C. D. Alexander,
E. C. Lombard,
Kimball.
P.
H.
W.
Bates.
8.
William J. Gold,
John Calvin Stevens,
A.
Fred
Tompson,
F. H. Pierce,
R. H. Bines.

Man Who

Buys that

Yearly Fighting
r8pecial
AmrsTi

Anril

to

Number

the Trust.

the Press.l
great

A—The

four to five millions, and when the trust was
formed, he asked that he might be made an
exception to the average purchaser so that
the rise in prices should not effect him. But
the trust said no, he must take his chances
He accordingly
with the rest of the buyers.
decided not to buy an envelope of the combinations nd at the present time is having
500,000 made in Boston by hand and they
cost him a grain less than the price asked by
the trust, which owns all the machinery and
patent rights connected therewith for the
manufacture of these goods in the country,
so that where any are made outside, machinery must be dispensed with.

Mr. Allen is now about to make a determined effort. April 14th he sails from New
York for Germany to be absent until May
20th. In the latter country he proposes, if
be can make satisfactory arrangements and
prices are low enough, to purchase 20.000,000
envelopes and import them to this country,
and place them in the markets of New York
and other large cities at figures which would
break the combination. He thinks it would
not be feasible to buy in England as the
The duty
trust has strong influence there.
is 25 per cent. Mr. Allen says the price of
25 perlucreased
has
been
trade envelopes
cent. by the combination and common white
envelopes such as are used by the masses,
in many instances, as much as one hundred
per cent. He is emphatic in his denunciation of the trust and the burden it has laid
upon the people to fill its coffers.
THE CENT IN GEORGIA.

success

men present, and with the exception of
delegates from Bowdoin College, all

three
were

members of the Turnverein. The ladies’
parlor, as well as the entire suite of rooms on
the lower floor, were utilized by the assemblage and for an hour previous to the dinner
chatted and smoked and played whist
as inclination led them, while all the time
Prof. Grimmer and his orchestra were play-

they

ing delightful melodies.
At 3.30 the procession formed and marched
to the strains of Boulanger’s March to the
banquet hall. The tables presented an appearance of more than ordinary beauty. The
guests of the Association from the Bowdoin
Athletic Association were Henry W. Brock,
S. L. Tagg and Geo. Tiiwing.
The menu card was specially designed by
Mr. Fred B. Smith and, characteristic of his
drawings, was a work of art. The first page
bore a representation of a pyramid of athletes,
nanh with a knif nr fork in hand, and this

neatly lettered. The menu, which was
served in a manner beyond criticism by Mr.
Gibson’s efficient corps of waiters, was as
follows:
was

Blue Points.
Mock Turtle Soup.

Radishes.
Baked Whiteflsb, Madeira Sauce.
s rench Pried Potatoes.
Banana Pritters, Port Wine Sauce.
Veal Cutlets, Breaded, Tomato Sauce.
French Peas.
Browned Potatoes.
Roast

Tin-key, Cranberry

Sauce.

Saddle of Mutton, with Currant Jelly.
Sweet Potatoes.
String Beans.
Lemon Sherbet.
Roast

Cigarettes.

Roast Grouse, Game Sauce.
Saratoga Chips.

Mayonnaise

Macaroon Cream.
Assorted Cake.

of Lettuce.

Tutti Fruitl Ice Cream.
Fruit.
Coflee.

Cigars.
the discussion of the menu the
orchestra continued with its selections a
toward making the
fact which went far

During

spread

so

Natives Call it a

enjoyable.

At 10.15 the President of the Association,
Mr. Edward T. Tompson, rapped for order
and said:

Gentlemen and Members of the Portland
Turwcertin:
Thirty years ago the 23d of February last,
a company of young men, citizens of Portland, met at the office of one of their number—Mr. George M. Howe,—for the purpose
of organizing an association to secure to the
members a scientific gymnastic training, and
it was from this small nucleus that the
In looking over the
Turnverein started.
earl v records of our association I found many
I
found
of
interest.
they had a habit
things
of presenting their retiring officers with
watches and things of that character.
found also that instead of having a hall
open at all times, their constitution required
a meeting once a week, and the members
were not only obliged to nay their assessment
but also to take part in the regular exercises
Their hall was open once a
of the club.
month to the public, and exhibitions given.
They also wrestled with the problem which
we have still been unable to solve.
Among
their earliest records was one to refer to a
committee the matter of a new buildidg, and
asked them to report a method of raising
funds for the same, and that committee is
still out; and we are in the same condition,
From this time on the asl believe, today
sociation had a steady growth until in 1861,
when the war broke out, it received a serious
setback, for the records show that
members, anil large numbers ot tnem, went
to the South to light for their country.
But now again through the efforts of certain progressive members it has been put upon a basis which ensures its prosperity and
which has built up its membership to 325.
And now, gentlemen, the pleasant duty falls
upon me to Introduce Mr. A. T. Laughlin as
presiding officer of the meeting. [Applause.]
Mr. Laughlin, In a few brief remarks, in-

fold

troduced Hon. Wilbur F. Lunt, who said:
Comrades and Members of the Tumverein:
It gives me pleasure to meet you here tonight, and to make some allusions, as rerequested of the desirability of the buslnesa
men of our city taking interest in athletic
exercises. Our business men in order to keep
their minds in a well-balanced condition must
keep the body toned up and it can cnly be d >n«
The engine
by means of physical exercise.
that drives the brain should be kept in good
condition ;that engine is thestomach and the
body, and it follows that if we would keep
that in good condition we should give to all
parts of the body the requisitelexercise.;
Wm. II. Looney, Esq., was next introduced. lie said:
Mr. Chairman and Fellow Members:
With all that has been said in regard to
the principles upon which this association is
based and the desirability of an institution
of this kind l heartily agree. For not only
is it of physical advantage to the members,
but it also affects the welfare of the State
for it is here that the real strength and power of the State lies in strong bodies and
good minds, and an association of this kind,
in my judgment ought to be liberally patronized and encouraged. It is manifest to all
of us that our present gymnasium is not adequate to the necessities which arise, and that
our increase of membership demands that
we should have larger and more commodious quarters, aud I believe that these aspirations will before long be realized.
Messrs, S. S. Fogg, of the Bowdoiu Asso

tiation; City Physician King and Instructor
Doldt, spoke briefly. Mr. l)oldt receiving a
Letters of reget
round of hearty cheers.
from lion. U. B. Cleaves, Mayor Chapman

Coin

and

the

Penny.

[Macon Telegraph.]
The action of the Railroad Commission of

Georgia, amending Its

rules so as to make
passenger fares expct,'wlll introduce the penny into general circulation in this State. The
rule has been that the odd cents should go to
the railroad or the purchaser of a ticket according to circumstances. For instance, for
a distance of nine miles the road was entitled
to 27 cents but under the old rule it sold for
25 cents, the nearest figure to even change in

If the distance was
our usual currency.
eleven miles the passenger paid 35 cents for
The
railroads never obthe same leason.
jected to this arrangement, as it was practiThe commiscally an even thing for them.
sion thinks that such an arrangement compel
one passenger to make up another’s deficit,
and is therefore unjust, uo matter how small
the amount involved mav be.
The result of this decision will be the general introduction and free use of the penny.
It has never been used in this State since the
Post Offices have had a
war to any extent.
monopoly of the penny business. From time
to time a few enterprising retail merchants in
our cities have endeavored to put them into
Five
circulation, but they did not “take.”
cents has been the lowest ordinary coin
among our people for years. When pennies
are at every railroad station and are given in
change at almost every sale of a ticket they
are bound to come into general circulation in
ail branches of business.
Their use will inculcate a useful habit of
economy. As a rule our people are too apt
to despise the humble penny, They cannot
afford to do so until they have jmore of the
prouder denominations of money. It Is impossible to calculate the actual waste which
has been caused by the use of the nickel as
the minimum of currency in the South, but
Our people
it has undoubtedly been great.
are learning to economize in small things and
the little brown penny will be welcome to

Georgia.
Colby University.
The Triennial Catalogue of Colby University, on which Prof. Hall has been at work
for some time, has appeared. It is a very
carefully edited record of every graduate of
the University, from its foundation to the
present. The total number of graduates is
1,102, of whom 353 are deceased.
Accompanying It he catalogue is a letter from President Pepper to the Alumni, in which, in a
few brief and pointed words, he speaks to
the alumni of the excellent condition and
prospects of their alma mater. He mentions
several important changes in the cuiriculum.
In 1881 the chair of History was founded.
Within the last three years a new chair in
Natural Science has been created and Oiled,
an Associate Professor in the Khetorical department elected, and an Instructor in Gymnastics appointed.
With this increase of
teachers and teaching there has come the introduction, more and more, of elective studies. “Some," says President Pepper, “may
regret this. Few, however, will feel this reAll the studies of
gret, and none should.
Those
the first two years are still required.
best knowing the mental needs of students
at that stage cannot fall to approve this. In
the Junior and Senior years also, the principal studies are required to an extent sufficient to lav a foundation for special work
and to give harmony and balance to the
course.” There is urgent need for the erection of another building for the accommodation of the departments of geology and biology and of astronomy.
rrcovntiitiwMi

Easter evening there was a gathering of
friends at the home of Rev. J. M. Lowden,
to present Mr.s Lowden with a valuable me;
morial quilt of satin and velvet ribbons. It
was an easter offering from Miss Frances E.

Flood, in remembrance of the loyal love of
her mother, Mrs. Luther Flood, for the Free
Baptist church; it was also a memorial of
tbe other members of her family, of whom
the giver, an almost helpless invalid, is now
the sole survivor.
There were thirty-six squares in this beautiful quilt, and the arranging and basting of
each had consumed, on the part of the giver,
a day’s painful labor, before it was finished
off for her by some dear friend, or by the
Free Baptist Church Aid Society. Attached
to each square by tiny ribbons were memorial letters or mottoes, all penned by the
same patient hand.
Mrs. Lowden was very much touched by
the gift, and the response, was most feelingly made by her husband.
During the evening an Easter poem composed by Miss Flood was sung by two little
children who presented a basket of flowers
to Mrs. Lowden, while a young lady recited
on Easter selection and presented her with

lilies._•
Better than Voting.
[Cincinnati Commercial Gazette.]
The next movement in woman’s emancipation will be to free her arms in walking.
To set free her arms is to take off

a

the

French

Cabinet

Beblix, April 5. -The Cologne Gazette
“Great extoday publishes the following:
yitement prevails in diplomatic circles in
Berlin over the possibility of the speedy resthe
ignation of Prince Bismarck, because of
Alexander of
Prince
of
marriage
proposed
Battenburg and Princess Victoria of Prussia. Prince Alexander wishes to accompany
Queen Victoria to Berlin as a suitor for the
hand of the Princess. The bearing of the
reports is so serious that they cannot be

Until the Bulgarian question
by all the powers, the protected
marriage can only be judged from a political
point of view, and on that account the marriage is impossible. German policy has its
root in the endeavor to avoid anything lively to arouse an inducement foi suspicion,and
in the Bulgarian question Germany must, in

passed

over.

is settled

accordance with the declaration made byBlsmarck, remain a wholly uninterested party.
is a question, this
As long as (Bulgaria
course of action affords the only means of
retaining the full confidence of
That confidence will be disgovernments.
turbed in an Instant If the Czar's most detested antagonist were to become the son-inlaw of Frederick.
As a German patriot.
Alexander cannot take a step which can
only be the reverse of beneficial to eitherxue

envelope

trust, comprising ail the great manufacturers
in tne country seems to be grinding the extensive publishing houses in this city with
an iron hand, and Mr. E. C. Allen, of Augusta, who purchases more envelopes than any
other single individual in the country, has rebelled against it and says he has not and
will not purchase an envelope of it. His annual consumption of envelopes reaches from

It is Still a Strange

to

opposing

FIVE MILLION ENVELOPES;
The

of the Probabilities.

Alarms Its Friends.

Henry W. Brack,
Geo. Thwlng,
8. L.
Sam

Bismarck's Speedy Resignation One

Opposition

Spaulding,

A. E.

the cross-Dreu rercucruu.

GENERAL FOREIGN NEWS.

Because of the Proposed Marriage of
Emperor Frederick’s Daughter.

UA

Olives.

Cumberland Mills, April 5.
To the Editor of the Pess:
Will you kindly alhw me through your

remimju*

or

Sheriff

ChUe.

like voice, (always

twenty more ware injured. The
train which left Chicago at 11.30 yesterday
morning, due here at 2.13 this morning,
passed nearly on time. When about four
miles west, it plunged into a creek, the
bridge being washed out and the creek
A gorge of ice formed,
swollen by floods.
which carried away part of the bridge.
Nothing showed the danger ahead. The engine and three cars were submerged in the
creek, which had overflowed its banks. A
scene of the wildest confusion ensued. The
fifteen

among our local

He Succumbs to the Sickness Contracted in the Bizzard.

oi tins city lias
son a I sriend, a

New Hampton, la., April 5.—A terrible
accident occurred this morning on the Milwaukee & St. Paul railroad, by which at
least a dozen persons lost their lives, and

to 350, and has become one of

JACOB SHARP DEAD.

for her

■

HARKS

of

Work

The result thus disclosed, ht
within which Con
said presented the limit
of reducing
matter
the
in
move
gress should
However much the Senator!
the revenue.
of reduction
mialit differ as to the methods
that the revenu. 1
all would doubtless agree
should be reduced.
to dlscn*
Senator Wilson then continued
lie granted the foil]
the surplus question.
fo.
Off the Track.
of collecting more than was necessary
lie re
the proper purposes of government,
A—A
train
or
April
Thomaston,
freight
viewed the history of the Kepublican party
of tie
the Knox & Lincoln railroad run off tin
and glorified its work in the saving
when bank
reason
of
the
spread
country, taking the government
track here at 4.25, by
re
rupt, "lighting a 1 great war successfully,deb
ing of the rails. Thirty rods of track wen
storing national credit and reducing trie ca I
boundless
torn up. Three cats ran off but ouly om
showed
lie said ttie party had
The engine went t
paeity and undaunted courage. It erred n
was much damaged.
car
wide]
following the Democratic land grand policy i
by
Kockland and got a passenger
Us protective policy was built to follow, am
the mail and passengers of the latter trail
was one to plant manufacturing establish
The track is now bein 1 ments in every agricultural State, and no t
were sent forward.
concentrate them in a few large towns an 1
and will be clear by morning.

imd stMr
a
fifty inch wheel i'l front lor driving
nod ease of con
lug wheel, thus giving it the grace
C,nu»lo|{ue Free
trol of a regular bicycle.
»

to-

morrow.

The Pension List.
Pensions have been awarded the following Maine people:

.(elm Parker

calls,
unani-

when another weigher was wanted, a new
examination was ordered, and a man named
Bridgham, who had failed to pass a previous
Bradford alexamination, was selectedleges that both Farnsworth and Bridgham
He
are party workers, and that he is not
the
was
his
as
that
only
insists
when
the
on
name
eligible register
the second weigher was wanted, he should
been
have
appointed, but the Civil
Service Commission, when complaint was
made, replied that the Collector was entited
to four names from which to make his choice,
and that a new examination had therefore
been ordered by the Commission without
solicitation from the collector of the port.
With regard to this policy of ordering new
examinations, notwithstanding there are already names sn the eligible register.
Bradford declares that it is no better than
The coiniimuieatiod
the “spoils” system.
inwas referred to the select committee an
service.
civil
the
into
vestigation

Home.

com-

Finally

only other applicant who successfully passed the examination, had an avand
erage of 66. Farnsworth was appointed,

th.en

rlllotnfV

was referred to the
mittee on commerce.
The entire day was consumed in roll
not an incident of interest occurring.

who was the

fci

on

pedient.
The resolution

The communication
being administered.
sets forth that Bradford and five others wera
examined for the office of Weigher of Customs at Portland. A man named Farnsworth
passed with an average of 80, and Bradford,

...

,1__

motions was then resumed.
In tne r terval between the votes, Mr.
Hatch of Missouri, by unanimous consent,
introduced the following resolution:
Kesolved-Tliat the Interstate Commerce Commission lie instructed to consider what can be
done to prevent the loss of life and limb coupling
and uncoupling cars used in interstate commerce
and handling the brakes on such cars and In what
way the growtii of a system of heating passenger
cars from the locomotives or from some other single source can be promoted to the end that such
Commission may make a recommendation in
jurispremises to the various railroads wilhin its at
an
diction and report its doings to Congress
earlv date with such suggestions as to legislation
on such subjects as may seem necessary and ex-

Daniel W. MeOullen, Dexter.
Wui. Kussell, National Military Home.

Kennebec.
(Special to (lie Press.]
Hand, an
Augusta, April .'..-Patrick
Home, at
Soldiers’
inmate of the National
10.30 a. m. this
Togus, committed suicide lat
Kennebec
forenoon
by jumping off the
window on
second
the
to
went
He
bridge.
the
the upper side of the bridge beyond
water fifty
pier, gazed for an instant at the
sill and
feet below and crawled upon the
a bullet and sank
like
He
dropped
jumped.
surface
deep In the cold water, rose to the
anil floated down with the swift current to
lee, five rods below the bridge. He clutched
at the ice, but ineffectually, and was carried
is iniIt
beneath
and
drowned.
it
p .ssible to recover his body at presentHarris was about 45 years of age, and lias a
He once before
family in Lowell, Mass.
made an unsuccessful attempt at suicide by
drowning in T'ogus pond. It is said that his
mind was effected because of certain family
troubles.
the

Mr. Iteed, of Maine, immediately demanded the regular order, which tire Speaker announced to be a vote on the motion that when
the House adjourned today it be to meet on
Saturday next.
This motion having been defeated, Mr
Hanliam, of Texas, raised the point of ordert
that the day assigned for the consideration
of the direct tax bill, had expired. To adopt
any other construction would be to violate
the intention of the committee on rules in
reporting assignment, and of the House in
agreeing to it. A clear construction of the
assignment would show that it applied, not
to legislative day, but to calendar day.
The speaket disclaimed any power to adjourn tlie House, and held that as long as the
House refused to adjourn, the legislative day
of Wednesday would continue. He recalled
many precedents for the decision and especially the precedent presented in the case of
the electoral commission bill when the legislative day extend ’d over 30 calendar days.

New York, April 5.—A Washington des-

V.

Bicycles, Tricycles, Tan- Our Country’s Limii.,l.i.iosti.y:|miiViiVi.
L)augerSrand lE|liny.
into

Wednesday.

Samuel B. Howland, Presque Isle.
David hevuolds, Marion.
diaries \V. Allen, navy. Orneville.
Henrv Horr. South Freeport.
Win. Bond, Westfield.

The President's Message..
G. K Gary, East Macblas.
Independence and Partisanship....
11. W. Gliding. Allred.
The Uiviiiiim

dems and Safeties.

HOUSE.
The House continued its filibustering tactics of yesterday until 2.15 this morning,
when it adjourned until 11.45.
The fight over the direct tax bill was resumed this morning, when at 11.45 the House
met in continuation ot the legislative day of

of order.
point «.n1l
nallo

into

Express Train Plunges
Swollen Creek-

While

James Derry, a night switchman in the
unploy of the Northwestern road, is lockedassault with intent to
, id up, charged with
He assaulted a
afternoon.
.ill, yesterday
’in'kerton watchman in the Burlington yards
, ind drawing a revolver threatened to shoo1
dm. Last evening he stood behind a teletwo shots at the cab of
I 'raph uole and fired
i Burlington switch engine which was passThe bullets shattered the windows of
| ng
he cab hut fortunately did not strike the
fireman returned
mgtnee’rir fireman. The
then ran away. He
( shot at Lorry, who
the
after
by
soon
police.
vas arrested

adjourntd.

He overruled the

An

*

military affairs, reported a joint resolution
authorizing the Secretary of War to receive
for instruction at the military academy at
West Point, Jose Andreas Uretcho, of Nicaragua. Passed. The Senate then proceeded to the consideration of executive business
and

CRUSHED BENEATH THE WATER.

unalgamate permanently.”

One Striker in Trouble.

That section 2 ol the act making appropriations
for sundry civil expenses of the government for
the year ending Juue 3,1882, ana for other purposes andwblch is as follows: “That the Secretary
of the Treasury may at any time apply the surplus
money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated
or so much thereof as lie may consider proper, tpurchase for redemption of United States Don as
provided the bonds so purchased or redeemed
shall constitute uo part of the sinking fund, hut
shall be cancelled,’’was ^intended as a permanet
provision of law, and the same is hereby declared
■to have been, since its enactment, and to he now
in full force and effect.
Section 2.—That whenever the circulation, or
any part thereof, of any national bank, not in liquidation, be surrendered by the deposits of United
States notes In the treasury, or otherwise, and the
same, or an equivalent amount, not taken by other
nationei hanks within 30 days thereafter, tne secretary of the treasury is direeted to sell at
the market price thereof, an equivalent amount iu
silver bullion in excess of the limit of two million
dollars’ worth per month lor coinage purposes,
which shall lie coined and used, as provided in the
act passed Feb. 28,1878, entitled “an act to authorize the coinage of the standard silver dollar
and restore its legal tender character,” provided
that nothing in tins shall alter or repeal said act
of Feb. 28, i878.
The Senate then proceeded to the consideration of the bill to provide for the establishment of a bureau of animal industry to facilitate the exportation of live stock and their
products and extirpate contagious pleuropneumonia and other diseases among animals.
After a couple of hours spent in reading
the bill, the report and various communications, including one from the committee on
agriculture, criticizing the bill, and after
some discussion the bill was laid aside without action.
Senator Hawley, from the committee oa

OIUGINAL INVALID.

■■■■'.
Mohammedanism.■
11. C. Bill. Gape Elizabeth.

COLUMBIA

nili20d:f

for his advanced age. He will not appoint
Justice Field on account of his years, and
Justice Miller is effectually barred by his
connection with the electoral commission of

noon

of the year aimost
experiences a sensation of

R. C. Flower Medical Co.

quite

dent has not positively fixed on the name,
but he lias decided against a number of the
names most conspicuously mentioned by the
Thurman
press. He would appoint Judge
without a moment’s hesitation if it were not

<

..

relations

that the nomination of a successor to
Chief Sustice Waite will be made within a
short time. It will be a northern man and
probably a New Yorker. The Presi-

rtfimh

East Maine Conference.
[Special to the Press.]
Rockland, April 8.—Among those who
will deliver addresses at the coming session
of the East Maine Conference! here, are J.
M. Freeman, D. D., on Wednesday after-

season

foreign

mar ner

....Clear
....Rain

+2 8
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$50 and malicious injury' to property, was
amended in clause 4, by the committee on
foreign relations. Among its provisions is
one which Secretary Bayard’s friends have
disavowed and which is understood lo be the
chief grounds of Iiiddleberger’s opposition.
The clause as it appears in the treaty sent to
the Senate was“malicious injury to property,
whereby the life of any person shall be endangered, if sucli injuries constitute a crime
according to the laws of the high contracting

probable.
Concerning Mr. Putnam.
It is announced tonight in a semi-official

Clear
Fair

8

-2 8

the tieaty extending the provisions of the
existing extradition treaty to manslaughter,
burglary aud embezzlement to the amount of

Our Trouble with Morocco.
The United States Consul at Tangiers, has
telegraphed that an early and amicable settlement of our difficulties with Morocco is

To Promote Cood Farming
[Special to the Press.]

FOSTER’S FOREST CITY ME HOUSE,

all

....Rain
....Rain

coming away.

Garments Cleansed or Dyed Whole, and
Pressed ready for wear,

system

42
34
30
40
66
62

Denver,Col..

DYE HOUSE NOTICE.

time the
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Rain
Rain

notwithstanding it is illegal to kill them
now.
They are easily captured in the deep
snow through which they can make but slow
of his
progress. lie states that in front
lie was
camp he saw twelve deer skins as

_

same

30.04
30.32

—2

j

[Special to the Press.]
Skowhkgan, April 5.—The logging season
is ended and all the teams have come out of
the woods, those of Lawrence & Philipps,
thirty-five horses, coming today. There is
six feet of snow in the woods and the travelling on the river road [is exceedingly bad,
A lumberman, who has
so it is reported.
just arrived front the logging camps where
he has been all winter, says the men have
had all the fresh meat they [wanted, derived
from slaughtered deer, caribou aud moose,

We would call special attention to the A««e»»or. Netice, which appears in our columns today with reference to Taxes, that all persons Interested may comply with the tenor of such noto
tice, particularly the clauses with reference
the U. S. Government bonds, Deposits in Savings
Hanks, anil Abatement of Taxes, and thus save
hard thoughts and possibly hard words, when too

one

38
60

Lumbermen

oct2Q_SPIT
Special Notice.

every

8

Washington, March 5.—Tlie Senate removed the injunction of secresy from the
Chinese treaty but not from the President's
letter of transmittal, both of which have
been published. The injunction has also
been removed from the British extradition
treaty, reported by Senator Morgan January
2d and subsequently recommitted in consequence of Senator Itiddleberger’s opposition.
This, too, lias been published. Article 1 of

be
ways whereby the life of any person shall
in danger, it such injuries constitute a crime
according to the law of both contracting parties or accoiding to the laws of that political
division of either couutry in which the offense shall have been committed, and of that
political division ol that country in wuicq
the offender shall be arrested.”

MAINE.

All kinds of property Insured at lowest rates.
First-class companies, American and Foreign.
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amended this to ‘'malicious injuries to persons and properto by the use of explosives,
or malicious Injuries or obstructions to rail-
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Our Troubles with Morocco Drawing
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Injunctions of Secresv Removed from
Two Already Published Treaties.

Bench and Cabinet.

Washington. April 6.
The indications for New England are
warmer weather, with rain, followed by
colder, clearing weather; winds becoming

Barium I ..
Thermometer..
Dew Point. 20Humidity. 61.

manufacturing industries of the Southern

States for the past seven years. He suggested the removal of the duties on sugar and
a
molasses, amounting to $58,000,000, as
surmeans of guarding against the annual
all
plus of $<*0,000,000. lie would admit free
countries
sugar aud molasses coming from
on
those
duties
which did not impose export
articles, and which admitted American products free. European countries had adopted
the practical business plan of paving a bounan
ty to sugar producers, such as would give the
impetus to the production of sugar in
Western {States.
President Wilson criticized the President’s
suggestions on the subject of wool and said
no one would infer from them that under
tariff tinkering, the wool product of the
country had fallen off 43,000,000 pounds in
three years. The President was not a skillful economic artist and his conception was
not that of a bold hand.not and cunning a presentation. It was pale, dull and flat. Alter
discussing the wool and flax questions, as affecting the farmers, Senator Wilson said the
farmers should demand that all the articles
the
produced by them should be taken from
free list, and at least a moderate rate of duty
He further said
be imposed upon them.
he way to get rid of the surplus without
disturbing the industrial interests of the
country was the abolition of the whiskey
tax. He should deeply regret the passage of
revenue
auy bill looking to the reduction of
which did not make a pronounced start towards the ultimate elimiuation of the liquor
tax from the law.
At 3 p. m. the consideration of the bond
bill was renewed. Senator McPherson withdrew his amendment of the substitute bill,
to
as amended by Senator Beck. It was agreed
without discussion or division. The bill was
read the third time, passed and a committee
of conference ordered. The substitute bill,
thus adopted in place of the House bill was
nff«roH hu fiona
Snnnnftr find is &S follOWS.

Mr. Putnam Mentioned for Both the
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of protection, would produce such happy ren
suits as had been witnessed in the eotto

would strike on the
j *Q” the engineers and firemen wpuld assist
when
they had any Just
bem on other roads
refers especially to the
| Tievauces. This
want to
Lake Shore where the switchmen
of Union men in
ompel the employment
the
took
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places
who
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trikiua switchmen in 1880. But this effort
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t not to be made until
he Burlington is settled. It is not at all imand firemen will
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irobable that
iromised that if they

manacle.

Man can measure this disability by reckoning what his walx would be if his arms were
Pinioned to his sides. One mile thus would
tire him more than two miles with arms free
Tic Weston's elbowsl to his waist
to swing.
in the way that fashion compels women, and
It would reduce his seven miles a day In this
form, whereas he has done a hundred. Bind
man by this fashion, and ho would be weak
It would be an equalizing of the
as woman.
sexes with a vengeance.

mxeiugence

ox a

priuce,
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teemed, makes It impossible for him to
attempt |a suit which would assuredly cost
Public
the German people their chancellor-

in Berlin is emphatically in favor of
Prince Bismarck.” It is rumored here that if
Prince Bismarck resigns. Count Herbert
Bismarck will be made Ichaneelor.
Politics in Fickle France.

opinion

Paris, April 5.—M. DeFreyclnet, minister
of war in the new cabinet, will allow the
war department to retain an exclusively military character and will refer to a special
secretaryship all civil and parliamentary
questions. All the Paris journals say that
yesterday's voting In the Senate and Chamber of Deputies on the motions to adjourn,
indicates that the Cabinet is distrusted.
La Justice says that a coalition confronts
the Cabinet, but it can {afford to await the
first attack since the entire Republican party is on its side.
Gen. Boulanger will make no reply to the
questions put to him by the radical congress,
but will probably issue another circular to
the electors of the department of the Nord.
The Nord Opportuniters committee will support M. Fowrchard as a candidate for the
Chamber of Deputies in opposition to Gen.
A

Boulanger.

In

Morocco.

London, April 5.—In the Commons today
Mr. Ferguson, parliamentary secretary of
th ehome office, stated, in answer to a question, that Her Majesty’s government had not
offered to mediate the differences between
the American fconsul at Tangier and the
Moorish government. The English minister
had done what he could, with propriety, to
bring about an accommodation, but without
success.

Inundated Cermany.

Berlin, April 5.—The following arc details about the inundations, obtained from
official sources:

The alluvial lands of the Vistula and Nogat, which is one of the two arms of the former after it has reached Marienburg.are now
a single field of destruction, affecting 79
villages with about 30,000 inhabitants.
The whole of the vast tract about the
town of Elhing, from 300 to 400 square miles,
is under water. There is no possibility either of a harvest this year or of spring cultivation, as the submerged land lies below the

river and the Baltic.
Experts say it will take months of labor to
pump the water away.
These alluvial soils are the best agricultural land. It has for the most part been
cultivated by yeoman farmers who were, till
floods overwhelmed them, in fair circumstances.
The houses of laborers are rendered uninhabitable. From localities on the Oder and
its affluent, the Warth, appalling accounts
come of 71 villages and five towns submerged.
In the country of the Lower Elbe the chief
centres of misery are Domitz in Macklenburg and Lotzen in Prussia. The populaMoretion affected is from 50,000 to 80.000.
over, in East Prussia there is a fall of snow
to the depth in some places of 13 feet, 18 feet
If the enormous masses disand 90 feet.
solve suddenly the damage that is still before the inhabitants of those districts Is ev-
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pened.
Moneyed relief
said
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comes in slowly
soon be made to

appleals will
Germans in the United States.
Regarded

as a

un^

and it is
prosper-

Backdown.

Ottawa, Ont., Aprils.—Sir Charles Trpper, minister of finance, in reply to Sir Rich-

Cartwright, who asked the government’s
policy concerning the retaliation bill now
before Congress, stated in the House of

ard

Commons today that the bill had been introduced as the result of a misapprehension by
A proclamation,
the American authorities.
he added, would appear in the next Official
Gazette, providing for the free interchange
This is regarded as a
of natural products.
big backdown on the part of the Dominion
especially in view of the decaration last week of the cabinet ministers,
who asserted that Canada would maintain
her interpretation of the international arrangement at all hazards.

*;overnment,

THE STATE.
ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.

The annual meeting of the Lewiston and
Auburn Society for the Prevention of Cruel
ty to Animals was held Wednesday evening.
The following officers were elected: Presi-

dent, Henry Blanchard; recording secretary,
F. B. Sands; corresponding secretary, F. B.
Wheelock; treasurer, J. F. Boothby; vice
presidents, J. G. Coburn, John Garner, S. W.
Cook, W. S. Young, John Dempsey, E. S.
Davis, H. G. Foss, Alonzo Garcelon, J. F.
Jewett, J. N. Worn), H. Little, Daniel Lars.
The following directors were also chusen;
A. B. Newlev, M. C. Percival, Dr. Fremont
L. Kussell, J. C. White, George B. Bearce, F.
L. Dingley. F. B. Wheelock. K. S. Bradbury,
W. A. Pidgin, Albert A. Young. N. W. Harris. Kendall Dresser, A. M. Pulsifer, Oliver
Newman, T. E. Eustis, F. L. Day, J. F.
Boothby, H. B. Bartlett, N. F. Woodbury,
George W. Furbusb, Frank L. Noble, E. J.
Brackett, W, E. Cloutier, A. L. Templeton,
E. T. Gile, C. P. Drake, E. 0. Douglass, Nelson Howard, Geo. E. Page, C. A. Abbott.
PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

The Penobscot will come on the Boston
and Bangor route April 17tb, and will be officered as follows: Captain, Otis Ingraham;
First Officer, J. !D. Brown; Second Officer,
Thomas Birmingham ; First Pilot, William
A. Koix; Second Pilot, Howard Arey; Engineer. F. E. Uathorn, Assistant Engineer,
Walter White; Purser, A. H. Ilanscomb;
Freight Clerk, Thomas Holden; Steward, D.
B. Smith; Baggage Master, C. A. Higgins.
The Katahdin and Penobscot will make four
trips per week.
WALDO COUNTY.
The judge of the Belfast police court is out
In an editorial this week In support of the
“Personal Liberty” movement.
YORK COUNTY.

Mr. Berryman, the lessee of the West Buxton Woolen Mill, has opened bis safe, which
He found the contents uninwas in the fire.

jured.
The Burlington Strike Explained by a
Maine Engineer.

I,Lewiston Journal.]
Mr. Charles S. Crocket of Auburn, worked
as an engineer on the C. B. & Q. road for
many years. He says the public has not
correct version of the engineers’
strike, and the Brotherhood have a just
grievance. Says Mr. Crockett:
"The engineers want equal work, which
they didn’t get. On the C. B. & Q an engineer gets $3.35 for a run of 115 miles, the
Urst year. 84 the second year and $4.75 the
third year. It takes him all the way from
The
ten to 34 hours to make this run.
company laid its plans to have as few $4.75
men as possible, and was constantly discharging them on petty complaints—running
And
them in at one end and out the other.
after they had turned olf a man they hounded
him so that he could not get a joo on another
road. The men wanted to be used fair, and
that’s all they wanted.
"The company Is now hiring green men to
take the place of the strikers, and they are
smashing up the rolling stock at a great rate.
Head and tail collisions occur every day and
These
it Is not safe to ride on the road.
greenhorns will eventually win for the strikbeen

ers.’’

given

a
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Horse Notes.

Thcru is still a good demand in this State
for the heavier class of business horses, and
there should be a boom here this seasou for

in Maine
est breeders of this class of horses
is Mr. Thomas Daggett of Foxcroft. who
of this
now has fifteen or eighteen animals

It is said that the stallion belonging to C.
H. Nelson of Watervllle, which was reported as being very sick is not lied Hawk, but
another valuable horse. Red Hawk was all
right at last accounts.
Mr. C. U. Nelson thinks his latest purchase. Brilliant, a second Nelson, and will
astonish the horsemen one of these days.
The horse very much resembles Nelson in
gait and actions.
MECHANICS’ ASSOCIATION.
Meeting and Election
Officers Last Night.

Annual

of

The annual meeting ef the Maine Charitable Mechanics’ Association was held last
evening in the library room at Mechanics’
Hall. The meeting was called to order by
President Blanchard.after which the records
of the last meeting were read by the secretary, R. B. Swift, and approved. Messrs.
Howard Taylor, W. H. Chapman and E. R.
Pierce were introduced to the Association by
the president as new members after which
the relief committee of the different wards
reported announcing several sicknesses. Applications for membership which had been
favorably reported upon were next consider-

ed and as there were several names presented it was voted to act upon them all at the
The persons who applied for
same time.
membership are James Miller, Frank W.
Smith, Henry Stickney, James P. Estis,
Benj. K. Cook, Frank P. Tibbetts, George
H. Davis, Edward W. Kent and Louis A.
Goudy, and all were admitted.
The reports of the different c (Beers for the
year past were next called for and the first
presented was the
SUPEBISTENIIENT’S BEPOBT.
This report was a short one and stated
that to the movable property there have been
several additions such as settees, etc., and
tk.

k..ll.lln..

k„,

k«M

uulsail

Liar.

a

able extent.
recommended
The report
several Improvements in the building such
as the better ventilation of the library room.
The property of tbe Association was never
In a better condition, and the rooms are at
It also
present let to trustworthy persons.
stated that 40 tons of coal would probably be
sufficient to last the reason.

SECRETARY'S REPORT.
B. Swift, recording secretnry, reported that during the past year twelve
RECORDIXO

Mr. K.

statedand fire special meetings have been held
The library has been tarnished with fifty
The experinew settees at a cost of $174.
ment of keeping the library open three davs
a
and six evenings In the week has
great success. The free drawing school has
been maintained and there has been the
usual course of lectures. The building was
damaged about $3C0 by the overilewing of
The 9team
water from a closet.
On Au;
has been very satisfactory to all.
estimates reportcommittee
on
gust 13th the
ed an laddition of $25 to the salary of the
librarian, $150 to the salary of the assistant
librarian, $75 to tbe appropriation for fuel
and $50 for gas. Forty eight memberi have
The numbeen dismissed and 23 admitted.
ber of members at the last report was 334.
48 by disand
death
Nine have been lost by
missal, making the total membership to date
3C0. There are 93 paying members. The
sum collected tor dues Is $112, aud $113 have
been (received for fees making a total of
$227, of which sum $223 have been paid to
the treasurer and his receipt for the same
A balance of $4 remains in the
taken.
hands of the secretary which was received
after tne accounts had been closed.

proved

heating

The corresponding secretary presented
report.

no

LIBRARY REPORT.

The committee on library reported the library to be In a good condition. Good tables
have been purchased, and the sum of $55 expended for periodicals, etc. There is a balance in credit to the library of $19.63. There
were 9,631 books on hand at tbe beginning of
the year,and since then 237 have been added.
During the year 16,775 books have been issued. The report rerommended keeping the
library open every week day, afternoon and
evening.
SCHOOL REPORT.

The drawing school has been very satisfactorily conducted by Antoine Dortieos
Over sixty applicants were present at the
first meeting, and the number Joining the
class in architecture was 23, and 21 Joined
The re-arraugement
the mechanical class.
of tbe room required a considerable change
The classes have
in the lighting apparatus.
been unusually large, and good work has

been done. The average age of pupils was
20 years. The appropriation for this department was exceeded by $21.96, the sum of

$100 being appropriated.

REPORT OX LECTURES.

lectures stated that they
until a late hour that any
renort was to bn reouired of them, and
therefore they had a very brief one to make.
They reported that the lectures had been
well attended, and were considered the moat
Interesting ever given. They recommended
that a vote of thanks be extended to those
persons who had delivered lectures. The association accepted the report, and agreed, by
a rising vote to extend thanks to all who had
addressed them.
The committee

were

not

on

aware

treasurer's report.
The treasurer, A. F. Gerrlsh, read the following report which was accepted and ordered on file:
Expenditures.
Paid trustees of Boody legacy.I 100.00

120.00
#3.00

Death relief committee

Uas

lighting.

384.29
819.10
120.70
25.00

Incidental

Repairs

.•

Printing and advertising.
Water bill.
Library.
Fuel..:.
Salaries

iSHHL
220 00
739.35

..

121.98
311.85

School.
City tax bill.
Interest on loan Portland Savings
Bank
Damage caused by water.
Loan hi part held by the Portland
Saviugs Bank.

86.#1
310.03
600.00
68.82

Cash on hand..

24.294.82
Receipts.
For rent to wit:
Mlllett. Evans*Co.21.875.00
Carter Bros.
146.84
Charles A. Mesarve..
_

Wm. Wilson.

Haydn Association.■
Young Men's Republican Club.
Library, checkroom aud kitchen
Heat lurnlshcd.
Interest from Investments
Members’ dues.
New members fees.
Library.
Use of Settees.
Haydn Association tor making lease....
Furnace sold.
From A. D. Smith.
Cash in hands at last settlement.
■.

The officers far the ensuing year

100.00
3"<>,0O
t>2.60

73.50
355 35
285.00
loS.00
223.00
12.49
7.60
1.00

16.1W
16.00
36.64

24.294.82
next

were

elected as follows
President—J. P. Thorndike.
Vice President—Thus. L. Laugliltn.
Treasurer—A. Frank Leach.
Recording Secretary—R. B. Swift.

Corresponding Sacretary-Willlam S. Lowell.
Trustees— Abial Carter, (Francis Higgins. E. H.
Thontpsou, Nelson Tenney, Hall L. l>avls aud
Frank K. Redlon.
Ward
Ward
Ward
Ward

RELIEF COMMITTEE.
1—Charles F. Dam.
2—Nath’l 8. Heselttue.
3—Hiram W. Fernald.
4-Nathan E. Redlon.

n Oi «* U —muici •

n

uaonjvm

Ward H—Thomas Connor.
Ward 7—Charles E. Snow.
After the election of officers President
Blanchard, according to the custom of retiring presidents, presented the association with
a portrait of himself, handsomely framed,
for which the association extended thanks.
The president theu delivered an address congratulating the association upon their outlook, reviewing their history and suggesting
and recommending improvements to he made
in the future by the association, which he
hoped would “go ou forever." He then invited the members to a banquet at his house,
which was accepted with thanks.
It was also voted to have the president s
address incorporated in the records of the

association.

The president elect was then escorted to
the chair by the secretary and extended
thanks for the honor conferred upon him by
making him president.
A
A vote of tnanks was also extended to the
morning dallv papers after which the meet-

ing adjourned.

_

Bates

College.

The Bates College Observatory committee
held their first meeting in Boston, Friday,
the :10th ult., the following members present:
President Cheney, lion. P. C. Cheney, Prof.
L. G. Jordan, B. F. Haley, Esq, E. A. Thissell, Esq., George E. Smith, Esq., and the
gentleman giving #30,0U0 towards founding
The committee voted to lav
an observatory.
the corner stone of the observatory on the
gptb of next August, provided the #1.H>,OUO
shall then be raised. They also approved the
action of President Cheney in inviting Senator Frve to deliver the address on that occasion. The President made a full report resain
specting the raising of the funds. He subthat in the first instance two gentlemen
scribed, the cne #30.000, and the other #;A,u».
on condition that #73,eou additional should
be raised, the #Jo.uoo to be used towards
founding an astronomical observatory.
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We
leart anonymous letters anrt commnlcatlona. The name and artrtress of the writer
are in all cases indispensable, not necessar ly for
publication but as a guarantee of good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or preserve
communications that are not used.

Jake Sharp

seems

likely

that he has not

venue

to

get

petitioned

a

change

of

result of the sale of the citv’s gas stock
should he to put the business of electrical
and gas lighting under the control of the
same Individuals, would It be as well for the
city In its corporate capacity or for Us individual citizens? Would a monopoly of all
the means of illuminating in the hands of
company tend to the welfare of

one

mined

The Kennebec Democrat is still harping on
the Stevenson trial. If it wants information
as to why the Jury failed to convict Stevenson perhaps it can get it from the foreman of
the jury who is a prominent
who voted for acquittal.

jeurof Democratic rule has been quite
enougli for the people of Rhode Island.
This year the Republican have made a clean
sweep, electing all their candidates for State
officers by good majorities, ami nearly the
whole of both brandies of tne Legislature.
The Providence Journal’s fight against the
candidate for lieutenant governor did not
accomplish much He was cut only 200 votes
in the whole State.
M. Floquet is likely to get enough of the
tierce white light that now-a days beats upon
the premier instead of upon the throne.
Few leaders have entered office under more
unfavorable conditions. A succession of weak
governments in France have thrown discredit
on all governm ents; lie will he opposed by
the most powerful faction of his own party,
the Opportunists, who are led by M. Ferry,
the ablest of French Parliamentarians; bis

minister of war is M. de Freycenet, a
civilian and not a soldier; bis minister of
mums is jh.

uouier, intensely pairiotie, but so hot headed that during his premiership lie would have hurried troops to
imriHu

the frontier at the time of the Sehnaebele
Incident had he not been restrained by President Grevy; and finally, he Isa friend of

Boulanger, a circumstance which will be
more likely to embarrass than help him.
The new’ government has come into power
on the issue of the revision of the constitution, but it is doubtful if there is an honest
desire on the part of the French delegates
for such a revision, which w ould probably be
in the direction of making the Senate a less

aristocratic body.

helped

to

raise wages, to
shorten hours, to improve the condition, not
only of tlie particular workmen who have
risen up in protest, but also of the masses.
A strike In a particular shop for reasonable
c uise often ends in general improvement.
Bakers have reduced their hours of labor
from eighteen to about twelve.
The nine
hour day is due to the strike system. Wages
in w hole trades have gone up from ton per
cent to thirty per cent because the men in
particular shops have asserted themselves
id made good their claim to consideration.”
From the brief reports furnished by the telegraph it is impossible to follow the chain of
reasoning by which Commissioner Reed lias
arrived at this conclusion. Ilis statistics of
a

the number of successful and unsuccessful
strikes In New York State certainly cannot
justify such conclusions. In 1887 there were
<595 unsuccessful strikes, to <594 that were successful..There were 190classed as “comprom-

partially successful,” 300 as “doubtful” and 22 as “pending.” By the successful
ised or

strikes some things may have been gained;
but how much they cost both the laborers and
the capitalists the Commissioner does not
probably know; nor does he know that the
same results might not have been accomplished by other means. Nor is it probable
that lie has taken into account, the suffering
aud destitution caused by those unsuccessful
strikes where much was

gained.

lost aud

nothing

__

The City's Cas Stock.
The eity in its corporate capacity owns
1700 shares of btock in the Portland Gas
Light Company. On this stock for many
years back the city lias received annually
regular dividends of ten per cent, and on
two occasions large sums as special dividends. It is now proposed that the city dispose of this stock and use the proceeds lor
the liquidation of the floating debt. The
matter was brought up in the Mayor’s message, and since the city council has passed
an order directing an inquiry to be made to

ascertain the value of this stock. We do not
understand that the council lias voted to sell
the stock or has expressed any opinion as to
the advisability of its sale. That question
is to be settled later.
There can be no objection tonn inquiry such
us the council proposes, leaving the questtuu

anic
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deed we are inclined to think that it is a wise
move, and that If conducted in the proper
manner it will throw light on the condition
of this company which will be of great aid in

determining what the city should do witli its
stock. But mere inquiry of this prominent
citizen or that prominent citizen what he
considers the value of the stock will not be
sufficient. From sucli an investigation as
that we snail get simply a lot of guesses, for
there is no gas stock in tiie market and it is
very rarely that a share is sold. The true
way to get at the value of this stock is to examine the books of the company, and ascertain precisely what its condition is. If the
company has a large surplus, as is suspected,
that fact would have a very material bearing
on the value of its stock.
If its real estate is
very valuable for other purposes than those
for which it is now used and could bo disposed of fora large sum that fact would
have a bearing on the questio
whether the
city should hurry to sell its so k lest its investment should be lost by
supplanting
of gas lighting by electric! >. These are
be found
the

matters which can

thorough investigation of

only by a
s-ompany’s

books, and the ascertainmeoi ol its exact
assets and their value. Wheu these things
are known there will be no great difficulty in
figuring up what gas stock is worth and
what the city ought to get for its shares.
What objection can there be to sucli an investigation? The city—or the people of
Portland in their corporate capacity—own a
large interest in a corporation. Confessedly
their knowdedge of the condition of that corporation, and consequently of the value of
their stock in it, is very meagre. They are
asked to sell this stock. Isn’t it rational for
them to ascertain before doing so or deciding
to do so, what the value of the stock Is?
And isn’t it proper for them to avail themselves of the only certain way in which this
information can be obtained ? There can, it
seems to us, be but one answer to these prop-

ositions,
~j

and that
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whole people, and it is its duty to take
every urecaution that those interests are not
sacrificed. One of the precautions in this
case, indeed the only one which will l>e of
much avail, is the ascertainment by the
method we have suggested of the value of
this stock. Let the council through a committee of its own number examine the books
and submit the results to the people. Let
all the facts that have any bearing on the

value of this stock be made public through
the press. Then when the question of sale
comes

up the people can act understand-

ing!}'.
There is no need of haste in this matter.
There is no call for precipitate action. l*rivate holders are showing no anxiety to dispose of their holdings. To sacrifice a ten
percent, stock to pay a debt that can be
fundedat4 percent., would not be wise financiering. There is plenty of time to get at all
the facts before any action need be taken in
favor or against the sale of the stock.
As to the question of the
advisability of
selling this stock at all, we have but a few
considerations to submit at the
present time.
As a rule we should
say that it was not wise
for the city to invest in
business enterprises.
They should be left to individuals. But
and
water
are
light
necessities which every
citizen must

have,

aud the
supplying of them
maybe strictly within the legitimate business of a municipal corporation.
Ownership
by the city in corporations whose busine,.,

it is to suppiy them may be for the advantage of the people, inasmuch as it tends to
expose the business to publicity and thus to
prevent extortionate charges. Suppose one

MILLINI tY!
TO

COME
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Our Personal liberty movement 1- In exact
line with the Democratic party of the coun-

try.

THREAT

FROM COL. BUNKER.

[Kennebec Democrat.]
With ten Democratic newspapers in Maine
not a single Democratic editor in the State
holds an office or i> likely to. * * * Hut
hold on, something is going to drop before
the campaign is over.
JOHN HULL SETS A HOOD EXAMPLE.

fNew Haven Palladium.]
England hasn't one twentieth the coast
Hue to protect that we have, and yet proposes to spend $10,000,000 on fortifications.
vmngress

won

preparing defences
shore.

Light and Medium Suits and Overcoats
CARRIED OVER FROM EAST SEASON.

[Belfast Age.]

Dili Mir
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COMMENT.

SIMON PURE.

OMINOUS

MIRK DOWN SUE

spentl

luceius

for our cities
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Tills sale started a week ago mid, notwithstanding the big snow
storm, has created much commotion among clothing buyers. The
fact is, these goods are the best grade we manufacture, and are being
closed out ta many cases sit 50 cents on the dollar.
Good ALL WOOL SUITS in Itlen’s and Vouug Men’s sizes, that retail regularly at $12.00, $15 OO, $18.00, $20.00 and $22.00, can now
be bought at $8.00, $10.00. $12 OO and $15.00 each.
Gents' and Young Men’s SPRING OVERCOATS, styles that are as
good as the latest, at prices, $3.00 to $5.00 less than usual. You will
uccd one of these garineuts soon, WHY NOT BUY NOW?
The ROYS’and CHILDREN’S DEPARTMENT, excel in thekiud
and quality of Clothing that parents so much desire at this season of
the year. Good ALL WOOL SUITS that are suitable to wear now and
through the early Spring and Summer mouths, at about half or two
thirds that they were selling for last season. It will pay you to BUY
YOUR BOVS’ SUIT NOW. Boys’ Spring Overcoats, Boys’ Spring Reefers, Boys’ Odd Knee and Long Pauls, ALL AT REDUCED PRICES.

OUR

FOR

STRICTLY OINTB PRICE.

GOV. PLAISTED GIVES THE PRESIDENT GOOD

OPENING

New Spring Millinery This Week!

FaBM

255 Middle

Blevel.KM
"Royal Mall,”

POR.TLA3VD,
W. C.
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CAVAZZA.

recurus

me me or

RHEUMATISM
Paine’s Czlery Compound purifies the
blood. It drives out the lactic acid, which
causes Rheumatism, and restores the bloodmaking organs to a healthy condition. It is
the true remedy for Rheumatism.

mese

iaimrui

young creatures. After the'rapturous passage when llie married loveis watch the stars
from their window, the imminent tragedy
seems natural as right itself.
Head, after
this, the reflections of Miguel as he sits near
the sleeping politician and contrasts the low
ambitions of the world with the alternate
light and darkness of the infiuite regions
where his love and imagination wander, not
all in vain—and you have watched realism

d
Nervous Prostration, Nervous Headache,
Nervous Weakness, Stomach
and Liver Diseases, Rheumatism, Dysrp*psia, and all affections of tho Kidneys.

[ URES

Neuralgia,

Paine’s Celery Compound strengthens the
stomach, and quiets the nerves of the digestive organs. This is why it cures even the
worse cases of Dyspepsia.

CONSTIPATION
Paiwe’b Celery Compound is not a cathartic. It is a laxatrve. giving easy and natural
action to the bowels. Regularity surely follows its use.
and business
Recommended by
Bend for book,
men.
Trice $1.00. Sold by Druggists.

professional

The Abbess of Jouarre, Mr. Ernest Kenan’s recent literary blunder and moral offence, after making its failure on the stage,
has come to America in the garb of a comically poor translation. The repulsive plot is
drawn out with inconceivably wearisome

rhetoric, occasionally relieved by blasphemy.
impossible to find anything either respectable or picturesque in this mass of
dreary didactism of evil. It seems the outIt is

of a diseased brain; and therefore
offers no occasion for a reviewer to criticize,
it, only to say that M. Kenan is to be
pitied and his tragedy to be condemned.
come

(New York: G. W. Dillingham; Portland:
Loring, Short & Harmon.)

BURLINGTON. VT.

GOODS

CANNED
—

rr

a

careful
comparison of
his
worser work, Mr.
write very acceptably.

his

better and
Koopman should
(Buffalo: Moul-

Only a Coral Girl, Is the title of a pleasing
and romantic novel by Gertrude Fordfc. The
ovuij

io

cuutiui aim

wic uiaiactcio

urnwj

defined.

One cannot but resent the uunecetsary tragedy; tor, although the heroine,
Margherita, is a trifle impossible in some
directions, her loveliness and worth win for
her the entire interest of the reader. The
descriptions of the island of Capri and of
English fashionable life are quite effective.
(NewYork: Harper & Brothers; Portland:

Loring,

Short & Harmon.)

In Mr. William S. Gottsberger’s inexpensive aud convenient series of paper-covered
novels, he reprints the immortal idyl of Paul
and Virginia In a new and excellent translation from the French by Clara Bell. (New
York: William S. Gottsberger; Portland:
Loring, Short & Hannon.)
A«*£NTI» WAN1‘KIJ>.
» liK.VTS AVANTRD
Ladles and gentle-*» men to represent the C. F. Jewett Pub. Co.,
'Estes & Lauriat) of boston, iuull towns in Maine
md N. it.; good pay and permanent employment,
apply to JOHN ISliOWN, General Manager, 34
Exchange St., from 3.30 to U.00 a. m., ami Horn
12.80 to 2, and G.30 to 8 p. in.
23-4
—

J. A. Merrill & Co.,
a.

SPECIAL SALE OF

Principal

MALE—Farm in Falmouth, of 50acres:

For particulars, inquire on the premises, A. P.
FIELD, or S. CHENEKY, 7 Custom House Wharf
Portland.3-1

ap2

LOW

PRICES!

Best Baine Sweet Corn, 9 eents can,
dozen.
Fresh

$1.05

house and stable, near
good garden,
sebago water; everything convenient;
good neighbors; plenty of sunshine; and a desirable place. Apply to E. SWA8EY, Swasey, Lamson & Co., Portland Pottery Works, entrance from
Green or Portland streets.31-1

MALE—2Vi story
H igh School, Deering Centre:
FOB
fruit trees:

Our entire stock of Canned Goods which includes
every kind of food products from all parts of the
world at CORRESPONDINGLY LOW PRICES.
We sell nothing but strictly standard goods and
guarantee the quality of every can.

585 and 587
mli28

&

SHAW

CO.,

Congress and 235 Middle Streets,

Price.
Articles.
Lubin’s Toilet Powder.16
bottles.66
Perfumes,
bulk per oz.29
Soap.28, .42, .tiO
Pear’s Soap.13, .16, .19
Shaving.18, .20, .45
Colgate's Violet Powder.161
Cashmere Bouquet.16
Perfume.26
Violet Water.38, .70
Hosodora Water.38
Cashmere Bouquet AVater.70
Soap, Hosodora.14

Utf

i|Articles.
Hood’s Tootli
ISozodout.49

& Brown’s Tooth Paste.3a
Calder’s Dentifrice.16
Our Own
.16

I Jewsbury

\ Brown’s

.16
Murray & Lanman’s Florida Water.47
Hoyt’s German Cologue.16
10
S« an Down Face Powder.
Hiker’s
.17
Saunders’
.24
Lahlaclie
.30

Lazell’s Perfumes, bulk, oz.26
A’asoline.12
Imported Bay Bum. per pint.40
Guppy & Co’s Cologue Waters, per pint.66
Oriental Cream.96

Cashmere Bouquet.21

spermaceti.30
A'iolet.30

Glycerine.14

Marguerite.14
Vaseline.15 i
Tar.lli
••
Kau de Cologne.18
Naiades.14
Cutlcura
.15, $1.75 per doz.
Hinds’ Honey and Almond Cream.36
And an immense stock of Tooth, Nall and Hair
Tnilol

irtiflps too

CL!III
I

inar23

iimnorotK

next

Price.
Powder.
.16

Pansy.14l

<•

quality—

the

tn iitontian

Coudray’s Brilliantine.30,

.40

Lavender Water.46. .60
Pinaud’s
.60, .65
Our Own Beef, Ironaud Wine.35
Wine of Cocoa.60
Florida Water.20, .35
Hagan’s Magnolia Balm.60
60
Laird’s Bloom of Youth.
Brushes, Combs, Puffs and Pufl Boxes, and other

PlIDDV 9 Pfl
uurn <X UUii

Corner

Congress

and Preble Streets.

J

PORTUGAL

Pimp FOB MALE-One large
steam pump in good condition, for sale cheap,

_eodtf

SPRING OV ICOATS!
now

have

an

elegant line of Spring Over-

coats in the New sand Fashionable Shades
to which we invite yoaai* inspection.
We wish to esall

special attention to two lots
lone light sand alark colors) for business
Price $10.
aaaen’s Spriaig Overcoats.
aaasade
sand
ti'inamed and very
They saa*e well
dcsirsable.
We lasave New Psatteraas sarriving daily,
keep yoair eye oaa them until you
get one that suits you.
PRICES

so

8TKKET,
marl7

roHil.AMI.

dtf

an

hundred different styles In
all prices, but my 76c. whip I had
to answer this ad. Is the boss
wbip and fills the bill. JAS. G. McGLAUFLIN,
Manufacturer o( Harness and Horse Outfits, 61

expressly

Fancy Goads, Toilet Articles

MALE-Front lace boots for ladles, the
latest New York styles, at DEAN BROS’.,
455 Congress street; also soft, tine bright Dongola
boots at only *2.00; fancy stylish boots a special31-1
ty ; call and see our spring styles.

FOK

A.3NTX>

Colgate’s Soap Cashnere Bouquet.21
7th Bglment.14
Kosodira.14

FOK

FARM FOR SALE.
one-fourth of a mile from
and one-half miles

in Hollis,
SITUATED
Bonny Eagle, and one
West Buxton
known as the
lars inquire of

JOSEPH
mar30

Reichardt’sSachet Powder at 25 cents per Ounce, In All

Od)rs, Superior to Any in the Market.

GEORGE
Corner

Congress

Gorham.

RIDLON,

C.

J.

FARRINGTON,

180—MIDDLE STREET -182
N ear
ap4

Exchange

No. 1S6 Middle Street.

HELP

HALE

man

a

CTFRYE,

a

farm

or

apply

any

at R.

HICHNBR,

on a
or

502

and Franklin Streets.

dtJ

5-1

season:

BROTHERS,

Apply

Wharf.

of Long
6-1

M00RDEN &
—.

,‘,vr

CO.,

BOSTON
d6m

Portland Water Go.

who
with their parents
WANTED—Boys
and who
bring good references to learn
business. W. H.
live

can

dry goods

MILL1KEN Hi
CO.4-1
the

WANTED—Situatlou by

E. B. & B.

X. Y. Z., Press
3-1

WANTED—A

aged

2-1

to

AS. A

one

3<>!l

Fore

street

'[lice.apr2-l

friend of
many persons, who Bnd themselves troubled
with sudden colds with soreness aud laaieness In
the muscles of the body, to relieve the aches and
nainv

to

t< the recent outbreak of Small Pox
wekave arranged to receive fresh

,

daily.

501 CONCRESS STREET, PORTLAND
FOREST AVENUE, WOODFORDS.
KNICHTVILLE, C. E.

private family, a very pleasant
newly furnished front chamber suitable for
me or two
gentlemen; will furnish board if
lesired. Address A. A. A., Press Office.
31-1
LET—A pleasant, furnished front room on
second floor; good closet and store room;
.Iso furnished
front attic.
Enquire at tss
■’RANKLIN ST., left hand bell.
24-2

rO

FOUND.

red pocket-book, either In
cars or on tne street between
HolMaine Central Station on
and’s drug
kmgress street, containing |lo In money, mostly
n bills, beside postage stamps and other small
.rtlcles. The finder will be rewarded bv
y leaving
“”"g
i tat 69 HAMPSHIRE ST.
Ladles’
LONT—A
the horse
store and

J

two-stone dianimd
ear-drop, bePore and India streets,
Eagle
Return to C.H. LAMSON.
lo. 177 Middle street, and be suitably rewarded.
tween the corner of
LOMT-A
House.
.ml the

Foss,
j

_3-1

nut from end of
Coupe Axle. Anysame ou the street will be well
Sy leaving at FKKNALD Si SAWYER’S
>TABLE, #97 Congress Street.
2-13

LOMT—A
finding
aid
one

^

Experienced Operators
1

ou

the W. & G.

itraw Machine.

BEAL BROS.,
No. 41 Water St., Haverhill, Mass.

al,r4

CITY

\YT ANTED—At

HALL,

APRIL 19th,

FaNt

Day

Evening.

coipSSTcTncert
C. UTOI KHKIDGK.

nil. IRA

to

Tickets sold at Stock bridge’s Music Store. Saturday morning, April 7th, at 0 o’clock; numliers given out at 7; only six tickets sold to one
person at
opening sale: press tickets reserved; half (are on
M. C. R. K., r. 8 O. K. K., bait tare and late trains
on U. T. K. Jt.
ap5d.it
I'AHRS.

iblMVKx,
THE

514 CONGRESS

STREET,

PORTLAND

ME.

-

lebS

ill

j. a. Hayden,

STENOGRAPHER,
31 Vi Exchange St., Portland, Mi.
dtf
febl6
TO

LIT.

LET—Several healthy and vigorous colds
Lave been driven away by the use ot
of Lungwort; terms easy,
transfer made almost any day while the present
C. WAY 8 CO., Myrtle and
weather lasts.
Cumberland Sts.6-1

TOthat

Way’s Compound Syrup

I.KT—Store No. 46 Free St., suitable for

TO
furniture, provision,
ness
location.

a

crockery or any busiEnquire of A. MULNIX, 109

good

;

Centre street.4-1

LET—For six months from May 1st, to a
children; a desirable
o( six rooms; good
neighborhood; three minutes walk from Post
Office: none hut responsible parties need apply.
C. F. HOLDEN. 377 Fore street.
_3-1
small family without
TO
well furnished tenement

LET-A medium size! house, situated
TOState
street, sunny location, good view of
contains 9
bath
furnon

room,
harbor,
rooms,
will lease 2 or 3 years to a small family on
reasonable terms if taken soon; owner to leave
clty._N. 3. GARDINER. 40 Kichange St 3 1
new

ance;

LET—Store 233 York St., formerly occustore. Inquire at 17» CLARK.

TOpied as shoe

parlor,

except
first story
contains 7 rooms viz. 3 rooms
TO
and basement kitchen and3 chambers; bath room,
on

furnace, good drainage, central location; good
street family of four to board with tenant, retaining rooms. N. 8. GARDINER. 4G Exchange at.
i.kt—Three story store at head of Union
X wharf Commercial street; oeen occupieu tor
flsh store; lower floor will be let separate If
wanted. J. H. TRUK, 202 Commercial street or
J. DROWNK, 30 State street,al l
run

a

FIRVISHKII
Deering Street.
Exchange

TO
Block.

HOl'sE-K'ir rent No. 2U
BENJAMIN SHAW. 48%
31-1

St._

LET—Tbe spacious chambers 80x120,
B. B. Farnsworth Si Co., in Woodman
UKO. W. WOODMAN. Agent.
29-tt

over

Store Nos. 117 and 119 Middle
TOstreet; wholesale
of the finest stores In the oity;
LET

one

suitable for
or retail, or both;
with a
lovely basement, dry and lighted on three sides,
almost equal to the first story; rent low to the right
party. Inquire of H. K. THOMPSON, 104 Brackett
28-4
street._
I.K

—A convenient and newly renovated
TO tenement
for small family, 14 Winter St.
>

281 Spring St., or 130 Commercial St.
F>>q>* r“
JAMES BAIN.
20-tf

E-K’T—Up-stairs
f|'9
X half of

rent

of six rooms and

one-

stable; sebago water la house; on
Maple Street, Deering. Enquire of J. B. DONNELL, 79 Commercial St.. Portland.
20-4

STORES TO LET.
Nos.

Exc

on
hange Street,
elegant
87 and 91, will be fitted up to suit occu11WO
with all modern
severstores

pants,

Improvements;

al first cla ts

also

and pleasant,
Sunny
Proof

capable girl
genApply at f»2 BOWDOIN

once—A

,Ti,LSL?lal,",|lscwork'
K f. I’. 1
•

for

fWll WAWEE
for the

A good reliable worn..
to rook
Keeper's family at the Alms
louse. Apply between t and 6 p. tn, attlio House
T. H. 11AMIALL, Keeper.
3-1

L'

I\7ANT*iI»—Cook
pita!. Apply

1 p. in.

to

heated with steam, with Fire
vaults, furnished with all the conveniences
and requirements, In suites or singly, at moderate

Apply

rates.

4 1

JITIATIOV to WHITE u ,iiii■*l ItTli
o young lady; lias bad experience In olllce
vork and is a rapid writer. Address “8." care
)f 1‘. O. llox 171HL City.3-1
IV7ANT»•:l> Ry a lady well ui'alilled (or Hie
VV
iHtsItimi. a situation as housekeeper lit a
lentleinaii’s family; no objection to children; cau
live flrst-class reference. Address MRS. K., care
Portland Press.
3-3
ITPATlOflf WANT*®
By a Swedish
O
Girl to do first work; would go out In the
■ountry In the summer: relerettces given If want'd.
P. 8.Apply at 67 SPRING STREET.
t’lease not to call after this advertisement is tak■n out.
3-t

VV
n. to

by 4 handler.

_dtf_
KKHAl.K HELP.

a

_

can
and
161

Jperators Wanted at Once!

to a

KENT—Two sunny rooms, connected,
and Cumberland street, the
arge rooms fronting on both streets.
Apply
3-1
vitli references at No. 143 PEARL ST.

ro

JENKS,

WANTKU-Every

jlOcorner of Pearl
LET -In

know

ou

podler In every city and
town In New England, to carry sample and
ake orders for Tyler’s Celebrated Step Ladder
md ad iustalde bench, can earu good wages with
Ills article alone. Call and send for circular and
M. II. TYLER A CO., 504 Eore St..
arms.
Portland. Me.10-4 ,

___

I

t!all for Newell's

St._4-1

YY
first-class restaurant, or a first-class boardng house, for twelve or thirteen young men for
cason beginning April 17th, and ending Oct. 1 st.
tefereuces given as to character and security as
o prompt payment.
Address “B.,” This Office,

_

na«c<t.

removed by calling
Lincoln
islies

KOOilfk.

adjacent

unnli

they
W.I.VTKD-Everybody
have carpets cleansed and put down,
J. T.

first-class tinsmith and
plumber of fifteen years experience; strictly
emperate and reliable; age 34; married. Address
t. O. BOX 359, Great Falls, N. H.
mh31d2w

rooms

in

W~

a

CtTANTED—Lodging

that follow

a

5-1
Mixture at C. WAY & CO’S.
ANTKD—While T“aiu away on a much
needed rest, my many customers to feel
that every attention will be given them by competent clerks, that have been with me a number of
years, and are experienced In all branches. Reipectfully, ALGERNON STUBBS_5-1

SITUATION WANTED.
by

WANTED—By

SITTATION

Boston.feb29d3m

work

Ylusic

WANTED.

men of
energy and bonesty to take orders for “Gately's Universal
Educator,” a thorough and complete encyclopaelia and business guide; indorsed as such by every
me that has seen it, and by every
paper of natioutl reputation in this country and Canada. The
Boston Herald says of the book; “It is a carefully
prepared and thoroughly useful work, and those
who buy It will get their money’s worth.” Ar. E.
lournal qf Education says: “No schoolroom In
America can afford to be without this great work
ts a book of reference.”
It Is the most complete,
Jtaln and practical educational work ever publshed, and is indispensable to the family and
ibrary. Gatkly Si Co., 592 Washington St.,

ujw

JSPOTIIECAniBS.

was proprietress
of West
End Laundry. Also, she will remain there for
the present as Superintendent.
2-1

Y\TANTED—Young
YY

EASTMAN BROM BANCROFT.

&

her friends and
shown her while she

2-4

WANTED.-Wholesale tiro
SALEM'IAN
eery Business. Address SALESMAN, tliia

STEADY

Schlctterbeck

Herbert wishes to thank
SOl.D OUT.—Mrs.
many patrons (or their favors

Also for

platform scale.

ap6td

LET-House all furnished

dtt

■ISCKLLASIOVI.

D—Men's and boys’ cast off clothing
Cash paid for It. Please call or send postal

WANTE
rill
MIHtKKS

As these goods are very scarce in
tin market, we advise all in need of
then to give us an early call.

Vaccine Points

NKERS.

at the Mercantile Agency,
Street as Messenger; one
Apply Tuesday, after 9 a. m.

WANTED—Boy
31 Vi Exchange
about fifteen.

87 Cents Per Yard.

Fresh Vaccine Points Daily!

Mortgage Bonds due April
1, 1888.

Woodbury & Moulton

position as shipper in some
Wholesale House, have had six years ex3-1
perlence. Address A. B. C., Press Office.

We have just received and now
offer one case of these very desirablegoods in a choice assortment of
new Spring Shades, 40 inches wide
aid very line, at only

m!i31

1st

man as
respectable
ling to make him-

groom and gardener ; wi
self generally useful. Addres
Office.

sale,

\ I IIKrN *
UlUIILUl

V,

We will cash upon presentation,
without charge,

competent good tempered farm
WANTED—A
Hand for the
references required.
to
CHASE
head

eodtf

I.OMT AND

METAL s»KYLiCaHTS
And VENTILATORS, for Mills, Stores and Dwellings.

NOTICE !

Congress St., Port-

land, Me.

inarSO_

dtf

ap2

young
Just arrived
chance to work
WANTED—By
from Switzerland
kind of outdoor work. Address

Owing

Street

BANKERS,

eod«w2w*

Evening. April 12

Tickets admitting Gent and Ladles, 73 cts.

SWAX &MRRETT,

village, containing 100 acres,
Joseph Ridlon farm. For particu-

—

CITY HALL, Thursday

•
•
6s
of Portland
•
4s
of Portland
•
4 l-2s
of Biddeford
•
of Chicago
-7s
•
•
5s
Town of Peering
•
•
6s
Town of Dexter
6s
Daviess County, Ind.,
Androscoggin It Kennebec R. B. 6s
6s
Leeds & Farmington B. B.
7s
Maine Central B. It., 1st mort.,
Maine Central B. R., cons, mort., 7s
Kansas City Water Co., 1st mort., 6s
and other First Class Securities.

Portland WaterCo.Bonds due
April 1st, and other Maturing Bonds, taken
in exchange.

—

Rowing Association
AT

City
City
City
City

feb32eodtl_MRS.

TRIPLE EXTRACT l\ BULK, at the Extremely Low Price of 20 cents per Oz.

Cumberland

Bonds For Sale!

PROPERTY FOK MALE.
The Jefferson Hill House In Jeff
erson, Coos County, New Hampjj
shire;
pleasantly located on high
l,‘-~lRr'h
£s!111KS>ladL. land; commanding a beautiful
■*#•£35^5; view 0f Mt. Washington, the
White Mountain range, the Franconia range,
Cherry M.uutain, and the Pilot range; It is a new
house, well arranged inside and out, pure water
good sewerage, and will accommodate about 100
guests; since it was first opened to the public It
has been a favorite resort among the many good
bouses on Jefferson Hill, and by guests willing to
pay good prices; everything about the premises is
in good condition; it can be bought for much less
than its value; F'or particulars apply to C. B. Jordan, Lancaster, N. H., or H. D Abbott, South
Andover, Maine.
CAROLINE GOO'.D.

front

—

BY THE

—

Rl'MINKAM

MALE—1

HOTEL

PERFUMES,

Exchange Sts.

apt2dtf_

Caln.

Sozodont.49
Calder's Dentifrice.15

| Hood’s Tooth Powder.16

REICHARDT’S

Cor. Middle &

second-hand 12 horse power
engine, and one 14 horse power boiler with
heated pump, inspirator and all fittings at a barAddress, BIDDEFORD STOVE FOUNIRY. Blddeford. Me.ocStf

Brown’s
Powder....••••.16
Cook’s
....16
O toutollne Powder.16
> Swan Down
Face Powder.10
Saunder's
Powder.24
11
••
Lablache
Powder.30
Margerlte.14 Laird’s Bloom of Youth.50
Hagan’s Magnolia Balm.50
Opopaax.21
Oriental Cream.95
Omni Ins.14
Oatmal.06
Vaseline.12
Lubin’s Toilet Powder.16
Pear's Soap.13, .16, .19
Lubin’s Soap.42
RlmmePs ’• Powder.16
Perfume or kittles-.65
Keckslcker’s Toilet Powder.16
Powder.16
bull, per oz.29l Colgate’s
35
Atkins
White Rose Cologne per pint.66
Colgate’s ..“ .25 Imported Bav Kuin per pint.40
.25
Florida Water.36
Lazell’s
laivender Water.36
Pluaud’s
per a. bottles.65
35
Klmmel's
Hoyt’s German Cologue.16
j Gerartlla German Cologne.15
And a large stock o: Drugs, Fancy Goods and Toilet Articles which we shall offer at greatly re
duccd prices.

Glycelue.14

BANKERS,

*30 K MALE —House and lot 180 State St.
r Brick house and very desirable lot, number
State street, westerly side, near Pine street; for
feb22tf
terms apply to J. S. RICKER.

PERFUMES !

AaVD

PRIZE BALL

•

Ilf a nrlh iiru P. HI aii linn
vvuuuuui j oc muuiiuii

31-1

Preble street.

4-tt

Galvaniied Iron and Copper Corniases and
flutters. Metal Shingles. Sh«»t Metal Work
tor Ituildings. Send for Illustrated Circular.

OOKllESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

horl lonl

•>

130 Whips,

made

GUARANTEED.

Keith.

Laces, Fringes, Badges,
Medals, Etc., Etc.

na

glue or pump combined. L. E. LUNT & CO., 9
and 10 Union Wharf, Portland.31-1

All WOOL HENRIETTA.
We

31-4

I.a xeaH

—

National Water Works Investment
5s
Co. due 1908,
Waterviile, Me., Water Co. 1st
•
5s
Mortgage due 1907,
5 l-2s
Bay County, Mich., due 1903,
Omaha Water Co. 1st consolidat...
8s
ed, due 1907,
Hancock County, Ohio, due 1891, • 8s
Androscoggin k Kennebec B. B.
•
8s
First Mort.
(Maine Central R. R. 1st Mort7s
gage due 1898,
Maine Central Consolidated, dne
•
7s
1912,
Canal National Bank Stock.
Also a variety of carefully selected
First Mortgage six per cent. gold. Water Company Bonds at par and interest.

FOR
OVENS
HAKE
MALE—We have a number of new bake
ovens all complete, different sizes; will sell at
less than oue-half cost to manufacture. L. E.
LUNT A CO., 9 and 10 Union Wharf, Portlaud.
31-1

Turkiti Bath.04
Violet. .30
Pansy.14
14
Naiads.
Jocke Club.21

A NEW CARD TO THE PUBLIC
“The best advertisement for an article is
consideration is price.”

•

premises of MOSES WATERHOUSE.

non

GRAND BENEFIT

•

equal

STEAm

Prices f l.OO, 76. 60 and 36 cents; sale of seats
Saturday, April 7.
apod 1 w

commences

•

disFOR na LK-In Scarboro,
tance between Portland and Saco, 7o acres
of laud, young orchard, two good cranbery meadows, wood and timber sufficient, buildings suitable for farmer, well watered; terms easy. En-

m.lle dn. 10.10

„„„
aEE

SALI

FOB

OFFKK

Mr. W. W. Tlllotsni.

"The Lone Fisherman,"
"The Dancing Heifer,”
"The Majestic Catherine,”
“The Dutch Captain,”
"The Irish Policeman,”
"The Dashing Gabriel,”
-The Funny Le Blanc,”
"The Fair Evangeline,”
“The Balloon,”
"The Diamond Field,”
"The Amazon March,”
“The King Booroboolla Gha,”
And all the rest of the Features
of the Popular Extravaganza.

•

K MALE—A

$1.15 dozen.

0.

HK

ness.

PRICES

Proprietor and Manager,

4s
Portland, Me., due 1912,
4s
Portland Water Co., due 1927,
4s
Sagadahock Co., Me., due 1903,
4s
Brunswick, Me., due 98—97—99,
4s
Bath, Me., Municipal, due 1921,
4 l-2s
Daniariscotta, Me., due 1900,
os
Lewiston, Me., due 1912,
Lake
Erie
1st,
Wheeling and
5s
due
1928,
Mortg.

har-

SALK—Light express wagon
FOR
SHAW, HAMMOND A CARNEY,
269 Commercial street.2-1

dtf

Ml MTV AKTIMTM.
New Mcsici New CostcmehI
New SrEciALTiEkl New BckNEkr!

IMVESTMEKTS.

a

rrunes 4 rents rer round.

REDUCED

Wheelock Plano, four years

an organ.
exchange
City Alms House.3-1

I3XT

Tomatoes, ripe, solid packed, and of
superior quality, lO eents ean,

GEO.

urop

EVANGELINE!

INTEREST ALLOWED ON DEPOSITS
jelOeodtt

FOR
old; iu good condition; for sale at bargain
T. H. RANDALL,
would
for

on

The Famous Extravaganza,

KICE’N BEAUTIFUL

City, County and Railroad lloads, and
other First-Class Securities.

on

quire

Tuesday and Wednesday, April 10 and 11.

THE SUCCESS OF TI1E YEAH!

Pint National Bank Building.

cuts about 20 tons of hay: nice buildings; 6
FOR
line of Grand Trunk road.
miles from Portland,

Fak.ti

PORTLAND THEATRE

TRUST COMPANY

FOR

aud

Children's Matinee Saturday, April 7.
Grand Opening Wednesday, April 4, at 7.30 p m.;
music bv Chandler's full Military Hand; City Kali
will be decorated by the Boston Decorating Co.;
Useful and Ornamental Articles will be on sale;
Tableaus, Binging, Beading and other Entertainments each evening; programme changed nightly.
Doors open at 1 and 7 p. m.
f'ourve 1 irhrl,, 7 Ailuaiavion*
Ml IM
,|J
Miaglr Admimiau
Saturday Matinee, Adults 13 cents; Children 10
admission
Afternoon
cents;
(except Saturday)
free. Tickets for sale at Stockbridge’*, Banks'
dri
ere,by members and at the door. For event
rograuime see dally papers and Bazaar Knap;•
turned dally during the Bazaar.
ap’-’U

POBTLAIlT”

MAI.E—Farm In Falmouth, IVj miles
from Colley’s Corner, known as the Chenery
Farm; of about ninety acres in wood, pasture and
tillage; house contains 8 good rooms: very pleasant. For terms enquire of S. CHENEKY, 7 Custom House Wharf, Portland.3-1

HALL,

APRIL 4,5,6, U, 10 and 11.

eodtt

dec 28

Interest commences from
Interest guaranteed.
date of your order. Full particulars by calling on
N. 8. GARDINER, No. 40 Exchanget 8t„ Port,
and, Me,3-1

MALE—1

Securities!

drawn and Letters of Credit Issued,
available in all the principal
cities in Europe.

MALE.—Colorado Farm

Old Fashioned Bar

—

STERLINC EXCHANCE

Mortgages payFOU
ing 8 per ct. Semi-annually. Security three
and
to foul times the amount loaned.

SOAPSl

D KALE Kg IN

Investment

Union Depot. Full particulars J. J. EMERSON,
Auburn, Me.3-2

Soap 4c per“ ponnd
American Family
5c
“
French Laundry
6e
Welcome
5c per cake.
“
size
7c
Sweet Corn 9e per can, SI.00 per doz. Ivory,
large
“
“
“
“
“
small
4c
1.15
Tomatoes 10c “
“
“
Town Talk
4c
.90
“
«
“
Mineral
4c
99
“
“
“
Babbitt’s
Best
5c
9c
LOO
Tumpkin
“
“
10c
19c
1.10
Soapine,
large size
Squash
“
“
“
“
small
4c
1.35
Blueberries 12c
“
13c
2 lb. Corn Beef, Libby’s, .17 per can. Ivorine
“
11c
.OS per box. Pearline
Sardines,
quarter box
‘
“
half
.12
Please compare the above with the
“
“
.20
nice,
imported, very
prices yon are paying. These prices are
Other standard canned goods at equally for a few days only.
low prices. Every can guaranteed.
We are still selling choice new crop
Choicd Valencia Haisins, 7c per pound. New Orleans Molasses at 35c gallon.

OTnnrO

Manufacturers aud Dealers in .Military
and Society (foods, Lodge Outfits,
Regalias, Gold and Silver

best

I

—

JEWELERS.
J. A. Mebbill,

—

little farm advertised
NO K SALK-The
1
this year; only *500 down; a handsome
7
of
acres
home In Deering;
land; two orchards;
for 4 cows aud horse; balance
cuts enough
paid mouthly; long time; twenty minutes from

ton, Wenbourne & Co.)
Messrs. Putnam of New York add to their
delicious series of little volumes, the Knickerbocker Nuggets, the Vicar of Wakefield,
that tender, witty, dignified English pastoral
and classic. Nothing is so dainty, in the
literary field, as these little books; it was
surely some beneficent elf, Oberon’s librarian
perhaps, that suggested the design to the
American publishers.
(Portland: Loring,
Short A Harmon.)

218 Middle Street, Portlait Me.,

rirticulars

OF

uioice ^ew

dtf

FOU

“

•*

Orestes and Other Poems.
By Harry
Lyman Koopman. Mr. Koopman’s verse
shows good feeling, some acquaintance with
the best models, and occasional touches of
graceful and vivid fancy, ilia translations
from the Anglo Saxon are good, and some of
his less ambitious verses are tuneful and not
seldom elevated in tone. With practice and

SALE OK TO LET—Pleasant house
six rooms, with ell and stable connected, and
about two acres of laud near Cape Elizabeth
Depot; will lease for a term of years to responsible party, or will sell on easy terms. For further
call on or address, FllED H. COBB,
lVa Exchange street. Portland, Me._3-1

“

WELLS, RICHARDSON & CO. Prop’s

CITY

J. B. BROWN & SONS,

payment very easy. Address P. O. BOX 1176, or
apply at 258 Middle St. Kent *650 per year. 3-1

apradtd

Brand Bazaar!

—

aprti

commences

BOSWORTH BELIEF CORPS.

K.M.PAVS0MC0.

Spring street, upper end, lu one of the best
neighborhoods in the city; price *6,800; terms of

“

in fiction at its noblest task, to raise a mountain of earth that shall approach the skies.
There is little attempt at plot; the minor
characteis are well drawn, often with excellent comedy. It is a viva ious picture of

Spanish society—at once akin to and very
unlike American life. (New York: Thomas
Y. Crowel & Co.; Portland:
Loring, Short
& Harmon.)

Holme

FOB SALK ONLY BY

on

•

Canned Goods!

DYSPEPSIA

nonsense

genuine tenderness of description. Almost
imperceptibly the tone of the story ennobles

■

—

Sale of seats

Prices, 75, 50 and 35.
T ueaday.

expenses.

male

fob

rierfccll##

controls and operates WATER tVOKKS In 16
cities. These Works comprise over -AOO miles of
mains, supply JOO.OOO population, md have

m.iUulo

ou to LET-A
good house, containing 12 rooms and hath
room, sewerage perfect; lot 60x148 feet; situated

GROCERS,
203 Federal St.,
Whitney Building,
—

Pains's Celery Compound quickly restores
the liver and kidneys to perfect health. This
curative jwwer, combined with its nerve
tonics, makes it the best remedy for all
kidney complaints.

knowing. At present, the realistic school of
fictiou is too apt to concern itself with types
wfiich are out typical, with traits which are
neither significant or interesting, and fictitious people who merely add to the list of
bores. Life is worth living, in the measure
in which its enegies and powers are joyfully
employed for love of that which is most dear
to us; aud a novel, to have any worth beyond the amusement of the passiug hour,
must depict something of the ideality insepa-

that often spoils the
dialogue of American fiction; and the common cares of the family are irradiated with

Iw.lli

MLC--Situated In Gorham, 2
miles from Noracres of land, unschool;
der good state of cultivation; cutting last year 60
tons of hay; good wood lot; Sebago water In house
aud barn; good pasture, well watered. For further
particulars call ou H. A. CLOUDMAN, Gorham,
or WM. ALLEN, JR., 28 Exchange street, Port3-2
land.

dtf

Reduction in Prices.

Pai nk’s Celery Compound is a Nerve Tonic
which never fails. Containing Celery and
Coca. those wonderful nerve stimulanta.it
speedily cures all nervous disorders.

KIDNEY COMPLAINTS

rable from even commonplace existence.
It is the perception and acceptance of tins
first law of novel-writing that gives point,
coherence and value to this novel of Senor
Valdes. The heroine, Maximina, is an exquisitely modest and atfectiouate little bride
horn a small Spanish town, brought into the
dangerous social atmosphere of Madrid.
Her husband, Hon Miguel, is a young journalist, upright, spirited and sympathetic.
The scenes of the domestic life of these
charming young people are sketched with
naturalness and gayety—occasionally, it is
true, with a little more of intimacy than the
reader lias the right to expect or care for.
The dainty dissensions of Maximina and
Miguel have nothing of the pettisli pertness.

Sill rui

lOK

TELEPHONE SOI B.

WEAK NERVES

novelist lion Armando Palacio Valdes is a
genuine triumph of rightly applied realism.
Here we find the actual employed as a means
toward the ideal; tile minute study of detail
which explains the everyday life of personages who are representative as well as individual, and in either capacity are worth

ltseii as

ME.

.....I

miles from Saccarappa, l»/»
INAUNl
farm consists of 100
mal

WARE, Manager.

Maximina, the latest story by the Spanish

or nervous

.

ai/oifin

Also 54 Inch Kangaroo Safety, price *75.00.
G. I.. BAILEY, 263 Middle street.3-1
new.

hay

CONCERNING BOOKS.
BY

-

l_

•4Tlir roniammalian •( all (hut i* igrrm
in dm muii< t onulrut don a* pererplible iaa
mm
the itlluauiu* ill «r ubooluir
an r«iuiiniU: «-hiirnriera«alion
» obriouu iaa
Ur. llrylM’a perfnriaannee.”

THIS GUARANTEE COMPANY

SALE
One 64 Inch
one "American Ideal,” 44

FOB

ap2

Street,

piece

1.

A DRAMA OF INTENSE HUM IN INTEREST.

*F«rgirrn*

Over SI.04MMMMI of these i;t tKANTKI I)
iiovuh have been taken by Muring* Unulu.
la.umnrr S'ompuuir* and Iirnlar. In Slew
England and the Middle Minlea and Europe.

of Real
NILE-A very desirable
Estate In the heart of the dtv, containing
about y.000 square feet of land, nice buildings,
easily converted to almost any Kind of business
and ivlg be sold at a very low figure If applied for
4-1
at once. Address P. O. BOX 1414, City.

STANDARD CLOTHING CO., MARRINER & COMPANY,
„

PRICE $100.00 AND INTEREST.

6-1

FOB

“FORGIVEN”

Pennsylvania.

MAI.K—A fruit, confectionery and cigar
located on main thoroughfare:
for
reason
selling, other business: will bn sold
cheap if applied for at once. Address.). W. I).,

this office.

FREDERIC BRYTOH

American Water Works and
Guarantee Company, of

store, well
IjSOR

Hoinontle Actor,

The Powerful

Secured t>v EIRN'r flOKTUAUK and also
Ul'AKITrkKD PNISflPAI.
and I.Vft KKST by the

good out-bnlldings. near shoal, stores, church and
postoffice, 101*0 cords wood, must he sold. W. II.
WALDRON, 180 Middle Bt.
_6-1

.—————

Friday and Saturday, April tijand 7.

BONDS.

FOB MAI,E—200 acres, 16 miles
out. 40 acres intervale, annual hay crop 100
40 rods from R. It. depot, 2 story house and

tons,

TWO KIUIIT*.

Water Works

MALE.

8t._

We do not expect you to leave many orders just yet, but you can drop
in and got acquainted witli the new shapes, designs and colors
and see if you think they will be as becoming and stylish
as last season.
Our trimmers can be consulted if desired.

PORTLAND THEATRE

SIX PER CENT

oner

FAB.™

ADVICE.

[Augusta New Age.J
We are iuclined to iielieve there is something iu the report of the probable appointment of Mr. Putnam to the exalted position
ot Chief Judicial Magistrate of the Republic.
We have regarded it from the first as a
question, not of qualifications hut of locality,
whether the great honor would fall to Maine.
This country is very large, New England so
very small, and Maine is not much larger
than New England! we hnve not felt at
libeity to expect such a good thing. Eutitis
believed that the new Chief Justice will not
lie taken from the South.
The
Senate
would iefuse confirmation; nor from the
bench, aud no Western man is named for the
position, who takes the country by storm.
Thurman is too old. Mr. Putnam isiif suitable age, younger than Marshall or Taney
when taken from the bar, and made Chief
Justice, serving the two for sixty years.
The new Chief Justice should have at least
twenty-five years of good service in him.
Mr. Putnam is of suitable age as well as
character and qualifications. We anticipate,
Mr President, and hail it with cordial salutations.

1

FOB MACK—76 acres, annual hay
crop 60 tons. 300 fruit trees in bearing, plenty of wood, new 2 story house and L. 2 good
barns, pleasant location. 6 miles out, Vi mile from
summer resorts at seashore, will
bear Investigation, price *4.000, will exchange for city property. W. II. WALDRON, Real Estate Agent, 180
Middle
5lL-

along

_

Commissioner Reed, of the New York
Burenu of Labor Statistics has sent to the
Legislature of that State a report which
takes ground quite unusual for a man who
is presumed to have made a systematic and
logical study of the labor question. He devotes his report almost entirely to strikes;
and he reaches the conclusion that they are
profitable for the laboring mau. “Strikes.”
he says, “have

now, however, what is
to ascertain Is what that

CURRENT

Democrat and

One

MAI.E-Havlng about six

can remy house for sale at a good bargain;
commend it in every particular as being very desirable. It is a two and a halt story »•><*. tn Bood
condition. K. C. CHAMBERLIN, i22 Emery St.
marludtf
Portland March Uth.

WITKK WK*T».

A

CIVANCIAI,.

FOB
HOKE
weeks longer to remain in the city,
and

Just

upon.

most Important
stock is worth.

for.

the tax-

payers? These are questions that ought to
be thoroughly discussed and settled before
a sale of the city’s gas light stock is deter-

BI'SINEM* CHANCE*.

niNfKLLAXROVN.

niMIKLLfNKOim.

|

the .Value General Hosthe MATRON, Iroui Ki a.
marlOdtf

at

to

II.
9B

iu;ir26

N.

JOSE,

EXCHANCE

STREET.
_z.-

TO

LET.
Bin:

with stable connected, both }•
88 Brackett «rr‘'v.,PT
UKO. Mll.l IKES'.

HOUSE
class condition.

___3__

TO

XjEjASS

!

ilic
After Norrli I. I8SN,

Internationai House,
Corner mdla

janetf

and Commercial streets. Portland,
Apply to AUO. P. FULLER.

106%
New4%s.reg
New 4%s, coup.106%

PR KBS.

THE

Central Pacific lsts....
114%
Denver & K. Or. lsts.....
.121
Erie 2d s
96%
Kansas Pacific Consols.
105%
Oregon Nav.. lsts.109V*
Union Pacific 1st .113%
do Land Grants.
do Sinking Funds.
The follow.ng are closing quotations of stocks:
Apr. 4
Apr. 6
135
Adams Kxoress.135
...,

FRIDAY MORNING, APRIL «.
WIT AND WISDOM.
suggestion.
“have you been saying
“John."she said softly,
me to mother lately?
about
anything
“No
replied Jolm, "why do you ask?”
“Because she said this morning that she believed you wei e on the eve of proposing tome.
Now I do not wish you to speak to mother when
von liave anything of that kind to say. Speak to
a

Iphi)

vear

and I'll manage the business with mother.
And John said he would.

me

If It is a case of cut or bruise, or break, or
sprain, Salvation Oil will settle matters for 25
cents.
A shipwrecked sailor waiting for a sail Is like a
business man sitting at home and nursing a cough
or cold. Get I)r. Bull’s Cough Byrup and be
cured.

_

Doctor Scalpel—I think I will Have to call a
consultation in your case, sir.
Patient (alarmed)-And why?
Doctor (calmly)—To ascertain whether you will
be worth more io me dead than alive. You see, I
can easily collect my claim from the estate, but—
Patient (who has the name of calling a strange
physician every time lie feels 111)—That’s all right
doctor; If you’ll tell me about what you think it
will be, I’ll pay In advance.

New York. Chicago A ft i.ouis.. 18%

comes in!

Union Pacific.
U. 8. Express
Wabash, St. Louis & Pacific
do pref
Western Union.

Have no equal as a prompt and positive cure forsick headache, biliousness, constipation, pain in the side, and all liver troubles. Carter’s Little Liver Pills. Try them.

...

standing, others- lying

...

chewing gum!”

roller

imparting appetite

70®76c.

—

■

w

Oond.17*18
Store.16*16

4 60.x6 50;
1 6 m 17
7 60S® 00 Eastern e
Can & Wearera.. 16@17
Messina and PaPalermo 4*Px.4 00,’a4 60 Limed.

m

Foreign Exports.
M A1ANZAS. Sclir John FRottman—1114 emp
ties 600 sliooks anil heads.
Railroad Receipts.
PORTLAND. April 5. 1688.
kecelpts by Maine Central Railroad—For Portland 41 cars miscellaneous merchandise; for connecting roads '.12 cars miscellaneous merchandise.
_

Crain Quotations.
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADL.
Wednesday's quotations.
WHEAT.

|Apr.

71%
71%
71%
71%

Lowest.

May.

76%
76%
76%
7 5 Vs

June

76%
78%
76

76%

OOBN.

Apr.

|
Opening.

4i%

••

48

Highest....

Lowest:.....

47%

62%
62%
61%
62 .j

48

Closing.

May.

June.
61%
61 %
60%
61%

Tuesday’s quotations.
| WHEAT.
June.
76%
Opening.
Hlgliesl.
T6%
Lowest.
|76|
Closing.
76%

May.
76%
76%
76%

Opening.
Highest.

May.

61%
62%
61%
62%

61>

61%

Lowest.

61

Closing.

61%

71%
71%
71%
71%

mo*

Niagara.....New Vork..Havana.Apl
Zaandam.New York..Amsterdam .Apl
(reiser. New York..Copenhagen Apl
A mania.

Ctty of Berlin.

3d

*•

<

Hu... .110
(S.

ime

till sol

)4.r-

»

''

Tins

.ilio,*.

!•

Alb.?20 A
..

v.i

Stales
Jelled
New

.«>

rvieh
.. (<

3s*..

4

It

Ik Cnone

U'-IPI*

"'aIso ar 4th,

schs F B Hiller. Rockland; Margaret, Fall River; Joe Carlton,Rockport; Wt.liam
Pickering, New Bedford ; David Faust, Frovldeuce; J P Wyman, Providence.
Cld 4th, ship Gen McLellau, Edgett, Baltimore;
brig Havillah, Newell, Havana.
Passed the Gate 3d, sebs Nautilus, and Mary
Brewer, New York for Boston.
Passed the Gate 4th, schs Idaho, from Amboy
for Portland; Marcetins, do for Bostou.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 3d, seb Jolm C Haynes,
Hamilton, Norfolk.
Sld 3d, sen Georgie M McFarland, Strong, for
Thomsbton, to repair.
NEWPORT—Sld 3d. sch Louise Hastings, Gray,
Fall River for New York; Two Brotners, Dodgo,
D ials for do.
Ar 3d, sch Agricola GarNEW BEDFORD
land. New York.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 3d, sells Geo Nevtnger, Jordan, South Amboy for Marblehead; Spartel, Hallowell, Hoboken for Eastport.
Ar 4Ui, schs Julia A Berktle, Port Johnson for
Bostou; Lucy, Amboy for do; Ned P Walker,
New York for do; Maggie Todd, do for Saleifi:
Marlon Draper, Hoboken for Newburyport; Angola. New York for Bangor; Senator Grimes, tm
Wceliawkeu for Calais.
BOSTON—A1- 4tb, schs Odell. Wade. Belfast:
Elizabeth, Foster, Devereux; W T Emerson, Gott
Orlaud; Omaha. Dorr, do; Magnolia, Reed,and
Quivet. Blake, and Sarah Hill, Lane, Rockport;
Laura T Chester,
Radiant, Hardy, Rockport;
Beal. do.
Below, sch Robt G Dun, Modoc, F A Flke, and
Sehago.
Cld 4th, barque 1 evi S Andrews, Watts, Apa
lachtcola: sell Ida L Hull, Hull, Belfast, to load
for Charleston.
Sld 4th, schs June Bright, Geo Savage, Brave,
Sarah Eaton, and R Bowers.
off Highland Light 4th, sch Weybosset, from
Portland for acoal port.
BEVERLY—Sld 3d, sell Maud, Kobiuson, New
Y'ork or Philadelphia.
NEWBURYPORT—Ar 4th, sell Wm Doming.
Hodgkins, Now York.
PORTSMOUTH—Sld 4th, sch G M Bramard,
Mullln. Rockland.
EASTPORT— Sld 4th, sch Portland Packet,
Gardner. Portland.
HARRINGTON—Sld 4th, schs Victory,Coffin,
and Maud S. Osiuore. Portland.
BELFAST—Ar 1st. sch A G Brooks, Smallage,

i'jcbaui:©

..

4s, rcg..123%
New 4», coup... ..123%

Tre&Imeni:
DR. SCHENCK’S

This is

BIN’S

NEWS.

...

.,

T11UKBDAY
Arrived.
Steamship wintbrop. Bragg, New
sengers and mdse to.I BCoyle.
Steamer Cumberland, Thompson,
East port and St John, NB.
Briu Hyperiou, Henley, Boston,
Gundahmpe. To Chase, Leavitt & Co
Sell May McFarland. Moutgomery,

April

S.

York— pusBoston

for

to load for

Sagua-mo-

lasses to Geo S Hunt & Co.
Sell l.CHnder V Beebe, Babb, Norfolk—coal to
Maine Ceut HK.
Sell Wm T Donnell, Davis, Baltimore- coal to
Randal! & McAllister.
Sell Stella Lee, Treat, Salem.

Scb Abby Deermg, Cape Shore, with 45,000

lbs fish.
Sell Collins

>

Howe, Orue, SoutlipocL
Cleared.
Barque John F Hot!nun, Nash. Matanzas
S Hunt & Co.
SAILED—Brigs Don Jacinto, Johanna.

Ar
Ar

KUOM OUH

<

‘>KEEHP0NDENTH.

GREEN’S LANDI NG. April 80—Ar. sch Exact,
Gray, Belfast; sloop Passport, Eaton, Wtnterport.
Sch Cordova, which went ashore in the storm of
March 12, was floated last Friday, (20th) without

damage.

STEPHEN MARSH, )
JOHN W. YORK,
} Assessors.
WILLIAM. O. FOX, )

_dtapl5

ap2

Call and examine

our

fino line of

Overcoats, Suits, &c.

just

in

stock by far the largest and most carefully
of

Stock

Selected

Goods

Furnishing

for

prices.

der to do so shall make lower

can

away

for another

These Suits

were

sold by them at $7.00;

Lot 3,776.-88 Pairs 8175 Knee Pants

•*

25
I

price $4.00.

wi'h

INTERNJKJLt

only
only

very serviceable, sold

18 cents

81.75

20c a

j
box

etc.

Lungs, Hoarseness, Influenza, Hacking Cough,
Whooping Cough, Catarrh, Cholera Morbus, DysKidney Trouble*.
entery, Chronic Diarrhoea,
Spinal Diseases, Sciatica, Lame Back, Lameness
and Soreness in Body or Limbs. Circulars free.

I. S. JOHNSON & CO.. BOSTON, MASe.

___

BOSTON AND MAINE R. R

monials.
For hale

7.5o,

100 emergencies and how
augSeodty

Send 16 cents for
them.”

TRUE’S PIN WORN) ELIXIR,!

MONDAY TBAINN
to: Baataa 1.00, 4.16 p. m. Via East Div, to Hear
boro Crossing.

i

EASTERN DIVISION.

%
m

Par Beaten at 12.00 a.m„ claily.f9.00 a.m., {1.00,
•6.00 p. in. Baataa far Perllnnd 7.30, 9.00 a.
m. 12.30 p. m. (w7.CKip.ni. dally), t'spe KILta
bath. 9.00 a. in. (5.30 p. m. West. L v. Pass.)
Mace Sl.oo a.m., 1.00 p.m. Biddefard 2.00, 9.00
a.m., 1.00.8.00 p.m. Pari.utaatb, Newburypert, Silica, l.yaa 2.00, 9.00 a. m., 1.00, 6.00
p. m. A tar.bury 9.00a.m., 1.00, 6.00 p. m.
tt'onnects with Hall Lines tor New York.
{Connects with Hound Lines for New York.
"West Division—North Berwick to Bcarboro

[gi
<

is

Make lew, Rich Blood!

These pills were a wonderful discovery. No others
like them Id the world. Will positively cure or relievo
all manner of disease. The information around each
box is worth ten times the cost of a box of pills. Find
out about them, and you will always be thankful. Oni
illustrated pamphlet free. Sold everypili. a dosit.
whew. »,r sent I
Til .ll l.*r
cts. ill Rffltl'ns. I)K. I. 8.
Sons-ON & Co., 22 V-TOII OUSK Sr.. 1W3TOK. MASS
>

lea
Q

12

IE

i

I

Crossing.

Through Tickets to ail points Wsst and South
for rale at Partluad Mtatiaa Ticket OMce and
at Galea Ticket OMce,40 Ki change Mtreet
JAB. T. FCKBKH, uen’l Manager,

I

A GREAT DISCOVERY!

eod&w-nrml

ogl2

Boston.
D. J. ELAN DEBS. c-n. P. ft T. A,
M. L. WILLIAMS, Uen'l Agent,

ft Is acknowledged to be the best, safest and
most potent and effectual renjody known for

oct21dtf_Portland

this ehild-kllllng disease._
Bold L»y all Drnsfiists.
PRICE 35c p, 5Co. and Sl.OO.

Liquid Extract ol
MALT and HOPS,

A Concentrated

MANUFACTURED BY SPECIALTY DEP*T,

flllE CENTRAL RAILROAD

Dr. JOHN I. TETJE & 00., Propriefjrs,
AUBURN, MAINE.

after MONDAY, April Ad. INNS.
pacMWager Traias will leare

Oa and

*S-Tape Worms a Specialty. Tapeworms
removed fn from od« hour andthl-ty minute*
to t hree hours.

Portland

Produces

eodStwly

irmia

Soft, White

Cures Dyspepsia.

Strengthens the System.
Restores Sound, Refreshing

Sleep.
Priceless

HEMORRHOIDS,

Beeomniended by EMINENT PHYSICIANS.
FOR

BALE BY ALL DRUGSISTS.

Price 40 els. Per Bottle.
Can be had at COOK, EVERETT k PENNI LE’S, aud J. W. PERKINS & CO.

_eodlynrm

Are You Faiuiliarwith (He Plans

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY,

BUT HE HAS NOT.
Insist upon the Exact I .abel and Top.
Fob Sale Everywhebe. Made ohly by

GEO. A. MACBETH & GO.,

Pittsburgh, fc

_eod&wly

eb27
Mkiu-*nrrr*»

Neap is carefully medicated, and
of the

adapted for treating all diseases
specially
8k in.

eruption* Of Face, Scalp :or body postlvely
cured by Palmer’s Skin Success. Soap and ointment.
~

a a

Twto

—•

tc

Wnoni

$1,000.
ANT MAN,
WOMAN OE CHILD
who is not blessed with
TO

fair, healthy Skin,

or

At druggists,* Bkin-8uccess’
A 75c. Skin-Success Soap

Palmers Nltin-Suceesa cures )>osthely\ and
with little time and money. Soap and ointment
A clmr. henlthy Skin can be obtained and pre
served liv Hie use of Skin-Success Soap.

eodly-cMnrm

oct3

In every

ABE

End Street Railway Co.
OF BOSTON, MASS.

flYHE NEW MAINE LAW CONVERTIBLE
A POLICY of the UNION MUTUAL contains
every desirable leature in a PERFECT LIFE INSURANCE POLICY.
If you will send your address to the Home Office, or to any of its agents, we shall be glad to furnish lull information Tu regard to the Company
aud its plans.

Tuesday.

rflHE UNION MUTUAL appeals to residents of
JL Maine for their especial patronage, because
a HOME COMPANY, and because of its age,
surexperience, strong, financial condition, large
conservaplus, equitable and attractive plaus aud
tive management.

Sale will take place at STATION, -2000
WA*IIIN«TON NT., BOSTON, commencing at 10 o'clock, a. ni.
^ longstkket.
General Manager,
eodlm
marlil

OIKKiTims.

On Accountof the Death of the Senior Partnerthe Stookof

US

All

11. UttVHunoNii, x

a

John E. DeWitt, Portland, Maine.
Henry U. Hutchins, Boston, Mass.
Hon. PerCival Bonney, Portland. Me.
Hon. Mauquib F. King, Portland, Me
Thomas A. Foster, M. D., Fortlaud, Me.
Hon. Fred. E Richards, Itockport, Me.
George L. Dkblois, Boston, Mass.
Edward A. Noyes, Portland, Me.
Hon. Frederick Robib, Gorham, Me.
Frank E. Allkn, Portland, Me.
James Ykarkance, New York, N. Y.

BEN

sent

of

floddCm

JAMES
Manager

lor

feb8

MT..

mn

ha mirahnsari At nrivate

April 17th, 1888,

SiNKINSON
City Agency, Portland.

the stock of ICK secured
Having also
this season by the “Andmacoggin Ice * •*, •
offer by wholesale and retail, lee of purest quality
and at lowest prices.
We are prepared to answer and fill all orders
promptly, at

purchased

Office, Jios. 71 k 73 Cross Street.
apldSm-tS

PUBLIC
to

Portland, April‘3. 1888.

8.
AI n regular meeting of P.
It. 8., held on above dale, II wtih
decided that 7 men constitute a
gang to shovel and stage coni, and
Hint the price be IS cents per ton.
Pei* order,

R. STANLEY & SON,
will be sold

package

low in the original
to close the estate.

R.STANLEY&SON,
IMPORTERS.

Portland, Me.

4l8ForeSt„

du

feb7

Bought and sold
and upwards.
Orders

mail

by

on

or

a

margin of 2 per cent.

telegraph

a

Specialty.

THE NATIONAl STOCK EXCHANGE,
JOSEPH CLEAR A", Manager,

S^,

Boston,

apS

F.

THOMPSON,

22-TEMPLE

ST.-22io
dUmo

feh3__eiwlSm

BOSTON
STEAMERS.

FIRE ONLY $1.00.

all

palauiatke

Pruviarr.ua sale

at

re.

PORTLAND. MT. 0ESEPT & MACH'AS STBT CO.
Strainer Ctljr of Kiehmond,
CAPT. Wll. E. HKNNIAON,
(weather permitting), and until further notice
will leave Portland Tuesdays nndFrldays at 11
o'clock p. m.
Returning, leave Machiasport
Mondays and Thursdays at 6 o’cloek a.m.. connecting at Portland with the 7.30 a. m. train for
Boston, arriving at Boston at 11.10 a. m.
PAYSON TUCKKR. General Manager.
F. E. BOOTUBY.Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Agt.
octZldt.
Port lam:. March 30. 1888.

FOREST CITY and TREMONT
WHARF,Portland,
alternately leave FRANKLIN
day evening at 7 o clock; arriving; In

every week
season for
111

courectlon with earliest trains for

Througfi"tickets

"Returning?

for

Lswdl,

Prnridence,

ENTERPRIsVCAPT. ALFRED

RACE.

After Jan. 1, 1888, Steamer Enterprise will
leave Franklin Wharf every Tne»day nt S.SO
East Boothn. m., for Boothbay, South Bristol,
bay and Femaiiuid.
will
leave for
B.
ns.,
S..IO
nt
Every Friday
Boothbay, South Bristol and East Boothbay.
W ednr.Peroanuld
every
leave
will
Returning
and Intermedidny nl 7.00 a. m., for Portland

Landings.

...

■

will leave
Every Sniurdny n< N.OO n. m.,
East Boothbay fur Portland and Intermediate
I 'Hidings arriving In Portland about 3.1X1 p. in.,
with Boston boat at Portland. Freight
rates
taken lor tho above landings at low
on the wharf by
Freight received and delivered

connecting

XeleAP

MONTGOMERY. Pres.

monthly meeting of the Citizens’

regular
Mutual Relief Society. wIlTbcheld In RecepThe
FRIDAY EVENING,
tion Hah City Building.

o'clock. A full attendance
April <tT 1888; at 7 H
is contemplated
Is desired as a change of by-laws
F. J. ROLLINS, Sec.
Per order
apr5

mh4___dl»
_

a

n

§

■

jas cured without the use of knife
■ lor ligature, or detention from
W business. All diseases of the
m Rectum luecesBfully treated
BeT. TISK.
1*

W01 ■ ■■
I flby
I Rib WlilrRM",l Sl.,AHburu,inr.
Cure guaranteed. At U. S. Ihitel, l’ortland.Uooiu
0 a. nt to 4 p. in.
Refer18

Haturdayfrom
Consultation free. Send for pamph
10 year* experience. Hundreds cured,

everv
ences given.

et.

sepa

eodtl

From New York, pier foot of Canal St., North
Hirer, for Maw Eraaciaca Tla The Intbnaua mt
Paiaaaa,
COLON...sails Wednesday, April 11, Noon.
From San Francisco. 1st and Brannan Sts.
For Japss aad Chiaa.
CITY OF RIO I)E JANEIRO sails Saturday,
April 14, 2 p. m.
For Freight, Passage, or general Information
apply to or address the General Eastern Agents.
e. a. loans & co..
115 Stale Merect, Car. Braad Ml., Ho.lea,
dtf

elO

Moil; Philadelphia
From BOSTON ewry WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY,
From PHILADELPHIA eterv Tuesday and Friday.

;

'A'
At

Long Wharf, Boston, 3
From Pine Street Wnarf,
Philadelphia, at 12 m.
From

1
-.j.

Itfc'PlnK

p.

m.

insurance one-half the rate of

vessel.
R. B., and
Freights for the. West bv the Penn.free
of comSouth by connecting lines, forwarded
mission.
Beand Trip SIM.
Passage 910.00.
Meals and Room Included.
For

freight

or

passage apply

to

II. B. SAMPSON, Ageal,
TO l.eag Wharf, He.tea.

81dtf

Internationa!
STEAMSHIP CO.,
iron

EASTPORT. CALAIS ST. JOHN N.B.. HALIFAX N. S
—

Mrw

AND ALL PARTS OF

—

Kruiawirli, N«va Nc«lia,
wnrda

Prince

Kd-

Imland, and l ape Hreian.

WINTER ARRANti 1EMENT887-8.
The Steamers of this Line will leave Hallroad Wharf, foot of State street, every MONDAY,
aud THURSDAY at 6.00 r. M„ for EASTPORT
and ST. JOHN, with above connections.
Through tickets issued and baggage checked to
destination. (^"Freight received upto 4.00 r. m.
For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the Union
Ticket Ottlce, 40 Exchange St., or tor other Information at Company’s Office, Railroad Wharf, foot
of State street.
J. B. COYLE.
nnvl4dtf

Oen’l Manager.

dJt

For NEW YORK.
Steamers leave Franklin Wharf on Wednesdays
and Saturdays at 8 p. in. Returning, leave Pier
38, East River, New York, on Wednesdays and
J. B. COYLE,
Saturdays Ht 4 p. m.
scpt21-dtfGeneral Agent

__

Annual iHeetinic.
Annual Meeting of the Stockholders
rytHE
I
the standard Groove Rivet Company will

of
be

86 Exheld at the office of George F. Gould
change street, Portland, Me., on THURSDAY,
Anrtl 12th A. D. 1888. at two o'clock In the afternoon for the election of officers for the ensuing
business
year and the transaction of such other
as may legally come before said meeting.
Per order,
GEORGE F. GOULD, Clerk.
__

apr4d3t

STEAMSHIP USE.

DIRECT

NAIVE STEAMSHIP COMPANY

MKETINOIS.

Citizen’s HI iifmil Relief Society.

lBtn

and South America and Meiico.

Portland and Boothbay Steamboat Co.

ate

Winter

To Vessel Owners.
riltlE Port Clyde Marine Railway has neeu thor
l ouglily rebuilt, and Is now In readiness to
take out all vessels lu ueed of repairs. All work
dispatched quickly and ^tlsfaeU.m

(guar*n.eed

decldatf

A

rraageaseal- la Effect Jsa. 23,
INNS.

Leave Portland, via G. T. Railway, 8.45 a. m.;
Lewiston 0.50: Mechanic Falls (mixed train' 10.60; arriving at W. Minot 11.16; K. Hebron 11,30;
On and after MOlfDAIT, Ssv/JH, 1**7,
Buckfleld 12.00; E. Sumner 12.20; Hartford
follow*
aa
raa
will
■rain
12.40; Canton 1.00 p.m.
Leave Portland 1.30 p. m.; LewlstOK 8.00,
DEPARTVRK*.
Mechanic Falls 3.16: arriving at W. Minot 3.30;
8.46
30
and
I.ewUtoo,
nod
F, / Aoboro
Hebron 3.40: Buckfleld 3.50; K. Sumner 4.0«;
g.
a. m. and 12 45 aud 6.20 p. m.
Hartford 4.12; Canton 4.27.
Far Uarhaa, 8.45 a. in. and 1.80 and 6.20 p,
RET U R NING— Leave Canton 4.30, 8.00 a. m.,
"
arriving at Fortland 8.46 a. m., 12.16 p. m.
Far Gorham, Jlaatreal and I'birwga, 8.45
STACK CONNKCITIONA.
а. ni. and 1.30 p. in.
DAILY—From W. Minot 3.30 p. m. for Hebron
For Ouebec, 1.80 p.m
I
an
a. m.
Academy; Buckfleld 3.50 p. m. for W. Sunnier
| Far Rurbfleltl aad Onion, 8.46
and Turner; Canton 4.27 p. m.; arriving at Pen1.30 u. m.
ARRIVAL*.
5.30; Dlxfleld 6.00; Mexico 7.00 p. m.; also lor
Livermore.
Returning, leave
Fraaa Lewlalaa nad Aubara, 8.46 a. u. j Breitun’a Mills,
Mexico 6.00, Dlxfleld 7.00 a. m.; arriving at Port
12.16. 3.16, 5.46 and 6.46 p. HI._
Bunt
L.
I..
LINCOLN,
m.
la.
6.46
I
12.15
12.16and
land
p.
p.
Fraai Oarhna, 8.46a.m.,
K. C. BRADFORD. G. T. A.
Ian2_8dtf
Fraaa t hiraga aad Jlaulrral, 12.16 and
б. 45 p. m.
From Raebec, 12.16 p. m.
i
.....
Pullman Palace Bleeping cars on night train and
Parlor cars on day train between Portland ami

WINTER ARRANGEMENTS.

California, Japan, China, Central,

LNDIA^WHARF,

annkae

|| ■ I
I

—UK* FOB—

Boston evleave
ery week day evening at 7 o’clock,
•/. H. COYLK. Manager.
novltf

STEAMER

Rumford Falls & Buekfield Railroad.

railroad*.

“’u&StK*sal 1 iug

FIBBT-CLABB STKAMEHB

Mos^ "jaiii8dtfa“OI,‘

FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC
MARBLES.

THE PRESIDENT.
dSt

AUCTION,

from New York.

SAMPSON, N. E. Agent,
201 Washington Street.

A HE W-

the highest bidder.

Congress

II.

OK VIA

Ocean Steamship Co.

TUB

eodtt

The choicest stock ol Marble for CeweTins
tery purposes in New Lnpland.
stock lias been selected with the
and
woikgreatest care, and for style
nianship cannot be surpassed.
No fancy prices, just a living prolll, at
iny new warerooms. Call aud see me.

STEAMSHIP CO.
Steamship" “RATE Cl TV” aad “CITV
OF M ACOSC’every TMCRSDAV, at 3
F. M.. from LEWIS WHARF,
32 Atlantic Avenue, Hasloa.
RICHARDSON & BARNARD, Agents, Lewis
Wharf, A. De W. SAMPSON, Agent, Central
R. K.,201 Washington St, O. G. PEARSON,
Agent, S. F. & W. R’v 211 Washington St.,

when tbe remainder will be sold at

With their regular house supply of

“KIMBALL BROOK ICE,”

sale. Until

WILLIAMS,
Agencies. Eastern Department.

Freight anil Passenger Line,

NEW ENGLAND AND SAVANNAH

fllHE wise provisions of the Maine Non-*orielA tore Law apply only to the policies issued by
this Company, aud under it extended insurance is
the payment of
provided for in case of lapse after
three or more annual premiums in cash.

limited time,
ion. for.
wlfnm appllcaim-cent
plug for examination. Superintendent
Keli.ofMITCHELL
charge
& t’o., Boston, Mass.

BURNHAM & CO.,

Fast

Has for sale 750 horses, which can now be seen
at our STABLE, tfOOO WASHINGTON

UUPi,

Included, through to Bangor hut not to Skowheou Monday
mornings or to Belfast and
Dexter or beyond Bangor on Sunday mornings
will run through to Bar Harbor on and after May
20th.
Trains are due In Portland as follows: The morning train from Augusta and Hath 8.45 a. m.;
Lewiston, 8.60 a. m.; from Knox A Lincoln
R. R. 12.20 p. m.; day trains from Bangor at
12.40, 12.45 p. m. The afternoon trains from
Watervllle, Bath. Augusta aud Roe land at
6.35 p. m., Flying Yankee at 5.45 p. m.;
Farmtugton and Lewiston, 6.50 p. m. Night
Pullman at 1.60mm.
I.tinned Ticket*, dr*l aad secaad cla.*, far

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP COMPANY’S GRAM! TRIM RAILWAY OF CANADA

SAVANNAH

THE

integrity

it is

few

gan

COMPLEXION.

MTEA.TIERM.

STEAMERS.

VIA

are

tioned.

in.

a.

CONOKE8!) ST. STATION.
minutes later where through tickets and
baggage checks mas be obtained lor principal
iNIght express with
points East and west.
sleeping car attached,runs every night Sundays
a

THE WORST COMPLEXION IS IMPROVED BY ITS DAILY USE.

$1.00 A DAllUP.

750 HORSES.

carefully
has liberal plans. Its allairs
West
IT managed
by its Board of Directors aud Offiare
and
unqueswhose
ability

tlian to
We know that finer leaf and sweetening

SEASON 1888.

jau27

pays its losses
three years are

cers,

via l.ewistoe. 7.00

12.50,12.55 and tll.lSp. m.
tP“AU trains timed at above from Commercial
Street Station, stop at

Home ADELINA PATTI,M--LANGTRY,NissFQRTESCUE^

J. F. MERROW & CO., Proprietors.eod3m
_a

promptly. Its policies alter
free from all limitations as to
Residence, Travel, Suicide and Occupation.
Military aud Naval Service excepted.

IT

"V"

respect.

ROOJIS FROM

over

calculated by the most conservative standards
known to the law.

Baagsi

daced rates.

than SIX MILLION DOL-

THREE HUN
IN ASSETS, and
IT LARSto-day
DRED THOUSAND DOLLARS IN SURPLUS

m.

_

to
you aware that this Company has paid
policy-holders or their representatives more
than TWENTY-THREE MILLION DOLLARS?
more

^

RECOMMENDED BY—-

-STRONCLY

Near Boston and Maine, Eastern, Fitchburg and
Lowell depots, centres of business
and places of amusement.

DO

has

—'

RtOKESS8 I^O!/Cf!|/EoS.

INGUSH SOAP

BOSTON.

Rooms all large and comfortable; elegant suites
with baths attached; ample public parlors; gentle
men’s cafe and billiard-room added, and first-class

in

—

EUROPEAN PLAN.

you realize that this old and sterling com
pany is a HOME INSTITUTION, chartered
1848 under the laws of Maine?

ARTHUR I.. BATES, Secretary,
J. FRANK LANG, Ass’t Secretary.
THOMAS A. FOSTER. M. D., Medical Director
HON. J0S1A1I H. DRUMMOND, Counsel.

A.

HOUSE

REVERE

j^l

& THE HANDS IN NICE CONDITION.

eod6m

octlO

OF PORTLAND, ME!

OFFICEKN.

a

free from all

Boston, Mass.

CO.,

..

?.

KEEPS THE SKIN SOFT AS VELVET,

receipt of 91.00.

ow

A. P. BUSH &

fallawsi

3 50 p. m.j via Augusta, 6.45 a. m., 12.65
and tll-16 p. m. Hangar Sr I*i*ratnqaia
B. II., 6.45 and 7.00 a.m. and til.15 p. m.
and
Bar
Rllrwerlh
Harbur, 111.16
and 12.55 p. in. fssccbsro 6.45 and 7.00
a.
m., 12.60, 12.56 and 111.16 p. in. At.
Caaaly,
Stephen (f’almis), Areesteob
Previacee,
Mt. Jeha, llalifaa, aad Ike

COMPLEXION,""*5^

Remodelled, Refurnished, Newly Decorated, and now kept on the

JOHN E. DeWITT, President

we

A. P. Bush St Co., Boston.
Dear Sirs:—Your package of Ilakka Cream
arrived last evening all O. K.; many thanks. 1 tell
vou I enjoyed the cleansing it gave me this morning.
1 am feeling much like I had taken a Turkish bath.
I have been a great sufferer from a very annoying
Catarrh for several years, have tried Several remedies,
but nothing has had so desired an effect as ilakka,
both for myself and an aged mother, also upon sevYours respectfully,
eral others in tills vicinity.
H. W 'Tildkr, Bethlehem, N. H.

OF THE

Union Mutual

»

CATARRH.

Prepaid

—

Beautiful Hands
IT IS MATCHLESS ®
and

HEAD COLDS,

Nursing Mothers.

as

Asters aad Gewistea, 7.00 8.35 A in.,
cia Briar
l.cwistea
m.;
12.60 4.60 p.
wick, «.ua. m., tz.oo n t.iop.m. cor «■>»
and
on Saturand
4.55
a.
12.55
in.,
6.45
in.,
p.
days only at 11.15 p. m. Ko.klaud and
Hast and l.laralu K. It., 6.45 a. m. and
12.55 p.m.. fffruoMWirk,itiinrilinrr, ■ liillawrll, »»»«! Augusta, 6.45 a. tti., 12.55, 4.66
and 111.16 p. in. •'nnuiusiua via lawk
loa, 8.35 a. in., 12.60 p. m.; via Hrua.wick,
In.
tlanaouth.
12.55
Wialhrop.
p.
Ucndllctd. Oaklaad aad Nurth 4u.ua,
7 a. nc, 12.60 p. in., Watervllle aud Skswl.ewi.laa, 7 a. in. 12.60,
hrgun, via
via Assarts, 6.45 a. in.. 12.55 and 111.16
Watervllle
and
In.,
p.
Saturdays only 4.56
p. m. Belfast aad Heater, 12.50 and 111.16

For

PHIL. BEST BREWING CO.

to

effect

Par Heetoa 7.30, 8.40 a. m., 13.40. 8.3C p. m.
Hoelea far Perllaad 7.80. 8.30, a. ED., 1.00.
4.00 p. in. (6.00 p. in. arriving Nn. Berwick at
8.00 p. m„ connecting with 0.35 p. in. train tor
Partluad.) Mcarera Brack, Piae Peiat,
Mara, Biddefard 7.30. 8.40, 10.26 a. m., 3.30,
•5.30,8.16 p. m. Old Orchard, 7.30, 8.40,
ln.25 a. m., 12.40,3.30, *5.30,6.16 p. m. Norik
8.40 a.m.,
Berwick,!! real Pallo, Deiei
Kxeter, Uarerhill,
12.40,3.30, *5.30 p.m.
l. uwreacr, l.owell, 7.30, 8.40 a. in., 12.40,
Bechesier Paratiaalaa, Allan
3.30 p. m.
Bay. 8.40a. no, 12.40, 3.30p. in. Manchester
and Ccncerd (via Lawrence) 8.40a.m., (via So.
Newmarket Junction) 8.80 p. m.
•Via Eastern Div. to Bcarhoro Crossing.

by Druggists and Dealers in Medicine

reat

Monday, Oct. Ail, IMM7.
WESTERN DIVISION.

la

Manufactured by Dr. F. S. HuTCHINwV & Co..

nmr28

good,

lately

KtlLBlMDS.

(Trade Mark.)
he only Apoplexy Preventive and Paralysis Cure,
will relieve you and prevent an Apoplectic Shock.
It is a sure cure for
Paralysis, Rheumatism, Heart Disease, Angina Pectoris, Chronic Bronchitis, Liver

Enosburgh Falls, Vt.,U. S. A. Price $1.00 a bottle,
6 bottles for $5.00. Send for Circular and Testl-

Cld 3d, barque Mary, Acocks, Liverpool.

as

only

19 cents

_''-'w

_

Complaint, Kidney Trouble, Dyspepsia, etc., etc.

At at

others

81.25

50 dozen 40 cent Braces at

—

.....

A dealer may say
and think he has

everywhere at

price

Sleepless, Tireless, Restless, Spot Cash Clothier, 488 Congress St., ©pp. Preble House.

__

E^ITEEIsr^VXj TJSE.

Koekport.

Top Chimney.

our

suffocation, Ringing Sound in Ears, Numbness or
Prickly Sensation of Limbs, especially the Arm,
Pain between Shoulders and in Side, Dry Cough,
Flatulence, Sour Stomach, or if suffering from General Debility with Loss of Appetite,

mh28

Most Wonderful Family Remedy Ercr Known.
oy CURES
Diphtheria, Croup, Asthma, Bronchitis, Neuralgia, Rheumatism, Blooding at the

...

This is the Top of the Genuine
Pearl Top Lamp Chimney.
All others, similar are imitation.
This exact Label
is on each Pearl

pair;

a

The

Boston.
Sid fm Buenos Ayres Feb 28, barque Martlia P
Tucker. Day. Boston.
At Montevideo March 1, barque Golden Sheaf,
Bunt, for New York.
Ar at Curacoa Mcli 18, sch Boger Drury, Delay.

Sooken.
March 1, lat 4 N, Ion 29 W, ship Servi.i, Gilmore
from San Francisco for Queenstown.
March 13, lat 3 8, Ion 32 W. ship Columbia. Hogan. from Liverpool for San Pedro.
March s, lat 5 N, loii,20 W. ship Staudard, from
Philadelphia lor San tranciseo.
April 3. fourteen miles K by S of Abseeom, bark
Louise Adelaide, front Cardenas for Boston.
April 3, oif Delaware Capes, sch Bertha Warner
Lath watte, from Cardenas for New York.

lot dark and the other light

color. All Wool Double and Twist,

Aids Digestion.

Salem

one

34 cents

Collars

Reversible Collars and Cuffs

lot,)

J^Farrington,

The

...

Cardenas 27th, barque Skobeleff. Tucker,
Havana: sell Mma Belle, Thompson,do: 2Hth,
barque Harriet S Jackson, Bacon, Philadelphia:
29th, barque Au
sell l.uis G Babel, Smith, (lo;
Sable, Lock'-, Boston.
Ar at Matanzas March 30, sch Nancy Smith,
Elatoliford. Havana.
Arat st John, NB. 4lb, sch K F Hart. Dodge,

81.13

....

No matter whether you are or not.
If suffering from Dizziness or Pressure in Head,
Spyts before Eyes, Pain Around or Palpitation of
Heart, Pain in Region of Heart with feelings of

JtJNJD

Foreign Ports.
Ar at Sydney. NSW. prev to Apl 2, slilp ImpeYork.
New
rial, Crosby,
Sid fin Pei a rib Mcb 17tli, slilp Kapbael. flaikYokohama.
liess,
Cld at liosario Feb 28, barque Ella, Lewis, for
_

only

at

We have several lines of Kilt and Jersey

our

50 cents

Lots 5,708 and 5,800, (300 pairs each

in

can

ens,

only

at

Pants

be obtained elsewhere

50 cent Celluloid Cuffs

obtain.

The

our

Lot 5,473.-75 Pairs of 75 cent Knee

purchased for SPOT CASH and
sold at from 50 cents to $2.00 per suit

less than they

Seven-

found at

be

store.

Mr. J. II. HAMS A FORD,
We have one of the finest lines east of Boston, and at LOWEST PRICES.
Wo onriiinllv invite the I adies to call and examine our Children’s Suits.
examine our stock before purchasing elsewhere.
will have charge of this Department, and we think you will find it for your advantage to
Mr. C.

LMIMENT
FOR

will be

houses in Portland, and in or-

clothing

excellent bargains in Chil-

most

dren’s Knee Pants are to

have been

two

Suits for Children 24 to 6 years of age.

only

season.

ANODYNE

any

John Little & Co., at about SO cents on $1.00.

packing

to

being sold by

Some

a

in

These Suits

Pant Suits, ages 4 to 15 years.

larger

a

stock purchased for spot cash of Messrs. X.

that

prices

he closed at about 50 cents on a dollar,

preference

retail

$100,000,

Ulsters, Overcoats *Ssc., will

buyers

our

even

an

for.

at

and

CASH

balance of

we are

coming year to

for

stock nearly Eight Hundred Children's Knee

desirous of Increasing them the

amount than is now
had.

ever

purchased

been

and

were

addition

our new

Department and have put

Children’s

between $70,000 and $80,000

ty-five Suits of the celebrated Sawyer Woolmostly ages 4 to 11, iemaln unsold of the

CASH

SPOT

Gents

and

have

we

have

These goods

Clothing

Feb. 1st,

{

We have finished

the year ending

Our CASH SALES for

Spring

have

We

!

Furnishing Goods

Gents’

SPOT

3U, sell C M Gillmore. Hooper. Portland.
4lli, sell St Julius, Gilmore. Jacksonville.

Telephone 211,
Geo

m

AND

ui uauu.

ICE

PORT OF PORTLAND

always safe.

For Sale by all Druggists. Price 25 cts. per box;
8boxes for 65 cts.: or sent by mail, postage free, on
receipt of price. Dr. J. H. Schenck 4 Son, Philad’»4

a

"

and

sure

application.

on

jrp-b, no case where the Assessors have been
put to the disagreeable necessity of maklnga doom
will the possession of Government bonds or deposits in the Savings Banks be allowed as a plea

PILLS.

™

CLOTHING

,,

York..Liverpool ...Art 7
New York..Bremen.Apl 7

.,

ors’ office

MANDRAKE

«

ag>m-

\S KiOirilloils ef liovern-

Headache.

“

and Children’s

Boys’

Men’s, Youths’

_

estates of persons deceased have been
divided, during the past year, ur have changed
hands from aay cause, the executor, admlnUI inter
or other person interested, is hereby warned to
give notice of such change, and in default of such
notice will be held under the law to pay the tax
assessed, although such estate has been wholly
distributed and paid over.
And any person who neglects to comply with
this notice will be doomed to a tax according to the
laws of the State, and be barred of the rights to
make application to the Assessors or the County
Commissioners for any abatement of bis taxes,
unless he shows that he was unable to otter such
lists within the time herebv appointed.
Blank schedules will be furnished at the Asses-

—

New
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of the same.
Ami when

Constipation.

VlUlI VflPlf

SAVANNAH—Ar at Tybee 4th, sch Mattie K
Eaton, Gamage. Portland.
CHARLESTON—Off Ihe bar 3d, sob Georgia
Clark. Bartlett, Irom Philadelphia.
NORFOLK—Ar 3d, sch Henry Wltbtngton, from
Clark's Cove.
sld 4lli, barque Lizzie Carter, Goodman, Aspiuwall; sell Harry Messer Portland.
NEWPORT NEWS—Sld 4tb, sell Pocahontas,
Phillips. Fall River.
WASHINGTON. DC—Ar4th, sch LorlngC Ballard. Hearse, Boothbay.
BALTIMORE—Cld 3d, sch Yale, Simpson, from
BAs ton,
Ar4tb, ship Louis Walsh, Pendleton, New Y'ork
Ar 4th. sch Walker Armlugton, Driukwater,
Providence.
Cld 4th, schs Nellie A Drury. Wilson,Galveston;
Gertrude I. Trundy, Davis, do; Nellie Coleman,
Haggerty, New Y'ork; Norman,ISmith, Eastport;
Gardner G Deerlug. Rogers, lor Bath; AnuaKJ
Morse, Nason, Boston.
PH1LADKLPA1A—Old 4tli, brig Minnie Abbie,
Plummer, Charleston: sch Grace Bradley, McIntosh, Matanzas.
Ar at Delaware Breakwater 4th. barque J H
Chadwick. Foster, from Femambnco; brig Gipsy
Queen, Philadelphia lor Havana.
Below, sch J I) Robinson, Irom Havana.
Off the Capes 3d, sch Bertha Warner, Lalhwatte
from Cardeuas for New York.
PERTH AMBOY—Ar 3d, sch Fannie Flint,Warren, New York; Rival, Fletcher, do.
S10 4th. seb KM Brooklntls, Small. Hallowell.
NEW YORK— Ar 3d, ship Servia, Smith, London; schs Palatka, Ct-aples, Satilla River; Lady
Ellen, Clark, Suffolk; Union, Cole, St John, NB;
Allston, Barbour, Amboy for Boston; M B Mahoney, Ilodgdon, do for Salem.
Ar 4th, schs Two Brothers, Calais; Cyrus Cham
berlain, and Catalina, Rockland: Mary E Oliver,
do; Python, and Miudoro, Providence; G M Porter, and H B Metcalf. New Bedford; Louise Hast

Appetite.

::

<=>^

and bring
perfect
of all their polls and estates, real and personal, or
held by them as guardian, executor, administrator,
trustee or otherwise, on the first day of April,
1888, and be prepared to make oath to the truth

Furred Tongue.
Bitter Taste.

Domestic Ports.
SAN KltA NCISCO-Ar 28th, ship Fannie Tucker. Green leaf, from Seattle.
Sid 28th, ship John A Briggs. Batch, Nanaimo.
In port Mch 27, ship Edw O'Brien, Oliver, for
Sydney, NSW. to load return cargo coal.
'APALACHICOLA-Cld 3d, barque Freeda A
Willey, Willey, New York; sch LA Burnham,
Watts. Boston.
MOBILE—Old 4th, brig Atalaya, Aldrich, for
New York.
FEltNANDINA-Ar 4tli, sch Georgie L Drake,
Goldth waite. Charleston.

—

li

ine/.toc.k

Liverpool....Api

Want of

NEW AND NOBBY SPRING STYLES K

C*^nd all such
persons are hereby notified to make
lists
to said Assessors, true and

5ympIom5:

pends on the weather.
Jouesport, Apl 3—A sch, (supposed from St
George for St John, NB.) is reported ashore on
Libby Island. In a bad position.

....Ap 7
Colon.New York..AspluwaU... Ap 10
Wisconsin.New York..Liverpool....Ap 10
Brltaule.New 1 ork. Liverpool ...Apl 10
new Y'ork.. Kingston.sc.Apl 11
Alene.
New York..Liverpool....Apl 11
Gallia
v w York. .Bremen.Ap 11
Kins.
Belgenland.New York..Antwerp —Apl 11
Sueva.New York..Hamburg....Apl 11
Manhattan .New York Havana.Apl 12
AI vo.
N* vv York.. Colon.A pi 12
New York..Kingston
Apl 12
Alps.
.New York. Cienfuegos ..Apl 12
Cienfuegos.

112
98

Wlstoy VI «'* t
fBy I elograi.li. |
NKW kOltK. |April 6. 1888,-Money on ca
cem :
has been easy, ranging from 2 to 2 Vi per
I rime paper at
last loan 2, Closing offered at 2Va.
and
weak.
fcxcliauge
Merlinquiet
cent.
567 per
Government bonds are qidet and steady Kailroad
develmarket
stock
The
firm.
and
tionds quiet
d i»y de
oped a little more animation, accompaiii
advanee wn,
elded strei gill After 2 o'clock the
ake
Bh. re.
and
l rl bv Re ading, Missouri Pacifle
with gains of 1 percent each, the market finally
close
to
at
closed moderately motive and strong
opening prices
Now Voep -Kick

New York

7
7
7
7

city
day from the first to the fifteenth day of April next,
in City Hall, from nine to
inclusive, at their room
twelve o’clock in the forenoon and from two to five
for the purpose of receivafternoon,
the
o’clock in
ing lists of the polls and estates taxable in said

Memoranda.
Sch Eddie Pierce, of Portland. 91 tons, 18 years
old, has been sold to parties at Eastport at $2,000.
She will be employed iu the coasting trade.
l.ewes, l)el, Apl 4—Tug North America, with
two lighters, is engaged iu saving the cargo of sch
Emma, ashore at Ocean City. The vessel is iu a
hopeless condition. The saving of the cargo de-

Kitfe
I'avuula.Boston.Liverpool

Portland Dally Press Stuck List.
Corrected by Swan a Babiiktt, Hankers and
Brokers, 186 Middle street.
8lT O C K S.
Par Value. Hid.
Asked
Descriptions.
Canal National Bank.100 167
169
Casco Nat. Bank.loo 146
14H?
116
First National Bank.loo
117
60
51
SumUerlami National Bank.. 40
i-3
Merchants’ National Bank.. 76 121
138
National Traders’ Hank.100 186
96
loo
Portland Company.
66
70
Portland Gas company. 50
BONDS.
108
Stale of Maine 6s, due 1889 ....102
115
Portland City 6s,Municip’l varmusioo
125
Portland city 6s. K. It. aid 1907...123
4s.101
Vi
D/‘2V4
Portland City Funding
105
Balh City 6s, Mun. various.102
6s
It.
various....loj
It.
aid
Bath City
lOJj
116
Bangor City 6s. long It. K. am —118
<22
..120
Bangor City 6s. long Mun..
.< U
Belfast City 6s, It. It. aid. 104
104
And. A Ken. K. li. 8s, various... 108
ill inti... 14 „i.u. ... I,.
Or, li'l’C loll
II!
Leeds & Farniliig’tn It. K. 6s.109
120
Maine Central U. It. 1st mtg 7s. .118
132
Maine Central K. K. Ct usol 7s— 130
K6
Maine Central It. K. 8kg Fund 6s. 106
Portland Water Co.
••
106
2d mtg 6s.106
•

York;
Brown. Iroin Hong
Carlton. Freeman. Singapore for do.
Sid fm Pernambuco Mch 13, sch Edw Johnson,
Warren, Sautes.

Sic.

ro H

Biliou^ne^.

24th, ship Mary L Cushing,
«r FehKong
for New
Samuel U

d-

SAILINC DAYS OF STEAMSHIPS
Apr.
48%
48%
48%
48%

—

•*

MERCHANTS’

FROM

EXCHANGE.

Sid Im Penang Mch 1st, barque Escort, Water-

a

76

CITY OF PORTLAND.
Assessors* Notice.
Assessors of the City of Portland hereby
liable to taxation in
THE
give notice to all persons
that they will be In session every secular
said

C V Minot. Hathaway, Portland.

is troubled with humors.

iir.iui'Hi.S, Aprils, 1888 -J.oio.r, caiy;
ill JV at 9%
• <>h,T
1) dull.
MOBIL*-. Aprils, !»: 8
.HPir 9 6-16

Apr.

COKH.

June.

__

YORK. April 6. 18.48.—Flour markc.rreceona 18,068 packages; exports 0800 bbls and
bins
07,074 sacks; dull; sales
Hour quotations—Fine at 2 06 ®2 66: superfine
West.un aud Ma e 2 35a3 00; common to good
extra Western and Mate at 2 75«3S5; good to
choice do at 3 40o4 90; common To choice White
t
ahe«! Western extra at 4 25 u4 40; t tney do
at 4 GO a4 80; common tojtood extra Ohio at 2 80
2
at
8oa
Louis
extra
8t
onoice
common
to
@4 90;
4’90; pateru Minnesota extra good lo prime at
4 26 4 50; choice to fancy do at 4'0q4 85 including 8,90*4 hhls city mill extra at 4 sO®4 60,
and patents 4 80@r. oo; 380o obis tine do 2 06®
2 05 950 t.bls superfin 2 4063 00;1400 bbls extra No 3 at 2 75 c 3 36; 0,sou bbls winter wheat
extra at 2 80®6 00: 8.100 hhls Ilium-sou extra
Soulhern flotir quiet and steadily
at 2 80;a4 «6
held; common to fair extra 3 3u@3 9U; good 10
Choice at 4 00®4 90. Rye 8our steady and quiet.
\Vh< »i—receipts 8200 Uush;extiorts 115,610 bu:
sales 202,000 bush; active and firm; No 2 Red at
89aX9%c store and clev. 90%a9)%c delivered.
89%@*9%c fob. Rye Is du 1 Barley is quiet
and steady. I sra receipts 16,f 00 bush: expert*
4788 hush, sales 39.000 rush: dull and rather
weak .No 3 at*61%@ei%cSsteainer at G2S6 iv4c
store; No 2 at 64u04%<- store; steamer yellow
Outs—receipts 59,000 bush, exports 985
at 03c.
bush; sales 98.00<i bush; steady and quiet; 'o3
at 37c; do White at 40®41c; No 2 at 37%@38c:
do White 41@42c, No 1 White at 43vie; Mixed
Western at sf@40c; do White at 40(®45c. Coffee
—fair Rio quiet J4%e. stugnr dull and nominal;
refined Is quiet; C at 6%c; KxtraC at 5%@6%c;
While Extra Cat 6%c; Yellow at 6 6-l6@6%c:
standard A 0%c; Mould A 7c; Confect loners A at
6% ; cut loaf and crushed at 7%c: off A 6®6%;
»*epowdered 7c; granulated 6% c: Cubes at 7c.
Pork quiet and
troleutu weak—united at 76%.
Western
generally steady. Beef dull. I.ard dull;
steam quoted 7 96; vi ry choice 8 05; city steam
at 7 05; refined quoted at 7 80 for Continent; S A
at 8 65. Buuer s quiet and steady; State 17®
27c; Western 14®29c. Cfcerae firm and quiet.
Freights to Liveruool dull.
CHI AUO. April 5. 1888.—Flour is steady
Wheat is nervous; No 2 Spring at 71%@74%c;
No 2 Red 80c. Com steady and higher—No 2 at
No 2
>ats weak—No 2 at 27%u3o%c.
51%e.
ltyc at 59%c. Bai ley—No 2 at 7 7® 80c. ProvisLard
40
ions slow—Mess Pork higher 13 35@13
at 7 72%.
Dry salted shoulders at 6 7C@6 00;
16.
short clear sides at 7 45 a 50. Whiskey at
Receipts—Hour, 23,000 hhls.;l wheat. 16,000
hush
oats
; rye
bush; corn 26,000 bush;
69,0(3 |
2000 hush: bailey, 8,000 bush.
Shipments—Flour. 13.000 bbls; ’wheat, 31.000
bu: corn. 102,000 bushjoats. 69,00o.hu; rye 1.000
bush, barley 1,000 hush
8T. L U1B, April 5, 1888.- Flour market is
dull. Wheat firm and higher—No 2 Red at 80c.
Corn very strong, active and higher at 47@47%c.
Oats dull but firmer at 30%@30%eRye nominal.
Barley at 76a87c. Whiskey steany hi 1 09. ProLard at
Pork at 18 66® 13 75.
visions lower.
7 15®7 20.
Dry sailed meats—shoulders 6 75®
6 87% ; long clear 6 95@7 00; clear ribs at 7 00*
7 lo;short clear 7 85;a7 4.". Bacon—shoulders at
I! 37% ; long clear at 7 05 a7 75; clear libs 7 76
@7 80; short clear at 7 95.d8 10. Hams steady
at lo 00® 12 on.
l eceip; —Flour 20< 0 bbls,; w heal 0,000 bush,
bush, oata 12,0uo 1 ush.barler, 1,0 0
o u 27,00
hush,rye t<iOo bush.
8 000 4bbls, wheal 16.000
-hi imet: s— -“-i
y
hush.j *r 35,000 iish oats 6,000 hush,
*o,oo hush,rye 0.000 bush.
DETROIT, April 5, l«88.—Wlieai—No 1 White
cash at 83c hid; No 2 Red cash 81%c asked May*
Oats—No 2 at 34c; No 2
Corn—No a at 62c.
White 36% c.
Wheal—receipts 4901 bush.
1488.—Cotton Is
NEW ORLEANS. Apr 1 6
quiet; inldulmg 9 7-10c
SAVANNAH, April 5, I S8 -1701,ten is quid;
middling 9 7-10e
CHARLKHTtIN.April 6 i88M.—C -ton inactive;

Butter.
tb... 26*27
Creamery
Lemons.
Palermo.3 60i*4 00 Gilt Edge Ver—26*28
Messina.3 6064 00 Choice.10*20
Fiorina...

J

NF.W

Ket. Pet. IV,

Valencia

straw 9 60

f,* “P—J

Sage.le^*!®

Closing.

...

Domestic Markets.

GeaiiS.. 3 OOctS 26
Medium.... 2 6o,«2 751 Centennial. 8%
German «‘o2 6<»a 2 761
Raisins.
Yellow uiyes.2 50 a2 76' Muscatel— 2 25®3 .16
rotatottsmish H5cjt£y6c!, kinduu LAt'r 2 50*3 Oo
1 00 < maura Bay
8®8V*«
Rose for seed.
St Potatoes 4 oofaft OO Valencia.
6%®,c
Onions 4> bbl 6 60^7 uo
Sugar.
Turkeys.17,al8 gran. Lateo t> tt.7Vs
Chickens.rial 6 Extra C. 6Mi
Fowls
..11(614
Seeds.
Bed Top.... $2 ys *82 Vs
Geese
ITlmotby 8eed2 00*2.96
Ducks...
Closer. 8»*@12Vic
Apples.
3 76.'S4 00
Chese.
Russets,
(63 60 Vermont.... 10 *14V4
Fancy Raldns
10 &14V*
1
3c
N.Y.
4*1:>12
a,
taetory
8vaporaten

Highest....

ar

Market
Chicago
8v Telegraph.)
CH1CAUO, April 6, 1888—Cattle market—re
eeipts 11,000; shipments 3600; slow and easier;
fancy 5 30; steers 3 35®5 00; stockers and feeders at 2 40®3 76: cows bulls and mixed at 1 80®
8 00; Texas'fed at 3 60®4 10.
Hogs, receipts 18,000; shipments 6000; market
slow' and lower; mixed it 5 05®5 30; heavy 6 20
(an 40; light 6 00®6 50 .skips at 3 4(id4 60.
Sheep—receipts 5000-. shipments 1000; steady;
natives 4 00«6 37% ; Western 6 lOjTexans 3 00
®6 00. Lambs 6 00ffi6 50.

Feu

Opening....

22
74

Cattle

—

Oranges.

12%

Potatoes—Houlton Bose at $1 10 k> husli; do
Hebrons 96c; Aroostook Bose 1 05® 1 08: do hebrons at 90®93c: prollfics 8fc; White Brooks at

Crain.
6 8® <17
HMxdCorc.
Corn, bag lot*.. .88*60
Meal, baelots .65®K6
44*45
Cat*, car lots
Oats, bag lot*
47*48
Cotton Seed,
car lot*..24 60*26 00
.26 00*20 *«j
do bag

Po

Malagers....

71

12%
22%
73%

Bye straw. oholce^O 00®iS2|00; ;oat
®10 00.

l'ratt'sAst’l,*>bbl. 11
3;i:ae.... 7 00« |8 00 Jyevoe’s Brilliant. 11
CajeCod 11 00 a 12 00 Btgoula. 8%

Cra; lOcirieb

71

The above quotations are receivers’
prices for strictly wholesale lots. Jobbing prices
l@2o higher.
cheese—Northern choice at 13®l3%c; Ohio
choice nominalc; low er grades 7® 12%c; Northern sage 14c.
Jobbing prices %c liiglier.
Eggs—Eastern extras at 22c: some fancy nearby stock higher; Eastern firsts 21@21%ci extra
Vtand N H 22c; fresh Western 22c; frcsn.Southern nominal.
Jobbing price Ic higher.
Poultry—Northern young fresh killed turkeys,
choice nominal; Western young fresh killed turkeys, extra small 14c; do fair to choice, ll®
13c: Northern fresh killed chickens, nominal at
16® 17c; do fowls at 13®l5c; Western fowls and
chickens 0@13c.
Means—cnoice small N Y haud picked pea at
2 90®3 00 1* hush: choice New York large haud
Picked do 2 86®2 90; small Vermont hand-pick
ed do at 8 10®3 16.
nav—Choice primehay at 17 oo®18 00; fair to
good at f15 00(1*16 00; Eastern line *12a*16;
door to ordinary »12@tl4: East swale 10®*11.

clear do....4 26(e4 60 Sack’dBr’n
car lots. .28 00*24 00
-ton* ground4 26(rt4 36
do bag... 24 00*25 00
III |<OU|tf si'io
uo
Mlddl
roilvi.4 73((<6
ugs. 28 00*25 (0
cir.tr oo.... 4 764x4% do bag lots.24 00*36 oo
Winter Wneat
Provisions.
Patent*.... 6<KV>*5 26 Pork—
Backs... 18 00*18 50
Fish.
Clear.... 17 60*18 00
Cod.
qtl—
Mess. ...16 76*16 00
Lai go Shore 4*464 60
Large Han It 4 uo«4 25
Kx Mess. 8 00® 8 60
Small.O uOrO.OO
0 00*9 26
Plate....
Fol ock.2 60<ifc3 26
Ex Plate 9 50*10 00
Haddock.
Hake.2 00^2 25 II.ardHemhk
Tubs4> l--..7%* Sc
sc
Tierces— 7%«
hx..lSvi.lHc
tF-alon
No i. 00^00
Palls.8V.*9V4f
Hams 4*,It, 11 >**11%
Mackerel *> PhiShore is. 18 OOC%20 00
do coveredl2Vs@14
Shore 2*. 16 OOCo.17 00
Oil.
Kerosene—
y*»4. h.
..

61%

98

34%
104%
22%
62%

28®30c.

tin

Large
Produce.

70%

Butter—Western extra fresh made creamery 31
@32e: extra first Western creamery at 28®>->0c;
do firsts at;28®27c; do June 20®23c; New York
fall made creamery, extra at 27®28e: Vermont
fresh made extra cmry 31 "32c; do extra firsts

PORTLAND. Apr. b. 1888.
There are no new features to note in the busiBreadstulls and Provisions are
ness situation.
quiet and steadily held at previous quotations
Sugars continue quiet, but firm. Eggs have been
in good supply at 18c, while at Boston the stock
Is light aud for fresli stuff 22c Is obtained, but
with any liberal receipts prices would drop. Butter very firm, but not fjuotably higher. Cheese
firm at the recent advance.
At Chicago to-day Flour closed steady, Wheat
nervous, Corn higher and Oats weak.
The following are to-day’s closing quotations of

m

67%
108

couutrvdoat 6%®7c.

PORTLAND WHOLESALE MARKET.

.4 6Oh 4 76

108
26

_

mmkl AND COMMERCE.

Buperune auu
low grades.2 76&3 7b
X Muring and
XX spring..4 15^4 36
Fateut Spring
Wheats.6 Ou&6 25
Mich, straight

18%
30%
187
56%

pork tongues 16 00.
Laid—Choice at 8%@8%c *> tb intcs; 8%@9c
ill lo-lb pails; 9®9%c in 6-ib palls.
Hams at 11 (a, 12c, according to size and
cure; pressed hams ll%@12c.
tb;
Hogs—Choice city dressed hogs 7%@7%c

Husband (impatiently)—If the fool-killer would
strike this town he would find plenty of work to
do!
Wife—Is there such aperson, dear?
Husband-Of course there is.
Wife—Well, I do hope, John, that you will be
very careful!

Flour.

16

70

y“k ;

niwnuNBocii.

CITY AOVKHTWEMEAfTII

HIIACBLIANEOCS.

A Tierce. Sherman, Calais.
^d'sc^Geo
Anill 4-Cld. sens Jerusha Baker, Chase, New

/11.4 ill.

BOSTON.*April 6. 1888.-The following!lie today’s quotations ot Provisions, Ac.:
Pork—Long cut 17 26®17 76 jshort cuts 17 60®
18 00; backs 18 00@18 26; light backs 17 00;

it can lie implicitly relied upon. Fever and ague,
rheumatism and debility are remedied by it.

D.nlHaionS

104%
13%

Boston Produce Market.

What Constitutes a Family Medicine?
A preparation which is adapted to the relief
and cure of ailments to which members of a
household are most subject, and which is not
only alleged to do this, but lias long and unfailingly proved Usability to do it, assuredly deserves the title of a reliable Family Medicine.
Among the time-honored preuaratlous, which
experience and the sanction of the medical profession indicate as deserving of popular regard
and confidence, is Hostetler's Stomach Bitters, a
medicine adapted to the eradication of dyspepsia,
constipation ami bllliousness. the three most frequently occurring alimeuts that vex mankind.
Derived from a botanic parentage, It is efficient as
well sb pure and wholesome. It relieves nervous
disquietude and inactivity of the kidneys, and
counteracts a tendency to rheumatism. For re-

llpnin

103%
189

10 00
Homestake.
2 20
Amador.
Plymouth. 8 76
Sliver King.
6%

Great surprise her face expresses, for awhile her
lios are dumb:
Then she cries out: “Mamma! mamma! all those

and

44

Quicksilver. 8
dolpreferred.... .33

..

newing flagging strength

77%
20%

ColoradoJCoa!. 32%
Hocking.Uoal. 20%
28 00
Ontario....

While her eyes are bent upon them as they calmly
chew their cud.

are

76

closing quotations for mining stocks to-day:

In the road stands little Rosie, caring not for dust

cows

88%
53%
88%
76%
4%
13%

[By Telegrapn.)
NEW YOKE, April 6,1888. [The followin'/

sees

mud,

13

New York Mining Stock*.

Little Rosie, walking slowly past the verdant

or

57

116%
9%

19%

St Paul. Minn « Man. 97
St. Paul & Omaha. 36
Ht. Pam & Omaha prf.106
22%
Texas Pacific.

Brown—It does seem so, that’s a fact; but for
heaven’s sake don’t let on to the dog when he

160
118%
105
126%
17%
24%

64

dolstprf.108

raul,...,.

132

19%
16%
18%
30%

Palace.J?8%

«

128%
1%

64

Pullman
Reading.... 56%
Bock Is and. .108%
St Louis A San Fran....*. 26 V*
do pref. 06%

plane?

cows, anil some are
■■■’neatli the trees.

pref.

do

Ohio A Moss.
Out. & Western.
Oregon Tians-Cont’l.
Pacific Mail.

Fenderson—I don’t kuow whether to feel complimented or not. You say 1 am intelligent; very
well; but you called your dog intelligent not live
minutes ago. Isn't that putting us on the same

meadow,

107

Northwestern.1(>«%
NortPw.-uern pref.139
New York Central.105

Must not be confounded with common
cathartics or purgative pills. Carter’s Little Liver Pills are entirely unlike them in every respect.
One trial will prove their superiority.

Many

Express.107

Am.

Central Pacific. 28%
Chesapeake & Ohio.
Chicago A Alton.133
.150
;“do pref
Chicago. Burlington A Quincv....ll9%
Delaware & Hudson Canal Co....106%
Delaware, Lacka. & Western —124%
Denver A Klo Grande. 17%
Erie. 24%
Krie pref. 55%
Illinois Cential .116%
Did. Bloom & West. 10%
cake Krie & West. 18%
Lake Shore. 89%
Louis A Nash. 63
Manhattan Elevated. 84
Michigan Central. 76%
Mrnu «sr. Louis.
4%
do pref. 11%
Missouri 1’acltlc. 75%
New Jersey Central. 77%
Nor. Pacific common. 20V*
do pref. 43%

EAST MACH IAS, April 2-Ar. sch Wigwam,

Port Clyde, Me,

PORTLAND & WORCESTER LINE.

Montreal.

____

TICKET OFFICE

Portland & Rochester R. R

a

35 Exchangs St., and Depot Foot of India Street.
Lowest fares from Portland, Yarmouth Junetlon and Danville Junction as follows: To Chlca*21.00 and *19.00: Detroit, *16.76 and
16 00; Kansas City, *32.50 and *28.85; Bt.
'aul *32.60 and *28.00; Bt. Louis via. Detroit,
*25.00and *21.25; Bt. Louis via. Chicago. *28.60
and *24.90; California, *82.60 and *63.75.

5o,

JOSEPH HICKBON, General Manager.
WM. BDG.iB, G. P. A..
J. STEPHENSON. Bupt.
Nov. 28.1887.
..

INLA.YDN

Co.
Harpswell Steamboat
19th 1887.
Leave Orr’s Island for Portland

steamer

run

1

TRA'NS.

at 1.00 p. m.
Far Kacbrater, Mpriaarale, Alfred,
bora, and Mice Kirer at 7.30 a*
I

■ffisssarjrtSfcT:

Wi»I*h
1.00

•.»*. =*.««.

r^c^ri^^^^TMi.u.Wsta

TBAIflKRM.

On aud after September
Gordon, Capt. James L. Long, will

ARRANGEMENT”OF

On and after Idaaday • .darcb 3* INWW,
Passenger Trains will Immw P ^nlnad*
Par li orcmlrr, Clinton, Anr Juactiaa,
Nanhna, Wlidbnm and ftCppia« at 7.341
as.
a# o>* and 1.00 p
M
ftTor dancbcMrr. t aarartl, and potfttl North

daily

at 6.45

a.

as

in.;

1, 7.16; Last End,
Bailey’s island 7.00; Harpswe
IsChebeague, 7 45; Jenk s. 8.00; Hope
Island

Great

and

10.00

a.

as.,
m.

1.00,

:l.OO, O.JO ar.d

(mixed) •«.:(#».

Par Parra! A 'eaar |Of«rla|) IO OO a. a...
:iiOO and 0.40 p. in.
The I .OO p. na. train Irom Portland connects at
Ayer J unci, with llaoanr Tunnel Beale fol
the West, and at Tnion Depot, V orce.icr, fol
New Vorti via Norwich f.lar, and oil ral.,
also with N. v. A N. K. K. K
▼la

Mpriaadeld,

land 8.05; Ltttlo Cbebeague. 8.20; Long
Maryland Route”) tor Philadelphia.
8.40, arriving in Portland at 9.15 a. m.
aliinaorr, Washington, and the Uonib.and
Island
for
Orr’s
Portland
leave
will
Ketumlng
with Basina * Albany M. K. lor the »Vesi.
and all Intermediate landings at 2.00 p. m.
, ■Close connection made at Wrsibreolt Janes
.-AN1K1.S.
Manager.
ISAIAH
sepl9dtf
lien with through trains of Main* eatral H. R. and
at Grand Trunk Transfer. Portland, with through
Trunk Railway.
CASCO BAY STEAMBOAT CO. trains of Grand
Through Tickets to all P”1‘it* West and Rou£
Port,
WHARF.
HOUSE
CUSTOM
may be had of 8. H. 11KI.1.KN,Ticket Agent,
land A Rochester Depot at foot of Preble Street.
WKKK DAY TIJIK TABI.K.
Woodford's,
at
•Does not stop
On nod After Hatch 1.1, !***•
J, W. PRTKRtt snot,
ocmdtf
Leave Portland for Peak’s 6.45. 6.30,8.00 a. m.,
ushC
2.16,5.00,6.10 p.m. Leave Portland for
p. in. l-eave Portland
ing’s Island 6.30 a. in., 6.00Great
Diamond, Kverfor Long Island, Little and

CSteamer

Portland and

KrnmrldttTret,Cl'irT.\To\>,|'N(l.llenM "Agent.
LADIES !
Dyeing, at home with Peerless Dyes
They are sold every
They will dye everything.
They
lOc. a package—40 colors.
Price
where.
have no equal for Htreugth, Brightness, Amount
Do vour own

In packages or for Fastness of Color, or non-fad
tor
lnr Dualities. They do not crock or smut,
sale by 1>. W. Heseltlne A Co., Druggists, corner
Congress and Myrtle streets; N. G. Nichols,K.Drugw.
gist, 787 Congress, corner Grove street;
Stevens, Druggist, corner Congress and Farris
corner constreets; Fred. A. Turner, Druggist,
gress and Washington streets; T. J. Looney,
streets D.
Druggist, comer Middle and Franklin
P.
Druggist. 638 Congress street; william
and Free
s. Banks. Druggist, Junction Congress
Streets; T. B. Pollard. Drug* tt.
street; Cook. Everett A Pennell; John W. Perkins
ft Co. H. II. Hay <4 Son. and A. W Hmith llrne-

fforr,

712_Danforth

W w.
gtst, 107 Portland 8t.. Portland. Maine
Square, and WoodJlylleodly

Whipple & Co.. 21 Market
ford's Corner. Deerlng, Me.
IPITTC T

■

*

I;L’1>

’"

■'» 'ei'*" f "n

nieatoea

Ingug
LHlol As rati F. Howell x Co.
here advertl—
S.tTurOslllS Bureau (V, Some* Strept).
1£ v ;
YORK.
SSSSSS*'
or

--

Ogdensbnrg R. R

I PORI LAND and MONT. EAL LINE.
Ouly line making direct connections with
Canadian l*acilie Westbound Trains
leaving Montreal same Kvenlng.

FALL ARRANCEMENT.
MON DAW, Del. IO. mil,
... i»n
and until further notice. Passenger trains will
_.leave Portland as follows: N..T3 a.
for Bridgton. Kryeburg, No. Conlilwav. Kabyan’s, Bethlehem. Lauras-“-ter, Whlteflehl, Littleton. Wells' River, Montpelier, 8t. Johnshiiry, Newport, Sherbrisike. St.Johns. Montreal, Burlington, Swantou,
Ogdensburg and West.
11.13 p. m. Local, Portland to Bartlett and In
termed late stations, with Stage connections for
No. Windham, Standish, Umlngtou, Sebago, Naples, Parsonsfleld. Keznr Kails. Denmark. Lovell
and Conway Corner; also tor No. Bridgton. Harrison and Waterford via Bridgton.
Trains Arrive ia Parlland.
10.33 a. .... from Bartlett and way stations.
from Montreal.
>»
N..'«3 p.
i

o...u..

$**!'*'

U^,87H,55>7Y,OTA-

THE

STEVEDORE’S STRIKE.

PRESS.

Begin Work In

A Crew of “Scabs"
the Hold.

FRIDAY MORNING, APRIL C.

PORTLAND AND VICINITY.
IKW

AOVRRTIMBmBfifTn

rs»-l»A*

SPECIAL NOTICES.
M. A. Jewell & Co.-Removal.
H. M. Payami & Co.-32 Exchange Street.

AMUSEMENTS.

Grand Benefit and Prize Ball.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
For Sale—Remington typewriter.
Notice is hereby given—3.

eight Frenchmen, who cam
terday morning and brgnn

to this city yesto unload the
coal barge David Brown.
“scabs”
The
sent
were
into
but
the
the
ho'd,
stageman was a ’longshoreman and intentionally or othci wise he allowed the tub of
coal to strike the staging which turned it

Minetto window shades.
Notice of dissolution.

Bookkeeper wanted.
weu.

Moore & Co.

_

MIvS. WINSLOW’S
Advice l® Mother*.
SOOTIUNG SYKUP abould always boused wbeu
piiiifirpn »ri> piittiiurtppfti.
It relieves the little
—

sufferer at once; It produces natural, quiet sleep
by relieving the child Iron) pain, and the little
cherub, awakes as “bright as a button.” It is
very pleasant to taste. It soothes the child, softens the gums, altaysall pain, relieves wind, regulates the bowels, and Is the best known remedy
lor diarrhoea, whether arising from teething or
other causes Twenly-tlv e cents a bottle.

KM&W&wly

iaul6

The well known strengthening properties of Ikon, combined with other tonics and a
most perfect nervine, are found In Carter's Iron
Pills, which strengthen the nerves and body, and
improve the blood and complexion.
d&wlw
aprB
The most efficacious stimulants to excite the appetite are AnsoHinra Kilters, prepared by Ur.
J. a. 11. Slegert & Sons. Beware of counterfeits.
Ask your grocer or druggist for the genuine article.
apr2eod&wlw
for Consumption Is the old Boston
Vegetable Pulmonary Balsam.’
uovl8eod&wCm-cw
“Best

cure

HOW

MEN DIE.

If we kuow all the methods of approach adopt
ed by an enemy we are the better enabled to Ward
off the danger and postpone the moment when
surrender becomes Inevitable. Ill many instances
the inherent strength of the body suffices to enable It to oppose tlie tendency toward death. Many
however, have lost these forces to such an extent
that there Is little or no help. In other cases, a
little aid to the weakened Lungs w ill make all
the difference between sudden death and many
years of useful life. Upon the first symptoms of
a Cough, Colo, or any trouble of the Throat or
Lungs, give that old and well known remedy—
It will
Boscbee's German Syrup, a careful trial.
prove, wliat thousands say ol it, to be Ihe “beuelactorof any home.”
uovl-dlycT
SUPREME JUDICIAL COURT.

following decision, with rescript, was received yesterday by the Clerk of Courts from the
law court In a case peudiug on the law docket ferThe

district.

tile western

Cumberland county.
Stevens vs. Isaac H, Parsons.

William K.
Wiacrlpt by Libby, .1.—Action on a promissory
of the follow ing tenor:
"Portland, Aug. 1, 1879.—Twelve mouths
after date 1 promise to pay to the order of myself
ttvo hundred doll^s, at my office, Purllaud, Maine,
with lot- rest, value received.
"C. A. Parsons.”
(Signed)
Endorsed on the back, “Pay to the order of W.
K. Stevens.
“C. A. Parsons.”
(Signed)
“I. H. Parsons.”
Tills was the condition of the note when negotiated to and taken by the plaintiff, and he was the
first takei.
Held: That I. H. Parsons, the defendant, Is an
original provisor and properly declared against as
such.
Judgment for tlie|plalntiff.
note

MUNICIPAL COURT.

Thcbsdav.—Frederick Susskraut. IntoxicaFined $3 and costs.
Wingate It. liragdon. Malicious miscliicl. Kelorni School during minority.
Timothy Cochran. Larceny. Three months in
county jail.
.lolm Huwley, the younger, search and seizFined $100 and costs, and
ure ; second offence.
iu addition six mouths in the county jail.
tion.

JOTTINCS.

morning yesterday changed to a
southerly rain storm at uigiit.
Vincent Chautauqua Circle will meet this
evening with Kev. C. H. Daniels, JNo. 207
A fine

Newbury

street.
About 70,000 pound of fish was landed yesterday, mostly cod, in cargoes ranging from

by Jason
North Searboro, w:a destroyed by
day
night. Cause a defective chimney.
Most of the furnitnre was saved.
The liabilities of F. J. Catney <& Co., are
$15,000; assets about $0,500. The liabilities
of F. II. Lovett, shoe dealer are about $12,000; assets small.
The monthly business meeting of the Diet
Mission w ill be held at the Fraternity Rooms,
A
4 Free street block, Saturday at 4 p. in.
full attendance is solicited.
Irving Rowe, truckman (or ti e Westbrook
Manufacturing Company, w as struck by two
hales of cotton yesterday afternoon and Dad
Mor«e of
lire Tues-

his wrist broken.
Application lias been made to the Portland Reform Club to assist in the formation
of Reform Clubs in different sections of the
county and State,, and a little latter on
something of the kind will be done.
David N. Skillings. Winchester,IMass., has
left$1000to the Home for Aged Women in
Portland, and $1000 to the Payson Memorial
Church for support of the poor of the parish.
Tlte many friends of Mr. Fred Nixon of
this city will he glad to heat that he is homo
again, having closed his season witli J. J.
Dowling. Mr. Nixon has several good offers
for next season under consideration.
on

the Portland

& Ogdensburg road beyond Fabyan
terday afternoon, throwing about

late yesdozen
damaging the
a

off the track and badly
engines. It is reported that two borses were
killed, but no persons were hurt.
For the month of April, 1887, the Maine
Central brought front the Provinces to the
States 3,969 passengers, against 8,389 in 181$,
The great majority of this
a gain of 580.
travel went to Boston and farther west, scattering ail over the country.

cars

Can Men Live Forever?

Boston, April

6.—A very impminnt anA few
nouncement is made herb today.
weeks ago an article by Dr.William A. Hammond appeared in Tub Boston Sunday
Globe, taking the ground that there is no
reason, barring accidents, why men should
This startling theory has
not live forever.
set everybody to talking. Another article by
this famous doctor will be published in the
next Boston Sunday Globe, and in it he

The same
men should not die.
issue of The Sunday Globe will also contain a number of interviews with leading
doctors, ministers and philosophers on this
most interesting subject. On account of the
great demand for The Sunday Globe, you
should order of your newsdealer at once.
will tell

why

He

Didn’t Cet the Reward.

A towboy on the Congress street line of the
Portland railroad found a roll of bills on the
street yesterday, and, like an honest boy
Not
took it to tlie street railroad office.
long afterward a lady anxiously inquired if
any money had been found. Being answered
in the affirmative she identified her property
and received it. In the gladness of her heart
she wished to reward the finder, but the
She
clerk told her it was against the rules.

insisted, however, and taking a
piece from her purse besought the

ten-oent
clerk to
But the clerk was
bestow it upon the boy.
firm and the boy is unrewarded except in the
possession of an approving conscience.

Nearly Drowned.
Durgan, second keeper of the
Way Book lighthouse, lias resigned bis

Mr. P. A.
Half

bold aud said they would work no more uu‘
Actil they bad a stageman of their own.
cordingly, at about tlnee o’clock, with dinner pails in baud, and ollieers Mosely and
lit,1," marched through

Kirillin,for

Commercial street to llie Boston & Maine
depot where they took the train for home,
saying they would return In tlie morning
with a stagemau of their own and commence
work again.
Much to the surprise of tlie stevedores.
President Conley himself returned to work
remained during tlie forenoon. This act
of the president did not
on the part

please the men and many of them manifested their displeasure during the afternoon.
When questioned concerning the strike President Conley said: “Tlie men are firmer in

their demands than they were yesterday
end are bound to hold out. Stevedore
men
Capt. B J. Willard advised tlie
who met at his office to return Jo work,
saying they might do so at the old price. The
men strongly lefased to return and I think
There lias
their demands will be granted.
been and there will he no violence on the
part of the men.”
The sympathy of most people is with the
•Uipners aud not with the strikers, for it
seems evident that the stevedors have been

fairly dealt with.
A largely attended private meeting was
held last night in the
Longshoremen’s
rooms, hut it is not known what
taken in regard to the strike.

action was

PERSONAL.
John

Cheetliaiu, formerly

of the firm of

Cheetham & Son, grocers, in Lewiston, died
in Philadelphia Wednesday night.
A. P. Stone, Superintendent of Schools at
Springfield, Mass., for nearly fifteen jesis,
has retired on account of ill health.
R. B. Whitcomb, the carpenter and buildHe was a member of
er, died yesterday.
Boswurth Post, No. 2.
News is received in Ellsworth that N, K.

Sawyer, formerly editor of the Ellsworth
American, Consul at Turk’s Island, died in
Jacksonville, Florida, March 30th, aged 71
years.

The Rev. A. A. Miner, U. I)., the distinof Boston,
will occupy the pulpit of the Congress
Square church next Sunday morning, in exchange with tlie pastor.
Frederick L. Smith, Bowdoin, '86, principal of tlie Lindsey High School of Sliaplaigh.has been invited to deliver-lhe memorialiaddress before the John W. Brown Post

guished Universalist clergyman

Miss Caroline Bunker of Fairfield, sails
from New York tomoriow for Paris, where
arshe will enter the studio of an eminent
tist for two years. Miss Annie Gilbretli,forin
merly of Fairfield, will also spend a year
Europe, leaving for Berlin in tlie summer.
The two surviving members of the class of
21, Bowdoin College, are Ur. Rufus K.Cushof
ing of Bangor, aud Isaac W. Wheelwright
is a native of
Ur.
Cushing
Mass.
Byfield,
Brunswick, aud one of his medical instructclass
ors was James McKean, M. D., of (lie
of ’17.
Rev. Theodore

Gerrish,

1

U...

K..

T

..

twill

oMfi

■

imciy

a. m., Yarmouth at 2 p. in., aud at Bath In
the evening.

to be some talk about delethe Republican National ConvenThe names of J. 11. Manley, Esq., of

There
gates to
tion.

begins

Augusta. Hon. Geo. C. \i ilson of Bouth
l’aiis, lion. T. R. Siuionton of Camden and
lion. W. W. Thomas of Portland are mentioned.
Messrs. Noonan & Co., of Boston, are
about to issue an American edition of ’‘A
Daughter of St. Dominie,” by Kathleen
O'Meara. It is edited, vv ith the author’s approval, by Aliss Margaret E. Jordan, and the
in-

Rev. Father J. L. O’Neil has written
troduction to it. It is said to he an improvean

ment on the English edition.
Frank P. Keyes, son of Alvah Keyes, formerly of Wilton, Ale., and nephew of Capt.
Charles W. Keyes of Farmington, was graduated a physician and surgeon Afarch 9th,
1888, from the Long Island Hospital, Brook
lyn, N. Y. He was one of four passing coincompetitive examination for the position of
••Interne” or resident physician in the hospital, to which position he was appointed
for one year, beginning with Out. 1, 1888.
Hon. William Sewell Gardner, ex-Judge of
the Supreme Judicial Court of Alassachusetts, died on the 4tli inst., at his residence
in Newton. He was obliged to retire from
the bench about a year ago on account ef ill
health, resulting in nervous prostration. Air.
Gardner visited Europe, but returned little

proved, and since then lias been gradually
Born in Ilnllowell, Me., Oct. 1,
failing.
1827, ta descendant on the maternal side of
ini

the noted family of Bewails, William S.
Gardner inherited man p of the strong traits
that were prominent in the characters of his
ancestors. He entered Bowdoin College in
184C, having among his classmates Gen. O.O.
How ard, U. S. A., Hon. William P. Frye of
Alaine and Prof. C. C. Everett, aud, after
graduating, he entered upon the study of
law in Lowell.
RAILWAY MATTERS.
PORTLAND &

0GDKN8BURQ.

At the Conway House. Wednesday,
was given by the Commissioners to parties who claim that the Portland & Ogdensa

hear-

ing

burg Railway Company have discriminated
charges for freight
The hearing was ad-

aoniimt them in regard to

scut over that road.
journed without having come to any decision.
_

Aristotle.
The extra lecture interpolated last evening
into Dr. Hill’s course on the “Heroes of
Hebrew History,” dealt largely with Aristotle. The lecture was entitled, “The AbBy the lAbsolute the
solute, a Person.”
ultimate
lecturer meant the original or
on which all being depends;
but which is itself dependent only on itself.
By a person he meant a being which both
knows, and knows that he knows. The
thesis which he would maintain is that the
The person is the
Absolute is a Person.
highest form of conscious life, the highest of
That philosothe entelechys of Aristotle

ground of being;

pher, in the fourth century before Christ,
getting some conceptions of monotheism,
perhaps, from his known acquaintance with
a Jew,
had worked out a demonstration
that the universe is dependent on one God.
He had begun with the mere fact of the existence of motion, ami then added the consideration of its forms; and from this showed that wc are logically compelled to admit

position.

original, ever acting,
intelligent cause. The necessity for this ad-

More Do« Winners.
At the bencli show in Boston “Santa
Claus,” of Forest City Kennels, and Tam

mission was threefold; there must be an
origin of the energies of the universe; tiiere
must be a cause of the, harmonies and symmetries in it, ami there must he an explanation for the unity which binds all harmonies
and symmetries together. The Doctor, after
giving a summary of the arguments of
Aristotle, added a translation of the dosing
passage; in which thegreat Grecian expresses
himself in grandly eloquent terms; attempting to describe the ineffable blessed ness of
God, in his ceaseless activity, and ceaseless
joy. He then gave a restatement of the
whole argument, in more modern forms of
thought and language; and closed by briefly

He had a very narrow escape from
drowning the other day. Standing on the
rock, he shot some sea ducks. The dory was
launched and Mr. Durgan entered it to get
the ducks, butthe sea was rough and thedory
was turned over, throwing Mr. Durgan 15 or
20 feet, alighting on his face. lie gained a
foothold on the rock, but was swept off again
and again, until finally he was rescued by
First Keeper Holbrook.

O’Shnnter. owned by C. F. Jordan, Winchester, Mass., bred by C. H. Newell, of
Portland, won prizes.

the existence of one

three other lines of
reasoning, wlilch would confirm Aristotle’s

pointing

out two

or

great conclusion.

A Card.

Passed Their Physical Examination.
The Police Examining Board report tire

having passed their physical
following
aminations: Andrew Megers, Philip
Hughes and Stephen Flynn.
as

ex-

If.

The members of the Ladies’ Aid Society
of the Fir-t Parish church wish to acknowledge. with thanks, the services of all those
who so kindly assisted iu the course of entertainments just finished; also to extend
our thanks to the newspapers, for notices.

Fair at

The Bosworth Relief Corps

were so

unfor-

tuuate ns to meet with rain the second evening of the fair, and consequently their audiThose who
ence was comparatively small.

present, however, were more than repayed by the excellent entertainment prowere

Fife and Drum
Corps gavu a pleasing concert; Miss McClellan and Mr. J. T. Somers sung with much
taste and expression ; Messrs. Barnum and
vided.

The Maine

State

Glynn showed their skill on the banjo;
Messrs. Doldt, Moore and McGowan delighted everyone with their acrobatic feats, as did
Messrs. McGowau and Mooro by their posturing and tumbling. Prof. Lee was exceedingly graceful with his club swinging,
and Miss Annie Hyer’s reading was very effective, heightened by beautiful tableaux.
The Bazaar will remain open until next
Wednesday, and wa hope that it will ba
freely patronized and a largo sum realized.
The ladies arc working very hard now and
have for a long time hack in this most worthy cause. They have almost everything
that enters into the daily use of a family on
srle, and there is uo reason why our citizens
ah >uld not purchase there as well as elsewhere. Assuredly better bargains can be

obtained, and in fancy articles, lovelier articles than can bo secured elsewhere. At Mrs.
Legrow’s “Recruiting Office” is the superb
which is being raffled, and the
silk
quilt

beautiful soldiers’ album, besides many other things. It would be useless to try and
enumerate the attractions. Be sure and go
and see for yourselves.
tin. fnllon ins nroirrainuie will be

provided:
Music.Chandler’s Orchestra
Tableaux.

March...Harris
Waltz.Select d

Ideal

Imperial

Mandolin aud Guitar Club.

Selection.Imperial Banjo Quartette

Headings.Mr.Hubert

Tableaux.
three tableaux

There will be
evening.

L. Whitcomb

during

the

The Resignation of Secretary Winter
Accepted with Regret.
Tlie uew board of managers of the association met last evening for organization, presThe followident W. S. Corey in the chair.
ing committee were appointed by the president:
Finance Committee -Tliomas Edwards, if. J.
A. G. DewLibby, E. It. Payson.B. M. Edwards,
ey, Dr. W. It. Evans.
Lecture Committee-George F. French, Charles
Dumi, Jr., O. F. T. Wish, F. D. Winslow. X. H.
Johnson. A. XI. Merrill.
Devotional Committee—P. C. 1 inkham. V. R.
Foss, B. K. Cook, It. S. Davis, C. F. Morse, E. K.
Fiyson.
Boom Committee—Dr. G. A Clark, G. II. lord,
B. K. Cook, O. P. T. Wish. P. O. Plnkham.
Committee on Boys’Work—A. B. Merrill, V. R.
Foss. Charles Dunn, Jr., Dr. W. It. Evans, It. P.
Davis.

A letter was read Ifrom Secretary Winter
declining to be a candidate for re-election.

The following resolution was passed:
Whereas, A petition signed by many of the

friends and supporters ot tlie association, urging
tlie retention ot Rev. IX. P. Winter as general secretary ot our a-socialIon, and also a petition from
Hie Jodies' Auxiliary with a request of the same
nature, having been received, and
Whereas, Air. Winter lias, while having knowledge of tlie expression of feeling as evidenced by
tlie aforesaid petition, positively declined having
Ills name used lor the office of general secretary
of the association, therefore be It
Jletoleed, That we accept with regret Ills declination, and Hereby tender him a donation of two
hundred dollars, as an expression of our appreciation of liis valued services during tlie oast
seven years that he lias served this Young Men s
Christian Association.
Voted, also that a reception be tendered
Mr. Winter, at such time as would be most

convenient to him, and a committee of three,
consisting of Geo. F. French, I)r. u. A.
Clark and A. B. Merrill was appointed to
make arrangements for the same.
Serious Accident.
Last night a boy nine years old named
John Mulkern, who lives at No. 3 Dunphy’s
Laue, was playing about the cars at the Boston & Maine railroad yard and somehow he
fell under the wheels of a moving train and
had his leg so badly crushed that it had to be
amputated. Dr. Warren attended him and
he was taken to the

MUSIC AND DRAMA.
FOBGIVEN.

Tonight Frederic Bryton and his selected
Theatre in
company will appear at Portland
It
the intense romantic drama “Forgiven.”
is essentially a play which appeals directly
to the heart. Therefore it could not be but
The diama
just what it is, a great success.
is written in a charming style, is clean and
wholesome, and will be welcomed by peop'e
who go to the theatre to see a strong home
play. Frederick Bryton as John Diamond,
actgives a strong realistic piece of romantic
ing, and ts natural and easy throughout. In
the strong scenes where real strength is reequal to
u uired, Mr. Bryton was more titan
the demands. In the more quiet sceues he
and
intelligence that
acts with such grace
one would be apt to class him with the leading light comedians of the American stage.
EVANGEI.INE.

Tills charming burlesque and musical extravaganauza, w hich will be presented next
week at Portland Theatre, will draw large
“Evangeaudiences. An exchange says:
line, in its new dress and with a new cast
and brilliant costumes filled the Columbia
Theatre every night this week. The compa-

ny is first-class in all particulars.”
STOCKBRIDGE COMPLIMENTARY.
The tickets to the Stockbridge complimentary will be ready at the store on Saturday.
The Harvard Quartette will give the comic
cantata entitled the “Grasshopper,” and
Miss Olive Brown, a reader new to Portland,
has offered tier services.
ROSSINI CLUB.

Smith.

Solo—Stornello.llackensollner
Miss Stockbridge.
Piano Solo—Prelude.Chopin
Mrs. Hight.
Vocal

Angelus.”...Sehlcs!nger

Mrs. hand.

Vocal Solo—Die Lorelei.Liszt
Miss Bivwn.
Piano Solo—First movement from Sonta III

flat.Beethoven

Blanchard.
Che Faro Seaza Eurydlce.Gluck
ir-u.ni a. 1
Vocal Solo I
Ira Beny
Brookiet..
Miss Lung.
Miss

Piano

LOT NO. a.

quality,

$1.00
Also 5 pieces $1.50 Black Satin Rhadame,
30 pieces $1.00 quality Plain Silk Velvets at 50c for
Browns and 59c for Fancy Colors to close.
Balance of Jersey Silks 98c; secure them at once.
I case of Henriettas, all shades, 48 inches wide, at
75 cents; a great bargain.

THE ADVERTISED AUCTION GOOuS ARE SELLING RAPIDLY.
IMPORTANT LACE SALE NONDAY.

r

oruauu,

TURNER BROS’.

Gentlemen who want a fine lightweight English Merino Hose for
Spring wear will do well to examine the lot which we offer TO-D AY
at 36 cents, or three pairs for $1.00.
They are the best value we have
ever

MARRI ACES.

„„

March 28, L. P. Moody, aged 64

Pope, aged 70 years.
In Saco. March 30, George L., son of William
Tultle, aged 6 years.
In Llmingtou, March 29. Ivory Norton, aged
77 years.

He had letters of recommendation
from well known people in Portland, but lie
said rum was his w-orst enemy, and, being
without a peuny, he had recourse to this step.
He was a bookkeeper and is 38 years old.

Young Men’s Christian Association.
Rev. J. M. Lowden will lead the Bible
class for the study of the international Sunday school lessons at the Yoiftg Men’s
Christian Association rooms this afternoon
at 4.30 o’clock.
Subject: “Christ’s Last
Warning. Matt 23:24-29. All interested in
Bible study are cordially invited to attend.
The regular moutlily meeting of the executive committee of the Woman’s Auxiliary
to the Young Men’s Christian Association,
will be held at the association rooms this
afternoon at 3.30 o’clock. A full attendance is
desired.
The boys of the Young Men’s Christian
Association have been invited to inspect
Goudy end Kent’s bakery Saturday after-

i&dofr-

Shades

In all colors. The Art Shades are Decorated
and Transparent. All Minetto Shades. Plain
or Decorated, are unsurpassed in Beauty,
Durability and Finish. Mounted on firstclass Spring Boiler ready to hang.
eodOmos

apr6

Notice ol' Dissolution.
between
partnership heretoloie existing
the undersigned, at Portland, under Arm

THE

name ol LEIGHTON & LIBBY, has this day
been dissolved by mutual consent. Payment ol
debts due the late firm may be made to cither
partner, who are each authorized to give receipts
EUGENE M. LEIGHTON.
lathe firm name

DANIEL C. LIBBY.
Portland, April 5,1888.
aprCdlw
Witness-Augustus F. Moulton.

WANTED.
A Cook at No. 12 Peer-

at 2 o’clock.

nil

f till* SM11C, 1 U

situation in

the Grand or Past Grand Representative receiving the largest number of votes, to be
decided on the closing night of the fair. The
collar is on exhibition in the window of
Charles O. Hudson’s candy store, under Odd

6-1

Thoroughly
competent to take complete charge of doumust be a good penman;
ble entry set of hooks;
address, giving
A1 references will be required;
references. O. K., Press Office.5-1

Standisli—Ellen H. Boolliby et ill to Charles E.

—

s.ll.K— Remington No. 4
Enquire
new; price $55.
ROLLINS, Agcut, 88 Exchange street.

typewriter,
F. C.

Foilnearly

girl

No.
work. Apply
WANTED-Capable
at

to
510

5-1

do general houseSPRUCE ST.

“Be sure to get Hood's Sarsaparilla, my child.
See that they do not give you anything else. You
remember it is the medicine which did mamma so
much good a year ago-so reliable, beneficial,
pleasant to take—my favorite spring medicine.”
This advice should be heeded by everybody. If
Hood’s Sarsa
you make up your mind to buy
nai llta, do not allow polite persuasion or argument
to induce you to take anything else. Insist upon
to
having Hood’s Sarsaparilla, whlco is peculiar
itself.
A Boston lady, who has been taking, with benefit.

Sarsaparilla

me
Says: "In one store the clerk tried to induce
to buy their own instead of Hood’s Sarsaparilla.
He told me tlieir’s would last longer; that I might
take it on ten days' trial; that if I did not like it I
need not pay anything, etc. But he could not
prevail on me to change. I told him I knew what
Hood’s Sarsaparilla was. I had taken it, was
perfectly satisfied with it, and did not want any
other.”

Democratic State Convention.
Chairman Brown has issued a call for the
Democratic State Convention to be held in
Augusta, Tuesday, May 22, to choose the

candidates for Governor and Presidential
electors, also delegates and alternates to the
National Convention in St. Louis the r>th of
next June.

First

Principal and

CORSET
BETTER

than any other made In

EUROPE

or

AMERICA,

1 Cl

lUlj
without
fcJUj

Fine

INTEREST,

35 CONGRESS ST., BOSTON.

eodCm

oct21

IT IS PROOF AGAINST PERSPIRATION
*nd mohito6- Will neither corrode or
soil the underwear, stretch or break at the
waist The bones never move or come out In wear,
ITS FORM,
j i, IT NEVER CHANGES
AT
ll always retaining its original shape; it Is
* 111 Invaluable to yonng ladles, because It reJ
moves and prevents stooping and round shoulders
n I,
THIS CORSET MUST NOT BE MORE
tfian "lnc,le, ,ma^fr than the size of your
I
U til waist when measured tightly over your
j
dress. If so ordered no Coreet Maker can make
one to order (at any price) that will fit as well, or
with as much ease and comfort, or giv. such a
magnificent form.

ME
MOORE &;CO., PORTLAND,
OWEN,
dlawF3m
mar2

Nausea, Drowsiness, Bad Taste In the
Mouth, CoatedTongue,
Pain in the Side, TORThey regulate the Bowels.
ness,

wheel see the latest and

purcha'ing
best one made; the 1884
BEFORE
a

“New Mail.”
three practical and important features
The
found combined in no other wheel, viz:
Trigwrll Rail Hearing Head, the only sue
cessfull ball bead In use. Warwick’. Ferfeeliau Hack Bone and Fork, and hollow thick
bottomed Kim.
Rigid, strong and Handsome.
Prices reduced from last season. Catalogue aud
test imonials free.
It has

•

Small Prloe*

INSTALL-

M ENTS.

PIANO!

SUMNER,

It.-Aak far the

AN
—

APPOINTMENT
AT THE

—

STREET-

JylB

TI

NING TO OBDBB.

KINNEY

OKtJAN

_tlU

BROS.,

STRICTLY PURE IIIGII-CLASS

CIGARETTES.

SPECIAL

8T1cutgut

SWEET

CAPORAL

THE STANDARD OF THE WORLD.
Handsome Colored Pictures Packed in this Hrand.

KINNEY TOBACCOl’O. (Successor).
New York, Baltimore, Richmond and Danville.
The only Manufacturer of Special Cigarettes.
See that the Company’s Certilicate is on eaclt
package,' unbroken.
ap4

m

|
j

ATKINSON
HonseFurnisliingCo.
for. Pearl and Middle St., Portland.
dtf

aprV

EASTMAN BIOS.
& BANCROFT

in the market,
Lace and Drapery Curtains,
Dinner and Tea Sets, all

WE SHALL SELL THEN CHEAP.
Fancy Bordered Shades complete with fixtures,

NOW

A

prices.
Baby Carriages,

39 cents each.

Choice Patterns only 48 and
55 cents each.

PER

-AND-

and will quote for to-day

CHILDREN’S
OUTSIDE

Spring Garments.

regular prices.

Ranges, $15, $18, $22.50, $25 and up
Parlor Suits, $31, $35, $40, $43 $4»

for

a sitting when yon have a leisure hour.
Noth
lug gives as much satisfaction as a finely finished
Photograph of yoursels, your children ur your

friends,

tip on>> one flight, making It easy for
the children or older persons.

OPP. THE FALMOUTH HOTEL.
sei>28

Carjtets.

Carpets, Axmfcater,$1.85,$1.50,

Dentist,

Ciuyets,

Wilton,

from the blood, by constitutional
treatment, without cutting. Also Cancer of tne
(Jlerna, Fimtuln, Pile*. »cr*fiil«;
Frt«i|>«‘lnw, and all other Malignant Ulcerations
cured by him. Send for indisputable references,
has had over 25 years experience in the treatment of the al>ove mention diseases. .1 /» a
apr6dly
K>*«*nh lit., Porilnn«l. We.
cause

EXCURSIONS 10 CALIFORNIA.
EVERY WEEK VIA ALL LINES.

For tickets and Information, apply to the Ticket
Agent, Boston & Maine R. R., Commercial stieet
Station, lowest rates to all point. ;West an
dec20dt(
South.

Department,
found

New Spring Goods.

Nos. 492 and 494 Congress Street.

up.

Kattan and Reed Chairs,basket Chairs,
Silver Ware.
Ice Chests and Refrigerators.
The justly celebrured

apr4

BALDWIN,
lift.

dient Servants,

THE

H01SE KIKIISHIW CO.,

ARTIFICIAL

TEETH"

Cor. Pearl

best^WSjfjsy

8. 8. White’s best teeth, the
teeth Id the world $6.00 and $0.00
set, former price $10.00 and $15.00 per set.

NO CHARGE

Biddeford, Auburn, Ban*
gor and Rockland.
ISAAC C. ATklM\, Chi. Nun.

CARLTON KIMBALL, Dentist,

453 1-2 Congress Street, Portland, Me,
marl7

GKK. OLDCITV HALL.

d3w

In Streets.

with Brunches at

will be made for Gas or Ether to those who wish
to have their teeth extracted without pain and
artificial ones made.

Dr.

ant

PORTLAND,MAINE.

per

I

ap3

(ilalnoyui

E. B. REED,
and Botanic Physician.

Medical ttooma 93 Prat Kiln St., Portland, Me.

J. M. DYER & CO., ATKINSON
511 Congress St.
mh2B_dU

dtl

*

bundled exclusively by us, and
complete House Inrnislilngs of
every description. all at our SPECIAL THIS DAY PRICE, for Cush
or on our Contract System.
Electric
Open every evening.
lights on three floors.
Respectfully, the Public’* Obe-

American Satines, Scotch GingNew trimmings to
hams, eic.
Also a
match the dress goods.
choice assortment of Sacquings and
Ulster Cloth.

decided Novelties in

EASTMAN BROS.
& BANCROET,

$1.75,

$1.35, $1.75, $2,00,

$1.25, $2.75 and

where will be

materials and styles.

Straw Matting, for everybody, 12 1-2
15, 18, 25, cents.
Window Shades and Drapery Shades,
25,35, 40, 50 and up.
Lace Curtains per pair, 60, 75, 00 cents,

4991-2 Congress, Cor. of Drown.

mar29<ltf

dlv

Dr. Major D. MacRae.
Respectfully announces to the public that €’•■the
c«r can now be
positively cured, by removing
and local

We call special attention to
our Misses’ and Children’s

and up.
Chamber Sets, $14, $16, $18, $21, $25
and up.
Carpets, All Wool, 40,45, 50, 60,70 cts.
and up.
Carpets, Tapestay, 40, 45, 52 1-2,75,85
cts. and up.
Crrnets, Body Brussels, 75, 85 cts. 81,
$1.25 and up.
..
Velvet, 85, 0<» cts,, $1 10,

Cords, Camel’s Hair, Plaids,
Checks, Silks, Satins, French and

STUDIO,

Complete Stock

LADIES', MISSES'

Cribs and Cradles,

SET.

BONNEY,

OFFER

-OB’-

Easy Chairs, Louuges,
Folding Beds,

These are the best Teeth manufactured in tbe
world, and the prices for these teeth the Dast fit
teen years have ranged from 110.00 to $15.00
and even $20.00 per set. Wilmington Teeth
$4.00 per set. Gas free to all who wish to have
one or more teeth extracted without pain. Gold
Killing $1.00 and upwards. Silver Killings 60
cts. to 75 cts. Cement or Bone Killings 50 cents.
Appointments by mall will receive prompt attention.

Or. F. J.

__

we

Stoves and Ranges, the best

WINDOW SHADES!

$5.00

obedient

THE

tion,
Chamber Sets, the latest and
best,

We cordially invite you to come
in and see our handsome new
Spring Dress Goods. All the novelties of the season in ltohes.
Silk Warp Henriettas, Bedford

renowned instru-

BtlKat'1"1'

to the end
on

public’s

Carpets of every make,
Parlor Suits of every Descrip-

B, Robinson & Co.,)

TO KMOW ABOUT

Accent,

ment.

,tf

on

the

Carpet

keep them complete and
in enormous quantities. We have
for

We Want Everybody

Middle Mtrcel.
eodtf

MAKE

«». 3 I'm Street Itlwk, PurtUiiil

k«>

story.

it. If von want a
come and see ns.

mean

servants,

FURNISHINGS!

Organs.

S .8. White’s, H. 1». Juste’s, and Johnson & Lund’s Best Teeth,

mh23

8AMUEL THURSTON,

miKht

No Ghost

Respectfully

MOTE PRICES.

Dyspepsia,

indigestion and Too
Hearty Eating. A per
feet remedy for Dizzi-

so we

must pay

IZO.t

The sole agency of this

We

hope youwill take advantage of these prices at once and
not come tn thrseor four days after and feel offended It what we
now offer is all gone and
you

C. L. BAILEY,

these little Pills*

This is

and we

il ll

Kept In stock and recommended by

A lot of these in the same line
must go quick. Do you want
one or half a dozen !

_

has done duty (or the last lime
and should Rive place to one of
our modern celebrated

UUj

CO., N. Y., MPRS.

nn

Cook Stove

The Celebrated Smith Ameri-

!MiEXCHAWCE

they shall;

present.

HOUSE

&

must

we want the
for New Stock, and as
you know are awfully
crowded at

But go

Or it may be the

of the chapter

to E.

They

All Wool Carpets ! Cotton and Wool Carpets!

and

WOODWARD

boat.
go for

same

room

will cost,

on

must.

40c, 50c and 65c; former
price 75c and $1.00.

LACE CURTAINS

ni

PRINCESS OF WILES

All in the

too

to Tariff Ranges,
First National Ranges,

or

they

CARPETS, Tapesiry Brussels.

Quaker Ranges,

For CASH

we

Go

much

and several other well-known makes.

can

pieces

70c, 80c, 90c; former
price $1.25 and $1.35.

wintry and you
considering how

begins to look
are, perhaps,

few

at less than cost.

HEAVY DRAPERY

RJNES BROTHERS!.

Injurious tight lacing.

cannot duplicate
We must
make room and you shall have
this line for

a

Cherry.
of Pine, Ash, Walnut
Oak or Mahogany Is perhaps to
be set up one flight higher and
for something of
make place
luter design. The

We shall sell thousands of
them.

IT IS THE ONLY CORSET EVER MADE
that will reduce the toe and Increase the
length of the waist of Fljesht Ladles

CARPETS, BODY BRUSSELS.

Chamber Set

llfl

•Positively Cured by

tress from

limited amount at

IT IS THE BEST SPINAL SUPPORTER
ever made, and it supports equally well the
abdomen and all other parts of the body,

AN
Vn

HEADACHE
They also relieve Dis-

a

BECAUSE
j

Sarsaparilia

Small Dose.

at

Brewster, Cobb & Estabrook

IOO Doses One Dollar.

Small Pill.

payable

Interest

as a

PARLOR SUIT

PIANOS

(Successors

WATER CO. BONDS

is to more

the Winter
look as bright
year ugo. The

_

SINKINC FUND

jam

LIVER.

Mortgage

does

styles.

not

HARDMAN

and after careful examination recommend
them for Investment.

8old.T>y all druggists. $1 ; six for $6. Prepared only
byC. I. HOOD & CO., Apothecaries, Lowell, Mass

PID

CENT.

PER

100 AND ACCRUED

^ownal—Edward

Cushing lo H. M. Cashing
*150.
Edward Cushing to Eester Tuttle et al.

SIS

some

These prices for a few days only.
Come and secure a trade,
even if you do not want the goods
at once.

whether of Crushed Plush, Silk
Plush, Hair Cloth, or any other
kind of covering will wear out by
continual use. The

in hereby given, that the
has been duly appointed and
herself the trust of Administratrix of

We offer

Hood’s

SlCK

season,

and;cherry

—

subscriber
Notice

taken upon
the estate of
WILLIAM P. STEARNS, late of Portland,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and
given bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands upon the estate of said deceased,
and
are
exhibit the
same;
required to
all persons indebted to said estate are called
*
upon to make payment to
JULIA A. STEARNS, Adm’x.
Portland, April 3, 1888.
apr8dlawF3w*

Pr.rior Suits In Plush from
i36.00 up. Hand-

tlie Stair,

subjected us it always
frequent oceupuncy In

-AND

Boston Sate Denositud Trust Co

to Get

Hood’s

ISAAC P. WHITMAN, late ol Gorham,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and lias
taken upon himself that trust as the law directs. All persons having demands upon the estate of said deceased, are required to exhibit
the same; and all persons Indebted to said estate
are called upon to make payment to
THOMAS H. HASKELL, of Portland, Executor.
Gorliam. A|,ril 3, 1888.
apGdlawF3w*

as

were showing signs of wear, and
brush them ever so well, do not
harmonize with the buluiy days
of Spring. Again, the PAKLOK,

STEIN WAY

hereby given, that the
duly appointed Execu-

6-1

be bure

Cottage Company.
The Falmouth Cottage Company has been
organized in this city, with a capital stock of
88,000; amount paid in $8,000; par value of

try of Heeds;

WANTED

BOOKKEPKK

Falmouth

Real Estate Transfers.
The following transfers of real estate in
lids county iiave been recorded at the Regis-

grocery

in

$400.

Library Carpet,

or

As Well

mar30_dtf

Notice
subscriber has been
tor of the Will of

twenty years ol age;
like a t.plaee to keep

books and woik in store or drive a team part of
the time; can work for low wages and give the
hestot references. B. F., care of Press Office.

Fellows' Hall.
There are several other
donations which will be on exhibition in a
few days.

shares, 825. The stockholders are William
Gridin, Fitz E. Sargent, Horace M. Sargent,
Walter K Swett, Hawley Folsom and Albert
P. Bibber, all of Falmouth.
F. E. Sargent
is president, William Gridin treasurer, and
the above named stockholders are directors.

experience:

have

retail

a

in

man

a

112 (*0111-

mittees. Amoug the donations already received outside the State, is an elegant' Grand
Representative's collar from Mrs. J. E.
Marshall of Boston, wh ich is to be given to

dtt

store by
WANTED—A
young
would

Cumberland Rowing Association.
The grand ball at City Hall on Thursday
evening next, under the auspices of the Cum- I
berland Rowing Association promises to be
another of their social successes. The committee having the matter in charge are sparing no time or pains to make all enjoy themjvisikes the Weak Strong
selves, and that it w ill be so is attested by
attest the peculiar building-up power
“I
gladly
the large number of tickets disposed of. The
For some time I have
of Hood's Sarsaparilla.
music will he uuder the personal direction of been unable to attend to business, but finally at
its
of
exa
he
will
which
guarantee
Chandler
a part of a bottle of
; the request of a friend I used
cellence.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla, which gave tone and strength
Silver
to my system and made me feel young as when a
The following is a list of prizes:
boy.” (i. T. Woods, 0* aud 06 Lodge Street.
tea set, lodie»’ gold ring, gold runic vases,
Cincinnati.
chair,
easy
shoes,
gents’
plush album, gents’
We value Hood’s Sarsaparilla very highly in
silk or stiff hat, box of cigars and box scar.
our family.
My wife has been a severe sufferer
from dyspepsia, and has found great relief by
Fair.
Fellows’
Odd
taking this excellent medicine.” A. Nelson, 88
At a meeting of the general and sub-comWalnut street, Portland, Maine.
mittees held last evening, encouraging re.tiorlsx lw

Street.

ing

ap6_

Hood’s

hereby given, that the
subscriber has been duly appointed and
taken upon himself the trust of Administrator of
the estate of
SARAH A. COLLAGAN, late Of Portland,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and givAll persons baring
en bonds as tne law directs.
demands upon the estate of said deceased, are reuired to exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to said estate are called upon to make payment to
H08C0E G. GREENE, of Hiram, Me., Adm' r.
ap«dlawK3w*
Portland, April 4, 1888.

Notice

5*Di8VVIu!hrop. March 22, Mrs. Annie Remick,
'^i ii' Las (Vassal boro, Marcli 26, Mrs. Content W.

led to suspicion of crooked work. Mr. Reynolds was about to notify the police when
Mr Frank Winn cauie in with tire check aDd
said he Had cashed it. It was pronounced a
forgery. Officers were sent to the depot and
Fuller was arrested. He admitted his guilt
at once, and said that he would make It all

.imrn

Hall

Parlor Suits from $31 to

Carpets,

Parlor

Frank B. Clark,

cuiiiumicu

right.

Lot of

Pounds

$1 up.
Pillows all prices from $1
per pair
At this sale which only lasts a few
days.

Carpets,
Sitting-room Carpets,

515 CONGRESS STREET.

in this city, Apiil 6. Robert B. Wbitcomb. aged
67 veais M months.
[Funeral on Suuday forenoon at 10 o’clock,
at Ills late residence, No. 22 Cleaves street.
In Bath. April 2. Marcia B., daughter of Chas.
A. and tli tate Marietta W. Davenport, aged 17
years 6 mouths.
in Webster, April 2. Mrs, Lydia D., wife of Jos.
Kilgore, aged U7 years « mouths.
In Saocarappa, April 2, Mrs. Rutli J. Berry ment
aged ('.6 years.
in Chiu
April 3, Scolt Clark, aged 80 years.
In West Powual, April 3, Mrs. Benjamlu Morse,
aged 83 years.
In Augusta, April 2, George Kaler, aged 88 yrs.
In Jefferson, Marcli 28, Mrs. Lucy A. Weeks,

brought forcibly

are

Chamber

at 25 CENTS PER POUND. Best
We have Ever Sold for
the Money.

Sidney E. Strout of
Strout of West Har-

necessity,

to notice. For example, while the
storms of the last severe winter
were upon us we did not notice
that the

CREAM WRITING PAPER

DEATHS.

X Wiiitbrop,

or

Cuff Buttons,

Offer 500

Pine Chamber Sets $15
and up.
all
Mattresses
prices
from $2 up.
Springs all prices from

Observe closest attention in Us
at liund
when changes in the furnishings
of our houses, either from custom

Pins,

offered.

Ash Chamber Sets $15.50
and up.

perusal for tlie time is

Jewelry Department,

I also

Miss Nellie S. Marston.
In Lewiston, Marcli 6, Augustus A. Witham of
Greene aud Miss Lucy J. Taylor of Plymouth.
Ill Franklin, March 27. Edward T. Campbell of
Ellsworth and Miss Lena W. Macomber of Frank-

and

SPRING

VERY LOW PRICES.

OWEN, MOORE & CO,

In Stroudwater, April 4, by Rev. Henry Blanchard, William Leavitt, Jr., of Portland, and Miss
Gertrude M. Stevens of Stroudwater.
Iu Andover, March 27, Frank E. Gordea and

Mlllbrldge
rington.

Fourth Annual

From Friday, March 30th to April
15th I shall, to Introduce
to the Public My New

AT

offering this week ought to
entice every one in the city
and suburbs to our store,
fou never will get such an opportunity again. .Just think of ft,
ponder on it, consider it.

aprSdlOt

Large

tsOM

Tin:—

we are

Will You Read It?

a

but

INDUCEMENTS

Etc.,

_

Marcli 31.
'"in Harrington,Miss
Ada 1).

—

The undersigned have this day formed a copartnership under the Arm name of SIIA \V, SON
& LOTH HOP, and will carry on the business at
the old Hand. Thanking our friends and customof the
ers for past favors, tve solicit a continuance
KLEAZEJC C, SHAW.
same.
GEO. It. SHAW.
WM. W. LOTHKOP.

—

In-

bold forgery Wednesday afternoon at Salem, Mass. He walked into Abbott & Key.
Hold’s produce store on Trout street, borrowed n blank check on the Naumkeag Bank,
and coolly tilled it out for $25 and forged the
tiiin's signature to it. He blotted it and went
out. The tracing of the letters on the blotter

txnrfu

hereby given, that the partnership
under-

Collar Buttons,

Dr. Wm. H. True returned from the South
Tuesday and has resumed his practice.

“No, my child, every soap is not C P.

The Walking is Bad!

tnersliip.

heretofore subsisting among us, the
signed, Kleuzer C. Shaw, George K. Shaw, and
James K. Hawkes, carrying on business as Wholesale Grocers, al Portland. Me., under the style or
Irm name of SH vW, SON & HAWKES, was on
the second day of April, 1888, dissolved by mutual consent, and Eleazer C. Shaw and George It.
Shaw will pay and disenarge all debts and liabilities, and receive all moneys payable to the said
E. C. SHAW.
late firm.
GEO. It. SHAW.
JAMES F. HAWKES.
at
Dated
Portland, Me., April 4, A. D. 1888.

ap6__

years.

a

noon

NOTICE

is

Par

o

**'*'1!?*

ornrU_

Bracelets,

..

or

stand by W. G. Pennell, who will settle all accounts.
BROWN & PENNELL.
aprodJt
Cumberland Mills, April 5, 1888.

Notice of Dissolution

«• W'

t. O. MIIMV.

tiring.

Offer

The funeral of the late Wm. Roberts, of
Vinalhaven, was held last Thursday, and
the old gentleman was buried on the same
farm where for 95 years he had lived. He
l9aves behind him about 1X0 children, grand
children, great grand children, and greatgreat grand [children, the last named numbering four persons. He was the oldest person in town, and now Capt. Reuben Carver
takes the deceased’s place at the age of 92

dex is.

Nilesnxim 10 Exchange Street.

THE

Portland, April 2,1888,

COMMENT CNNECESSAItY.

A Bold Forger.
rimer,

79 cents

------

at

Inetioueers and Commission lerrhuts

Arm of BROWN & PENNELL la tills day
dissolved by mutual consent, Mr. Brown re
out
Business will be continued at the

Copartnership.

$1.25 quality, 21 inches wide, will be sold at 98 cents
$1.00

F. O. BAILEY & CO.

oTCojartiership.

Dissolution

LOT 1STO. 1.

Solo—Caprices.Mendelssohn

r.

Regatta

SALE COMMENCING FRIDAY. APRIL 6.

hospital.

Mrs. Smith.
Vocal Solo—La Stella .Meicadante
Miss Webster.
Piano Quartette—Andante aud tdcilianyMoscheles
Johnson, Mrs.
Mrs. Smith, Mis. Allen, Mrs.
Thompson.

diaries

Black Silk Dress and
Warranted to Wear.

can have a

Importer’s entire stock of celebrated
Black Silks to be closed out at
wholesale and retail.

An

....

The recital of the Kossini club yesterday
morning was much enjoyed by those presentTne programme was as follows:
Piano Quartette-3 movements from Symphony No. n.Haydn
Mrs. Thompson, Mrs. Allen, Mrs. Johnson, mis.

(The

Gigantic Silk Purchase!
Everybody

auction «alk».

FIRHITCRK.

_

A Vinalhaven Patriarch Cone.
[Rockland Free Press.]

__

Vocal Solo—“Once at the

copartnership notices.

advertisement*.

new

Y. M. C. A.

BAZAAR.

The Bosworth Relief Corps
City Hall.

B

of Biddefo.d, has

had many Invitations to tp*.ik on Memorial
Uay, and lias accepted tlie following, which
IUC

6000 to 15,000 pounds.
The house occupied

Two freight trains collided

bottom up, allowing the coal to fall hack into the vessel. The scabs barely escaped serious Injury, and when the tub was again
overturned they became Lightened, left tbo

of Waterlioro.

IIEFOKK JUDGE GOULD.

BRIEF

There was a considerable Interest manifested in the Longshoremen’i strike yesterday, and It formed the topic of conversation
One of Sargent,
on Commercial street.
Dennison & Co.’s men became frightened
and quit work, and two teamsters were put
to take his place.
into the hold
Other
than this the company had no trouble. Handull & McAllister sent to Biddefmd for

FINANCIAL

Situation wanted.
Wauted A cook.
Turner Bros.
Girl wanted.

THE

dll

1

